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Abstract
Due to their reduced dimensionality, surfaces and quasi two-dimensional materials exhibit
numerous intriguing physical phenomena that drastically differ from the bulk. To resolve
these effects and the associated dynamics at their intrinsic timescales requires experi-
mental methodologies combining a high surface sensitivity with the essential temporal
resolution. However, to date, there are still very few methods that facilitate investigation
of the structural degrees of freedom of surfaces on the atomic scale along with a temporal
resolution of femtoseconds or picoseconds.
Addressing these challenges, this thesis covers the development and application of ultrafast
low-energy electron diffraction in a backscattering geometry to study structural dynamics
at surfaces.
In this context, a central aspect is the development of a miniaturized and laser-driven
electron source based on a nanometric needle photocathode. Using such a sharp metal tip,
the photoemitted electron bunches offer a particularly high coherence and remarkably
short pulse durations, which were also successfully implemented recently in ultrafast
transmission electron microscopy, as well as in time-resolved transmission low-energy
electron diffraction.
Employing the capabilities of this novel technique, so-called transition metal dichal-
cogenides constitute an ideal prototype system. Specifically, in the present work, the
transient structural disorder of charge-density waves at the surface of 1T-TaS2 has been
examined. Following the optically induced transition between two temperature-dependent
charge-density wave phases, this method enables the observation of a highly disordered
transient state and the subsequent phase-ordering kinetics. More precisely, the temporal
evolution of the growing charge-density correlation length is traced over several hundreds
of picoseconds and found to obey a power-law scaling behavior. Due to the particular
properties of the charge-density wave system at hand, the observed transient disorder
can be explained by the ultrafast formation of topological defects and their subsequent
annihilation. These results are complemented by a numerical modeling using a time-
dependent Ginzburg-Landau approach.
Finally, two different excitation schemes demonstrating the possibility to study the
relaxation of the investigated sample on the nanosecond and microsecond timescale
are presented, as well as future prospects of ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction,
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Considering the chemical properties of a material, one may notice that these are largely
defined by its surface, which generally involves the outermost atomic layers that separate
the bulk from vacuum. In comparison, boundary layers between two different materials
or media are commonly referred to as interfaces.
Both cases have in common a broken translational symmetry, as the boundary atoms are
missing bonds that would exist in the bulk. For this reason, both surfaces and interfaces
exhibit properties which drastically differ from the bulk, such as surface states [1, 2],
modified band structures [3, 4] or surface reconstructions [5, 6].
Furthermore, systems of reduced dimensionality exhibit a wealth of fundamental phe-
nomena exclusively present herein. Promoted by the discovery of graphene and its
outstanding mechanical and electronic properties, the recent years have experienced a
rapidly growing interest in other (quasi) two-dimensional (2D) materials [7]. Among the
numerous 2D systems studied, a prototype material class are transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDCs), which are exceptionally prone to electron correlation effects such as
superconductivity or charge-density and spin-density instabilities [8, 9]. Moreover, in
low-dimensional materials, the concept of topology plays an important role. Here, the
unbinding of topological defects can cause a new type of phase transition, as originally
predicted by Kosterlitz and Thouless [10]. Such defects may take many forms and appear
as dislocations in atomic lattices, as well as vortices in superfluids or magnetic struc-
tures [11–13]. From a quantum mechanical perspective, the distinct interplay between
surfaces and topologically protected states is particularly evident in phenomena such as
the quantum Hall effect or topological insulators [14, 15].
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Furthermore, the peculiar properties of surfaces, interfaces and low-dimensional materials
form the basis for a multitude of technological applications. The particular relevance for
practical utilizations is vividly summarized in a quote by Herbert Kroemer, one of the
pioneers in the field of semiconductor heterojunctions. Being awarded the Nobel Prize in
2001, he stated in his laureate speech [16]:
“Often, it may be said that the interface is the device.”
- Herbert Kroemer, 2001
Prominent examples for devices based on the unique properties of surfaces which we
encounter on a daily basis include photovoltaics, rechargeable batteries, catalysts for
chemical processing or exhaust gas treatment, as well as nanoscale integrated electronics.
Providing essential fundamental knowledge, the field of surface science constitutes an
indispensable means for the development of these applications, as it deals with the
analysis of elementary electronic, magnetic or structural properties of surfaces. In this
context, experimental methods offering outstanding surface sensitivity are the central
requirement [17]. As the latter is closely related to the penetration depth of the respective
physical probe, for instance, photons in the visible range are ideally suited to analyze a
surface’s dielectric properties, since they are absorbed or reflected within the first few
tens of nanometers (nm) depending on the material’s dielectric response. The spatial
resolution of photon-based techniques, however, is usually limited to half of the wavelength
of the incident light.
As the de Broglie wavelength of electrons or ions is typically on the order of the inter-
atomic distances or below, electron or ion scattering offers a drastically increased spatial
resolution. Moreover, low-energy electrons are characterized in particular by a very small
inelastic mean free path in most materials, which makes them a probe of remarkable
surface sensitivity [18]. This fact is utilized in well-established experimental techniques
such as low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) or microscopy (LEEM) that are well
suited to investigate a surface’s lattice structure and morphology [18, 19]. Further
methods making use of the short escape depth of slow electrons are, e.g., Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) or angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [6, 17]. In
comparison, these approaches are rather sensitive to the chemical composition and the
electronic band structure of a surface, respectively.
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In particular, LEED played a considerable role in the development of surface science.
First, it has been closely connected to the early stages of surface analysis, since Gerhard
Ertl et al. used LEED to study hydrogen adsorption on palladium in 1974 [20]. Second,
over time, LEED became a standard method for static surface structure determination
due to its relatively simple and low-cost implementation together with a well-established
theoretical framework.
In the recent decades, aiming for the fundamental understanding of dynamic processes at
surfaces, there has been much interest in extending surface science to the time domain [1].
For example, this addresses the analysis of chemical reactions, phase transitions or the
formation of surface reconstructions, which occur on the timescale of femtoseconds (fs)
or picoseconds (ps). In order to attain time-domain access to such processes, commonly,
pump-probe approaches are pursued, which allow for disentangling complex correlations
by means of their relaxation behavior. As the necessary temporal resolution is typically
provided by femtosecond laser systems, all-optical pump-probe schemes are a well-
established approach to study the electronic degrees of freedom. Prominent examples for
such techniques are transient reflectivity measurements or time-resolved ARPES [21–23].
In comparison, investigating the structural dynamics of the outermost atomic layers has
proven much more complex and the number of available methods is very limited. The
main reason for this difficulty is the challenge of generating high-quality femtosecond-
pulsed electron beams at low kinetic energies. In this context, the problems are twofold:
First, electron pulses are highly susceptible to external electric and magnetic fields, as
well as internal Coulomb repulsion leading to space-charge broadening. Secondly, a finite
kinetic energy spread causes a pronounced dispersion of the electron pulses on their
way from the source to the sample. Both effects are particularly severe for low-energy
electrons, as a result of the longer propagation and interaction times [24].
This problem has been circumvented by time-resolved reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) [25–27]. However, as RHEED gains its elevated surface sensitivity
from grazing incidence electron pulses, this approach is characterized by an elongated
probing area. To compensate for the resulting velocity mismatch between the electrons
and the pump pulse, the examined region needs to be excited by means of a tilted pulse
front scheme [28]. Moreover, the indexing of individual diffraction peaks and quantitative
intensity measurements turn out non-trivial, as the symmetry of the diffraction pattern is
heavily dependent on the sample’s azimuthal orientation, and, for small incidence angles,
diffraction peak intensities are dominated by surface wave resonances [29].
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In comparison, using low-energy electron pulses at normal incidence allows one to harness
the full potential of LEED, which manifests in, e.g., intrinsically symmetric diffraction
patterns, as well as a well-proven theoretical background for their analysis.
To address the above-mentioned challenges of electron pulse broadening, nanometric
metal tips have been suggested for their use as highly confined electron sources [30, 31].
Such photocathodes not only have the advantage of rapid electron bunch acceleration in
the very vicinity of the tip apex, due to a drastically enhanced static electric field. The
nanoscale emission area at the tip apex also leads to a remarkably high coherence of the
photo-emitted electron pulses [32]. For this reason, recently, nanoscopic photocathodes
have been successfully implemented in an ultrafast transmission electron microscope
(UTEM) [33], in ultrafast point-projection microscopy [34, 35], as well as in a time-resolved
LEED setup operated in transmission geometry [36]. Whereas the latter experiment is
ideally suited for the investigation of atomically thin films, due to the high scattering
cross section of low-energy electrons, it is limited to samples up to a few nanometer in
thickness. Therefore, to attain access to the entire wealth of potential material systems
and fundamental surface phenomena, the development of ultrafast LEED working in the
classical back-scattering geometry is highly desirable.
This thesis demonstrates the first implementation and application of ultrafast low-energy
electron diffraction (ULEED) for the investigation of structural dynamics at surfaces.
Specifically, ULEED is employed to resolve the phase-ordering kinetics associated with a
structural phase transition at the surface of a very prominent model system, namely, the
highly correlated quasi two-dimensional material 1T-TaS2[37].
For the development of the present ULEED system, the key component is a millimeter-
sized electron source, which has been constructed in collaboration with Gero Storeck.
It tackles the challenge of electron pulse broadening due to velocity dispersion by a
reduction of propagation distance. Featuring a nanometric needle photoemitter, this
miniaturized electron gun allows for recording unobscured diffraction patterns even at
working distances down to a few millimeter from the sample in combination with a
remarkable k-space resolution.
Enabled by the novel capabilities of ULEED operated in back-reflection geometry, we
study a structural phase transition caused by charge-density waves (CDW) at the surface
of the layered transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) 1T-TaS2. Herein, after intense
optical excitation, we observe a pronounced decrease of the CDW correlation length that
is traced back to the appearance of topological defects in the high-temperature CDW
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phase. The subsequent phase-ordering kinetics are governed by a power-law growth of
the CDW correlation length, which is attributed to the annihilation of topological defects.
These findings are corroborated by a numerical simulation, which models the dynamics of
the high-temperature CDW phase in real space using a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau
approach.
In conclusion, ULEED represents a novel technique that allows for unique insights into
the ultrafast structural dynamics of so-far elusive fundamental physical effects at surfaces.
Outline
This work is structured as follows: In Chap. 2, the basic methods and fundamental
concepts essential for the further discussion of the ULEED experiment and the investigated
sample system are introduced. This comprises the elementary principles of LEED and
diffraction pattern formation at surfaces, as well as the general properties of CDWs
and key characteristics of topological defects. Chapter 3 focuses on the structural and
electronic properties of 1T-TaS2, with a particular emphasis on the present temperature-
dependent CDWs.
The detailed experimental realization of the ULEED setup is presented in Chap. 4,
which includes the design of the miniaturized electron source and the spatio-temporal
characterization of the emitted electron pulses, as well as the necessary ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) chamber system. Chapter 5 encompasses the presentation and analysis of the time-
resolved measurement data which focuses on the transition from the room-temperature
to the high-temperature CDW phase. Particular emphasis is placed on the temporary
disorder associated with the CDW phase transition. Since the decrease of the CDW
correlation length is attributed to the appearance and ensuing annihilation of topological
defects inside the CDW, in Chap. 6, these findings are substantiated by a numerical
simulation of the CDW dynamics after a transition to the high-temperature phase
following intense optical excitation.
Two further excitation schemes, which mainly concentrate on the relaxation behavior of
1T-TaS2, are briefly described in Chap. 7. The first approach, based on optical pumping
with a second electronically synchronized ns-laser, addresses the temporal recovery of
the room temperature CDW phase. In comparison, the second excitation scheme utilizes
single laser-pulse excitation inside a TEM to observe a probabilistic switching between
the two degenerate and intrinsically chiral CDW ground states in real space.
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In the subsequent discussion in Chap. 8, the experimental observations are compared
to the results of the numerical modeling and further work on 1T-TaS2 using different
experimental techniques. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the experimental results of this
thesis and gives an outlook on further fundamental phenomena and intriguing material




To establish the theoretical and experimental methods essential within this work, this
chapter provides an introduction to the basic principles of low-energy electron diffraction,
as well as the concepts necessary to describe the investigated sample system. This
includes a brief summary of the historical incidents around the invention of LEED, the
fundamental concepts of electron scattering at crystalline surfaces (Sec. 2.1), as well as the
influence of surface superstructures and domains on LEED diffraction patterns (Sec. 2.2).
The following sections focus on the formation of charge-density waves in low-dimensional
materials (Sec. 2.3) and on the description and characterization of topological defects
present in numerous systems exhibiting a broken continuous symmetry (Sec. 2.4).
2.1 Fundamental principles of LEED
2.1.1 Historical background
Like numerous pioneering inventions, the discovery of electron diffraction and LEED in
particular happened as a consequence of intuition of the involved experimentalists and
fortunate circumstances. Launching a series of experiments in 1924, Clinton Davisson
and Lester Germer originally intended to investigate the extranuclear structure of atoms
by means of elastically scattered electrons, similarly to the alpha particle scattering
experiments conducted by Ernest Rutherford. However, a few months later, their work
got interrupted by a cracked vacuum tube leading to an accidental oxidation of the
nickel target. Subsequently, they observed a pronounced electron scattering in certain
directions [38], and a thorough analysis of the target showed that the repeated heating
had caused the growth of several single crystalline facets in the formerly polycrystalline
sample. From this fact, Davisson and Germer surmised that rather the arrangement of the
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atoms than their inner structure would be the reason for their unexpected observations.
Still, it took another year until they realized the full scope of their findings, which
ironically happened during a talk of Max Born, who cited previous results of Davisson as
an evidence for the existence of matter waves postulated by de Broglie [39]. Encouraged by
Born, they pursued their search for diffracted electron beams with even more enthusiasm,
and in January 1927, they finally observed “a quantum bump” in an energy-dependent
scattering measurement [38]. These diffraction peaks and other results, which clearly
indicated the observation of the three-fold symmetry of the nickel crystal, were published
in a short note in April of 1927 [40]. In retrospect, their hurry is justified by the fact
that only one moth later, George Paget Thomson and Andrew Reid published their
results of electron diffraction at thin films [41]. In contrast to Davisson and Germer, they
used high-energy electron beams for scattering at very thin celluloid and metal films
and obtained ring-like diffraction patterns. For their works, which paved the road for
structure determination by means of electrons, Davisson and Thomson shared the Nobel
prize in 1937 [42].
However, in the 1930s LEED was an arduous business, since vacuum chambers consisted
of hand-blown glass tubes, and electron beams had to be recorded with manually
manipulated Faraday cups. These technological difficulties primarily prevented LEED
from immediately becoming a common method for surface analysis, and it was not until
the 1960s that vacuum technology was developed so far that it could routinely provide
for clean surfaces [17]. In the meantime, experimentalists introduced advancements
such as improved electron sources, luminescent screens and retarding grid energy filters,
which allowed for the visualization and photographic recording of diffraction patterns
[6, 43, 44]. Especially, the commercial availability of UHV equipment triggered massive
progress in the field of surface science and LEED in particular. The increased interest
of both experimentalists and theoreticians led to the development of more involved
dynamical scattering theories. As a consequence, for several decades, LEED has been a
well-established technique for surface structure determination [17].
In the 1980s, surface science again experienced rapid progress with the advent of scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) [5, 45]. As it was complementary to LEED, this technique
enabled the analysis of surfaces and point-like defects in real space and with atomic
resolution. The groundbreaking new perspective on surfaces and fundamental insights
facilitated by STM led to the Nobel Prize for Binnig and Rohrer only a few years later [46].
However, despite the distinguished role STM and other scanning probe techniques have
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played for surface science to date, LEED is still a very important method to obtain
long-range surface lattice structures and determine atomic distances with the highest
accuracy [18].
2.1.2 Low-energy electron scattering
To obtain information about a crystal’s lattice structure by means of electron diffraction,
the elastically scattered electrons are of particular interest, as they have the ability to
form diffraction patterns by interference. Accordingly, how far electrons penetrate into
the bulk before they lose part of their kinetic energy determines a critical depth (or sample
thickness) up to which structural information is encoded in a diffraction pattern. Hence,
an important quantity is the probability for inelastic scattering, such as interactions with
plasmons or phonons. A measure for this probability is the inelastic mean-free path Λ
(IMFP) of electrons in matter, which is defined as the distance after which the fraction
e−1 of the beam is propagating with its original energy [6]. In many experiments Λ (E), is
found to be rather insensitive to the atomic number of the considered species [47]. Thus,
Λ (E) follows the so-called “universal curve” of the inelastic mean-free path for electrons
in matter, which has a minimum at an energy of a few tens of eV (see Fig. 2.1) [47]. Close
to this energy, it is very likely for electrons to experience an inelastic scattering event
within the first few atomic layers, and accordingly, the elastically scattered electrons
within this energy range could not penetrate the sample deeper than approximately 5 to
10 Å. This gives rise to the very high surface sensitivity of LEED.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.1, Λ (E) is characterized by two branches of different slope in
the log-log-plot. This is due to the approximation that for low-energy excitations Λ












Λ(E) = a·E-2 + b·E1/2
Figure 2.1: Fit of the inelastic mean-
free path Λ (E). Fit parameters a =
143 and b = 0.054 resemble a variety
of elements [47]. For electron energies
13 eV > E > 340 eV with respect to
the Fermi level the IMFP Λ is smaller
than 1 nm (shaded area) giving rise to
the high surface sensitivity of LEED.
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is inversely proportional to simple excitation of electron-hole-pairs, which in turn are
proportional the number for unoccupied electron states (∝ E) as well as holes (∝ E), i.e.,
Λ ∝ E−2 [48]. For higher electron energies, ionization and plasmon excitations become
the dominant loss process, and in a simple model, the inelastic scattering cross section




Additionally, at electron energies between a few tens and hundreds of eV, the wavelength
λ = h/p of the incident electrons coincides well with typical atomic distances in a
crystal of a few Å. For this reason, elastically scattered electrons exit the surface at large
diffraction angles, which makes them readily detectable and provides for high k-space
resolution. These two factors - the short penetration depth combined with a well suited
electron wavelength - form the basis of all LEED experiments and renders low-energy
electrons not just an excellent probe for surface structure determination, but also makes
them ideally suited to investigate ultra-thin films in transmission diffraction. This has
been demonstrated recently by studying the dynamics of polymer superstructures on a
freestanding graphene substrate [36].
2.1.3 Diffraction at surfaces
While often the corpuscular nature of electrons is instructive for discussing inelastic
scattering processes, their wave-like properties are essential for the understanding of elastic
interactions. For many situations, electrons impinging on a surface can be described as a
plane wave interacting with the periodic potential of the atomic lattice. Then, following
Huygens’ principle, all atoms involved act as emitters of a spherical waves, which in turn
interfere with each other and lead to plane waves propagating in certain directions.
To qualitatively understand the diffraction patterns observed by LEED (i.e., the positions
of refections), it is sufficient to stay within the framework of the kinematic approximation
meaning that incident waves scatter exactly once, while fulfilling energy and momentum
conservation. However, to comprehensively describe the intensity of individual diffraction
peaks, dynamic or multiple scattering theory is necessary.
To consider diffraction at surfaces within the kinematic approximation, the Bravais lattice
of a surface is defined in terms of the two basis vectors a1 and a2. Then, the position of
an arbitrary unit cell is given by Rmn = ma1 + na2 (Fig. 2.2).
Assuming that the incident plane wave exp (ikr) is scattered at the origin of the lattice,
10










Figure 2.2: Electron waves (red) being scattered at a crystalline surface or the respective
lattice unit cells (blue) defined by a1 and a2. The path difference (green) between the two
waves ψ0 and ψmn is giving rise to a phase-shift, leading to constructive interference in
certain directions.








, which is depending on the composition
of the lattice unit cell (atomic positions and species) [49]. The wave emitted at position
Rmn in direction k′ then just contains a phase shift given by the inner products (k ·Rmn)
and (k′ ·Rmn) and reads








= ψ0· exp (iKRmn) (2.1)
with the scattering vector K = k′ − k (cf. Fig. 2.2). If the Bravais lattice unit cell
contains J atoms at positions rj possibly differing in species, this can be accounted for
by varying ψ0j with fj . Then, r = Rmn + rj unambiguously determines the atomic
positions inside the crystal lattice. Finally, the observed diffracted intensity I = |∑ψmn|2
is obtained via summation over the finite numbers M and N of unit cells in directions
11
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= |F |2 · |S|2 (2.3)
Commonly, |S|2 is referred to as the structure factor of the lattice, whereas |F |2 denotes
the form factor defined by the basis of the unit cell. Using the geometric series, the





















which defines a series of peaks that get sharper as more scattering entities contribute, i.e.,
Imax ∝ (MN)2 [50]. The condition for peaks to appear are the zeros of Eq. 2.4 given by
K · a1 = 2π · h and K · a2 = 2π · k h, k εN. (2.5)
These are commonly referred to as the Laue conditions for diffraction, with h, k being the
corresponding Miller indices [49, 51]. If K meets these conditions, it can be expressed as
the linear combination K = ha∗1 + ka∗2 of vectors a∗1 and a∗2 that fulfill
aia
∗
j = 2πδij . (2.6)
Eq. 2.6 is the definition for the so-called reciprocal lattice vectors a∗j , which are pairwise
orthogonal to ai. Moreover, this definition illustrates that the lengths of vectors ai and
a∗i have to be inversely proportional to each other.
To obtain a comprehensive view of the whole reciprocal lattice, a∗3 has to be considered
as well. Since the number of scattering entities in a3 direction is limited by the surface
on the one side and by an extremely short penetration depth on the other side, only
very few layers contribute to the cardinal sine function equivalent to Eq. 2.4. Hence, the
diffraction peaks at positions a∗3 become very broad and can be even approximated as
“rod-like”, which is depicted in Fig. 2.3a.
12
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Generally, as can be seen from Eq. 2.2, the diffracted intensity I may be viewed as a
product of two Fourier transforms of the real-space lattice: Here, |S|2 generates sharp
peaks at the reciprocal lattice sites, whereas |F |2 is a smoothly varying function, which
modulates the intensity of the diffraction peaks.
2.1.4 Ewald sphere
The Laue equations state that diffraction occurs if the scattering vector K = k′ − k
equals a reciprocal lattice vector
G = ha∗1 + ka∗2 + la∗3 . (2.7)
However, at surfaces this condition is weakened due to the rod-like extension of a∗3.
Hence, during electron diffraction, additionally to energy and momentum conservation,
the component of k parallel to the surface is conserved except for an in-plane reciprocal
lattice vector, i.e., ∣∣k′∣∣ = |k| and (2.8)
k′|| = k|| + G = k|| + ha∗1 + ka∗2 . (2.9)
This situation is nicely illustrated by the Ewald sphere construction. For its assembly,
the end of the incident wavevector k is fixed at the origin of the reciprocal lattice, while a
sphere of radius |k| is drawn around its start. Then, the intersections of sphere’s surface
and the rods of the reciprocal lattice define the directions at which diffraction peaks will
be present (Fig 2.3b).
Figure 2.3: a, Rods characterizing the reciprocal lattice of a surface are identified by
the Miller indices. b, Two-dimensional representation of the Ewald sphere construction
visualizing the angles at which diffracted electrons are observed. c, A finite electron
penetration depth leads to diffraction peaks of varying intensity. In the framework of the
Ewald sphere this is caused by a modulation of the reciprocal lattice rods along the a∗3
direction.
13
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Since the radius of the Ewald sphere is |k|, it grows with higher electron energies, and
more diffraction reflexes loom up. On the other hand, as the rods are continuously
intersecting the sphere’s surface, the diffraction condition remains fulfilled as long as |k|
is bigger than the smallest possible reciprocal lattice vector G.
In contrast, for diffraction at a bulk crystal, the well-defined and widely separated
reciprocal lattice points have to coincide with the Ewald sphere. Hence, while probing
thick samples with x-rays or high-energy electrons, it strongly depends on the incident
wavelength or sample tilt angle, whether certain diffraction peaks can be observed at all.
Assuming the low-energy electrons to penetrate several atomic layers into the sample,
the reciprocal lattice can be no longer described by uniform rods. In fact, the situation
represents the transition to the previously described case of diffraction at the bulk. Then,
analogous to the sharpening of the peaks in a∗1 and a∗2 direction with increasing M and
N , as described in Eq. 2.4, the width of the intensity distribution along the rods is
inversely proportional to the number of layers involved (Fig 2.3c). Hence, measurements
with a variable kinetic energy of the incident electrons lead to oscillating diffraction spot
intensities, depending on the intersections of the reciprocal lattice rods and the Ewald
sphere, respectively.
Furthermore, the Ewald sphere construction directly emphasizes another advantage
of LEED: For normal incidence, its diffraction patterns are inherently symmetric and
equivalent spots emerge at the same energy.
14
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2.1.5 Debye-Waller effect
In the previous considerations, all atoms were treated as static and deviations from a
perfect crystal lattice were neglected. However, at room temperature, the atoms fluctuate
around their equilibrium positions having an amplitude of up to 10 % of their lattice
parameter [52].
Taking into account a variable local displacement u (t), the atomic positions then read
r (t) = Rmn + rj + u (t), similar to Sec. 2.1.3. This includes the assumption that all
atoms inside the unit cell are equally displaced. Then, to obtain the basis structure factor












fj · exp (iKrj) · 〈exp (iKu (t))〉t = Fstat · 〈exp (iKu (t))〉t . (2.11)
This may be simplified using the series expansion
〈F 〉t = Fstat · 〈exp (iKu (t))〉t = Fstat ·
[









Assuming that orientations of K and u (t) are uncorrelated over time, the second term
yields 〈iKu (t)〉t = 0. Moreover, using the angle γ between K and u (t) in the third



















Accordingly, Eq. 2.12 may be written as




















In terms of diffracted intensity, Eq. 2.14 then reads










in which the exponential suppression is commonly referred to as the Debye-Waller factor.
Assuming the atoms to be harmonic oscillators, for small amplitudes the mean square
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t is directly proportional to the temperature T [52]. Using this
approach, an alternative formulation of the Debye-Waller factor is







where ω denotes the oscillation frequency of the atoms having massm. In this temperature-
dependent suppression of the diffraction peak intensity, all electrons that get scattered out
of the original diffraction peaks contribute to the increase of a homogeneous background.
Correspondingly, to obtain a high-contrast diffraction pattern, low temperatures and
small scattering vectors K are beneficial, which might be achieved either by using grazing
incidence angles or small energies [49].
A more detailed description of the Debye-Waller effect taking into account the correct
atomic oscillations given by the phonon dispersion relation would lead to a pronounced
inelastic scattering in certain k-space directions. Such a modulation of the background
intensity is studied in a time-resolved way in Refs. [53] and [54].
2.1.6 Experimental implementations of LEED
In general, there exist a multitude of different types of LEED systems customized to
the requirements of the particular application (e.g., investigating molecular adsorbates,
low-energy resonances or surface barrier effects) [6]. However, today, mainly two different
implementations of LEED setups are commercially available:
In a conventional LEED setup a thermionic emitter (e.g., LaB6) produces a well-collimated
and sufficiently monochromatic electron beam of desired energy, which is subsequently
diffracted from a crystalline surface and detected on a hemispherical fluorescent screen.
Beam currents of such electron sources typically vary between 10−8 A and 10−4 A [18].
After that, the resulting diffraction pattern can be recorded photo-optically through a
viewport of the vacuum chamber from both sides of the screen. To prevent the inelastically
scattered electrons from enhancing the background of the diffraction pattern, usually a
retarding field energy filter is placed between the sample and screen. Commonly consisting
out of four metal grids, the outer two grids of the energy filter are grounded, and the
inner two are held on a potential close to the electron energy. The major advantage of
this combination of a hemispherical screen and energy analyzer, which was proposed in
1962 by Lander et al. [44], is that the Ewald sphere is inherently represented by the
experimental setup. Thus, by projecting the curved screen onto a photographic plane
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a conventional LEED setup including the Ewald sphere con-
struction of the resulting diffraction pattern with incident and scattered electrons shown
in red and blue, respectively. Figure adapted from Ref. [55].
one directly obtains an undistorted image of the reciprocal lattice defined by the sample
surface (Fig. 2.4). Furthermore, with suitable electronics, the energy filter allows for
Auger-electron-spectroscopy (AES), which is very sensitive to the chemical composition
of the surface, and therefore can be used to detect even very small amounts of surface
contaminants or other adsorbates.
In a different implementation of LEED, the angles of the incident and diffracted electron
beams are controlled by a set of octopole electrodes. The electrons diffracted in a
direction close to the incident ones are detected by a channeltron with a small entrance
slit (Fig. 2.5). To record a complete diffraction pattern, a large area of the surface’s
reciprocal lattice has to be scanned over the detector. Using an electrostatic entrance lens
right before the sample, the electron crossover of the gun is imaged onto the channeltron.
Compared to a conventional LEED system, this provides for a significantly higher k-space















Figure 2.5: Schematic of a SPA-LEED
system. Instead of using a spatially ex-
tended electron detector like a phospho-
rous screen, the reflected electrons are
scanned across a channeltron electron
multiplier to enhance the sensitivity and
k-space resolution. Figure adapted from
Ref. [58].
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Hence, this instrument is suited to investigate the shape of individual diffraction peaks,
giving rise to its name spot profile analysis (SPA) LEED [57]. A further difference
to a conventional LEED system arises from the fact that the angle between k and k′
remains constant, while the incident and scattered beams are simultaneously tilted with
respect to the surface. This leads to a modified Ewald sphere, which features a radius
of G = k − k′ instead of 2k, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Additionally, SPA-LEED diffraction
patterns intrinsically show the (00)-reflex, which is masked in a conventional LEED at
normal incidence either by the gun or the sample itself.
In summary, depending on the desired quantity, LEED offers different ways of opera-
tion [49]: First, it can be used to obtain information about the overall surface symmetry,
reconstruction, periodicity or lattice constants from the diffraction spot positions. In
order to gauge the reciprocal lattice observed, it is necessary to either have a reference
structure or precise knowledge about the dimensions of the setup and energy used.
Secondly, by thorough analysis of the peak shapes, LEED can be utilized to enlighten the
surface morphology (e.g., roughness, steps, terraces), as well as to investigate possibly
present domains or defect structures. This method is of particular interest for monitoring
the deposition of thin films or other growth processes at surfaces, and it requires for a
high transfer width.
Finally, LEED even allows for determination of the exact crystal structure of the surface,
by measuring the energy-dependent intensity of a large number of diffraction peaks,
so-called I-V-curves [59]. Then, using an iterative algorithm, the accurate atomic positi-
ons inside the surface unit cell are deduced by comparison with Fourier transforms of
previously calculated structures.
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2.1.7 Electron beam properties
Discussing characteristic properties of electron beams, a particular interest is to assess
their suitability for diffraction and imaging. To this end, several quantities are employed
as figure of merit throughout the literature, which will be briefly presented in the following
paragraphs. Primarily, these measures vary by their point of view as they emanate from
different core issues of the experiment, such as electron beam generation, propagation,
sample interaction or diffraction pattern formation.
Emittance and brightness
To examine the beam quality of an electron bunch propagating in z-direction through
an accelerator or microscope and having a finite energy spread ∆E, the ensemble of
electrons is fully described by their positions ri and momenta pi, which gives rise to a
six-dimensional phase space. Neglecting Coulomb interaction, the momentum pz can
be assumed independent of px and py, effectively reducing the phase-space dimensions
to four. Furthermore, if the electron bunch features rotational or ellipsoidal symmetry,
it is sufficient to consider the 2D phase spaces (x, px) and (y, py) separately. Thus, the
















denote the position and momentum spread, respectively,
whereas the covariance term 〈xp〉2 represents a correlation of x and p occurring after, for
instance, being focused by a lens [60]. The normalized emittance ε̃n given by Eq. 2.17
already accounts for varying kinetic energies of the electron bunch1. If the applied optic
system is linear, an area Ax enclosed by an isodensity contour in phase space is conserved
during propagation of the electron bunch, as stated by Liouville’s theorem [60, 61].
Nonlinear effects, such as lens aberrations, lead to filamentation of the phase space and
are reflected by an increasing εn,rms [60]. Accordingly, small values for ε̃n are favorable,
1Alternative definitions of the emittance use the so-called trace space (x, x′) characterized by position x
and divergence x′ = dx/dz ≈ αx of the electrons, which leads to εrms = βγ
√
〈x2〉 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2 with
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≈ 0.19nm·mrad . (2.19)
Generally, the emittance can be decreased down to εqm by cutting out electrons with high
transversal momenta using apertures in the beam path. Hence, for a more meaningful
figure of merit the number of electrons has to be taken into account.
To this end, the so-called source brightness B is introduced as [60, 61]
B = dIdAdΩ (2.20)
where dI is the electron current emitted from an area dA into the solid angle dΩ. Since
this quantity may vary across the beam, an averaged brightness B̄n normalized for






To experimentally determine the emittances ε̃n,x and ε̃n,y, a possible way is to measure
the beam waist and divergence after a focusing element, i.e., the caustic of the respective
electron beam [33].
Coherence
An important quantity of the instrument’s spatial resolution in both light and electron
optics is the coherence of the respective beam. It can be viewed as the degree of phase
mismatch between two independent waves still giving rise to constructive interference.
Due to the wave character of electrons, most of the concepts to quantify coherence initially
developed for light optics can be directly transferred to electron beams. Typically, for
all kinds of waves, the degree of coherence along the optical axis and perpendicular
to it is considered separately, commonly named longitudinal and transversal coherence,
respectively. Specifically, the former mainly depends on the monochromaticity ∆λ or
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energy spread ∆E of the electrons and thus accounts for the temporal phase relation
between two co-propagating rays or electrons. It gives rise to a maximum longitudinal
coherence length ξl, after which two waves of slightly varying wavelength λ = h/p would






for non-relativistic electrons with velocity ve.
The transversal coherence length ξt, on the other hand, limits the ability of two scattering
sites separated by a distance d to constructively interfere with each other. Hence, if an
electron wave interacts with a sample, only regions of diameter dmax < ξt can cause a
diffraction pattern, whereas larger areas just contribute via incoherent superposition.
For an incoherently emitting source of size L, this effect is nicely illustrated in a Young’s
double slit experiment, in which two holes separated by a distance d are illuminated by a
source located at distance R from the slit.






for the emergence of a diffraction pattern. Associating the maximum slit distance dmax
with the transversal coherence length ξt and applying the small angle approximation




Alternatively, ξt can be defined using the angular spread σα of the beam and an additional





As a consequence, it is possible to express Eq. 2.24 in terms of the aforementioned
normalized rms emittance ε̃n,x. Since the correlation term in Eq. 2.17 vanishes at a
beam waist, here, using the approximation σα = σpx/p for the spread of the transversal
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Transfer width
A different approach to quantify the spatial resolution of a diffraction apparatus emanates
from analysis of the resulting diffraction pattern. As discussed in Sec. 2.1.3, the intensity
distribution I (k) caused by diffraction from a perfect crystal is given by Eq. 2.2. In a
real experiment, however, I (k) is always affected by the so-called instrument response
function T (k), which depends on a multitude of parameters, such as beam divergence,
the type of electron detector or the photo-optical imaging system. Hence, T (k) effectively
broadens the peaks of the measured signal Im (k) via convolution [66]
Im (k) = I (k) ∗ T (k) . (2.27)
It is possible to show that the ultimate information encoded in a diffraction pattern is
the autocorrelation or pair correlation function Φ (r) of the diffracting surface, due to the
loss of phase information [49, 67]. In the framework of the kinematic scattering theory,
the latter is obtained via Fourier transformation of I (k), i.e.,
F {I (k)} = Φ (r) . (2.28)
Using the convolution theorem, the Fourier transform of the measured intensity distribu-
tion Im (k) can be expressed as the point-wise product of the pair correlation Φ (r) and
a function F {T (k)} = t (r):
F {Im (k)} = F {I (k) ∗ T (k)} = F {I (k)} · F {T (k)} = Φ (r) · t (r) (2.29)
Commonly, t (r) is also referred to as the transfer function of the instrument and
causes a modulation of the measured pair correlation function. Specifically, its finite
width (the so-called transfer width) wt defines a distance beyond which it becomes
increasingly difficult to obtain meaningful information from the pair correlation function
Φ (r). The exact distance, however, strongly depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the
particular instrument or measurement conditions and can be significantly larger than
wt [68]. Determining wt from a diffraction peak width via wt = 2π/wp gives rise to the
accuracy a = ∆wp/wp. Then a is used to define the “maximum resolvable distance”
dmax = wt/
√
2a [69]. As will be shown in the following section, for conventional imaging
LEED systems, typical values of wt range from 10 nm to 30 nm [66, 69].
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2.2 Surface effects in electron diffraction
Due to its broken symmetry, the surface of a material exhibits a multitude of properties
drastically differing from the bulk or exclusively present here. Prominent examples are
modified band structures [3, 4], surface states [1, 2], as well as surface relaxation or
the formation of reconstructions [17]. Since a variety of these phenomena has direct
influence on the results obtained by diffractive methods, the ones important for the
further considerations of this work will be briefly highlighted in the following section.
2.2.1 Surface reconstructions and superstructures
Cleaving a bulk crystal in vacuum creates two surfaces, in which the outermost atoms are
lacking their former binding partner. Hence, a large number of dangling bonds is created,
leading to a high surface free energy [17], which depends on the chemical composition
of the bulk, the types of bonds involved, as well as the crystallographic direction of the
truncation. Naturally, the surface aims to reduce this free energy by rearrangement of the
outermost atoms, also termed surface reconstruction. This process may involve changes of
the atomic density, dimerization of neighboring atoms, or, especially for semiconductors,
depend on the temperature applied. Hence, for some materials it is possible to observe a
variety of reconstructions of the same surface by varying annealing time or temperature.
There are two common ways to precisely describe a surface reconstruction. Both are
employing the primitive basis vectors a1 and a2 of the bulk-truncated surface, as well
as the basis vectors b1 and b2 of the reconstruction unit cell: In Wood’s notation the
reconstruction is defined by the aspect ratios m = |b1| / |a1| and n = |b2| / |a2| and a
possible rotation angle ϕ of the reconstructed unit cell, which then reads (m× n)Rϕ [48].
However, this approach fails if b1 and b2 are rotated by different angles. Then, it is more
instructive to express bi as a linear combination of the substrate basis vectors ai, which












Both notations are not just valid for surface reconstructions, but can be applied to all
kinds of superstructures, for example, formed by adsorbates or charge-density waves. In
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general, a surface superstructure does not necessarily have to be in registration with the
underlying substrate lattice. For this reason, two cases are distinguished:
• For a commensurate superstructure, the edges of the substrate and superstructure
unit cells periodically coincide at certain positions. Therefore, the elements of the
transfer matrix mij are rational.
• A superstructure is incommensurate to the substrate if at least one element of the
transfer matrix mij is irrational. Hence, its atoms are not in registration with the
underlying lattice, giving rise to a continuously degenerate ground state.
In a diffraction experiment all relations regarding the surface, reconstructions or possible
superstructures are mapped into reciprocal space. Utilizing the concept of reciprocal
lattice vectors, as introduced in Sec. 2.1.3, a superstructure’s reciprocal lattice unit cell





















which is equivalent to MTM∗ = 2πI with I being the identity matrix [52].
Since |bi| > |ai| holds well for most superstructures, the relation is inverse in reciprocal
space. Hence, in a diffraction pattern of a reconstruction or superstructure, the Bragg
peaks of the substrate lattice are decorated by satellite spots originating from the
wider modulation of the topmost layer. In some cases this leads to ambiguity for the
interpretation of diffraction patterns, and certain superstructures turn out it impossible to
be distinguished solely by their diffraction patterns. For example, on a cubic substrate, a
(2× 1)-superstructure consisting of different domains rotated by 90° with respect to each
other, can produce the same diffraction pattern as a (2× 2)-superstructure by incoherent
superposition. To resolve this problem, further experimental techniques are necessary,
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which combine surface sensitivity with high spatial resolution, such as STM or novel
LEED sources allowing for extremely confined electron beams. However, this issue draws
attention to the question of how diffraction patterns of surfaces are affected by domains
of varying structure or size, which will be addressed in the following paragraph.
2.2.2 Domains and defect structures
Under certain conditions, domains of superstructures permit ambiguity in the analysis
of the resulting diffraction pattern. This requires that the superstructure unit cell and
rotated copies of it can resemble a different superstructure, and, in addition, multiple
domains are illuminated by an electron beam which features a coherence length smaller
than the size of the respective domains. Then the diffracted beams emanating from the
respective domains add up incoherently producing a diffraction pattern, which possibly
is indistinguishable from a larger superstructure.
However, if the coherence length of the incident beam becomes large compared to the
domain size, it causes interference of the electrons diffracted by the individual domains,
leading to a completely different result.
To understand this effect in more detail, it is instructive to consider a 1D surface covered
with N2 equally spaced identical domains consisting of N1 atoms (Fig. 2.6). The lattice
parameter inside one domain is defined as a and the translation of neighboring domains
b = (N1 + g) a, where g determines the size of the gap in multiples of a. Hence, the
adjacent domains feature a constant phase mismatch ϕg, and for gmod a = 0.5 the gaps
are also referred to as antiphase boundaries [49]. This type of superstructure can be
directly interpreted as a lattice of domains, in which the domain itself serves as the lattice
basis.
Hence, analogous to Eq. 2.2 and 2.4, the intensity I of the diffraction pattern is given by












corresponds to the diffracted intensity of one domain with N1 atoms, whereas the lattice
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Figure 2.6: Diffraction spot splitting caused by antiphase domain boundaries. Yellow
curve: Diffraction of a single domain consisting of N1 = 5 atoms. Blue curve: Interference
of N2 = 4 domains with g = 1.5.












giving rise to I ∝ |F |2 · |S|2 as depicted for exemplary values in Fig. 2.6. Using this
formalism, the spacing between the two components of a split up diffraction spot is readily
attributed to the distance b between two adjacent domains. Thus, in a more generalized
view, every ∆K between two arbitrary peaks in a diffraction pattern corresponds to
a maximum of the pair correlation function Φ (r) of the surface, namely, a frequently
found distance vector d between similar sites of the lattice, which are connected via
∆K · d = 2πn [49].
However, one has to be careful, attributing the distances extracted from a LEED pattern
to actual periodicities, since the information contained in the diffraction peaks resembles
averaged quantities. Regarding the splitting of diffraction spots, this means that their
distance ∆K just corresponds to a mean domain spacing b, and even a very similar
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diffraction pattern may be observed even for a relatively broad distribution of domain
sizes, as shown in Ref. [67].
The phenomenon of split up diffraction spots can be observed at the room-temperature
phase of the layered compound 1T-TaS2, which is of particular interest later in this work
and which will be described in more detail in Chap. 3.
Besides regular deviations from a perfect single crystalline surface structure, numerous
kinds of disordered defects have large impact on the diffraction pattern formation, as well.
Due to the lack of periodicity, usually they do not cause any diffraction spot splitting,
but rather influence the shape of the diffraction peaks observed. Examples for such
defects may be lattice impurities, mobile adsorbates, edge- or screw-dislocations, as well
as distributions of terraces or domain sizes. In a simple approximation, the positions of
such defects may be modeled by a Markovian distribution [71]. Here, while preceding
from one atom to the next on a 1D surface, the probability to come across a defect after
each step is defined as γ. Consequently, the probability P (N) to find a domain boundary
after N steps is determined by the geometric distribution [49]
P (N) = γ (1− γ)N−1 , (2.35)
leading to an average defect spacing of 1/γ. Considering the continuous average over the
whole surface, this leads to an exponentially distributed pair-correlation function, which
in turn results in a Lorentzian diffraction spot profile by Fourier transformation [49, 71].
If several types of defects are present at surface simultaneously, their influences on the
diffraction peak profiles have to be examined separately. Subsequently, the overall signal
is obtained by convolution of the ensuing line shapes. In the particular case of various
Lorentzian profiles, the convolution again is a Lorentzian whose width is simply given by
the sum of the widths of the respective contributions [71].
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2.3 Charge-density waves in solids
Independently proposed in the 1950s by Peierls and Fröhlich [72, 73], charge-density
waves (CDW) embody a static or “frozen-in” modulation of the conduction electrons
in a solid. However, it took roughly twenty years from the theoretical prediction until
their first experimental observation by Monceau et al.2 in NbSe3 [75]. In general,
dimensionality plays a crucial role for the appearance of CDWs, becoming more likely for
low-dimensional systems. Hence, the majority of CDW effects is observed in quasi one-
or two-dimensional compounds, such as Indium nanowires or the class of transition metal
dichalcogenides, respectively [28, 76, 77]. Although their emergence in one-dimensional
systems is relatively well understood, CDW formation in more complex materials is still
subject of ongoing research and comprehensive theories giving quantitative predictions of
their properties have not been established yet [8].
In the 1D case, a CDW may be described as a spatially varying charge density
% (r) = %0 (1 + %1 cos (qr + ϕ)) , (2.36)
with %0 being the original, unperturbed electron density, whereas %1, q and ϕ denote the
amplitude, wavevector and an arbitrary phase of the charge-density modulation, respecti-
vely [8]. As a consequence, the atomic cores located at multiples of the lattice parameter
na react the modified charge landscape by moving a small distance δa towards the centers
of negative charge accumulation, resulting in a periodic lattice distortion (PLD).
In the Landau theory of phase transitions, the system is described in terms of an
order parameter [78]. For a material exhibiting a CDW, the natural order parameter
is the conduction electron density modulation α (r) = %1 cos (qr + ϕ) [79]. However,
for numerous applications it is more straightforward to use a complex order parameter
ψ (r) ∝ A · exp (iqr) with the charge-density modulation being α (r) = Re [ψ (r)] [79].
This notation immediately pays off by considering a planar CDW system: In two
dimensions the charge-density modulation typically is no longer a plane wave but features
hexagonal symmetry. This system is conveniently described in terms of a triple CDW,
i.e., the superposition of three plane waves ψj (r), j = 1, 2, 3 with wavevectors qj
rotated by 120° with respect to each other. The resulting charge modulation is given
2Actually, in their first publication Monceau et al. interpreted the observed anomalous transport
properties in terms of single electron Zener-tunneling. Yet, another year later, Ong and Monceau
came up with the suggestion for charge transport mediated by sliding CDWs to be responsible for the
unexpected behavior of NbSe3 [74].
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by α (r) = Re [ψ1 (r) + ψ2 (r) + ψ3 (r)] [79]. In order to obtain rotationally-symmetric
charge accumulations, it is important to note that the phases ϕj (r) of ψj (r) are not
independent, but have to add up to zero (or multiples of 2π), i.e.,
∑
j=1,2,3
ϕj (r) = 2πn with n ∈ Z. (2.37)
2.3.1 Peierls instability and Fermi surface nesting
An intuitive approach to qualitatively understand the interplay of CDWs with the
distorted arrangement of lattice atoms is the Peierls-model for a one-dimensional atomic
chain. Considering the linear distribution of hydrogen-like atoms at distances a, this
leads to a typical tight-binding dispersion relation for the electronic states E (k) , i.e.,
the band structure
E (k) = −EF cos (ka) . (2.38)
Since E (k) is exactly half filled, this example represents the band structure of a 1D metal
with occupied states up to EF at the Fermi-wavevector kF (Fig 2.7). In fact, as Peierls
and Fröhlich showed, this system turns out to be unstable against slight distortions
δa, which would double the size of the unit cell from a to 2a [72, 73]. This causes
the boundaries of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) to shift from π/a to π/2a = kF . As a
consequence, the formerly continuous band splits up at the new boundary of the 1st BZ,
i.e., kF . The resulting band gap of width 2∆E correspondingly lowers the energy of the
occupied states in its vicinity (Fig 2.7b), and, hence, the system transforms from a 1D
metal to a semiconductor.
However, for this transition to be stable, the electronic energy gain δEe has to compensate
for the elastic energy δEl needed to periodically distort the atomic lattice, and a simple
stability criterion reads δEe+δEl < 0 [8]. Finally, the displaced atoms cause a modulation
of the charge density along the chain (depicted in blue in Fig 2.7b), which has a wavelength
of λCDW = π/kF . However, it remains a rather philosophical question, whether the
displaced atoms give rise to the charge modulation, or if the locally increased electron
densities itself serve as a driver for the lattice distortion. Still, it is worth noting that
both CDW and PLD are inherently linked processes, which invariably occur at the same
time.
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Figure 2.7: Peierls instability of a 1D metal. a, Half-filled band structure of an undistorted
one dimensional atomic chain. Occupied states shown in red. b, Splitting of the band
structure at kF induced by a doubled periodicity of 2a leading to an electronic energy gain
of ∆E. The modulated charge density of the atomic chain is illustrated in blue. Dashed
lines indicate the band structure folded back to the first Brillouin zone.
In a more thorough treatment, based on the Fröhlich Hamiltonian [80], the phonon mode
q causes a displacement u (q) of the ionic cores with mass m, which leads to a potential





where g (q) and ω (q) denote the electron-phonon coupling constant and the frequency of
phonon mode q, respectively [8]. The electronic energy gain δEe and distortion energy of
the lattice δEl can be expressed as
δEl =
mω2u2
2 and δEe = |V (q)|
2 χ0 (q) (2.40)
with the non-interacting electronic susceptibility χ0 (q), which is the response of the








Accordingly, a strong electron-phonon coupling constant g (q) as well as a large electronic
susceptibility χ0 (q) are vital prerequisites for CDW formation.
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The term χ0 (q) is also known as the Lindhard response function, which in the 1D case






f (k, 0)− f (k + q, 0)
E (k)− E (k + q) , (2.42)
with L being the length of the atomic chain, E (k) the energy of state k, and the
Fermi-Dirac distribution










From Eq. 2.42 it directly follows that χ0 (q) becomes large if many electrons are scattered
from an occupied to an unoccupied state (e.g., f (k, 0) = 1 and f (k + q, 0) = 0 or
vice versa), and if the energy difference E (k)− E (k + q) is small. Both conditions are
fulfilled right at the Fermi edge, which means that the electronic susceptibility χ0 (q)
diverges for q = 2kF . Hence, at this phonon wavevector, the participating electrons are
scattered either from −kF to kF or in the opposite direction, which is also known as
“umklapp-process”, a terminology coined by Peierls in his seminal work [73].
Explicitly calculating the electronic susceptibility χ0 (q) for a one-, two- or three-









1 for q < kF
1−
√
1− (2kF /q)2 for q > kF
(2.45)










∣∣∣∣2kF + q2kF − q
∣∣∣∣ . (2.46)
As can be seen from Fig. 2.8a, χ1D (q) diverges logarithmically at q = 2kF , whereas
the higher-dimensional representations remain continuous. This is explained by the fact
that the electronic susceptibility increases with the number of electrons involved in the
“umklapp” scattering. Thus, it also depends on the topology of the Fermi surface, or, more
precisely, on how many states with energy EF can be connected by parallel wavevectors
q = 2kF . This requirement is referred to as Fermi surface nesting. Since a 1D metal
features a Fermi surface simply consisting of two points (or planes), it corresponds to the
perfect nesting condition causing the response function to diverge (Fig. 2.8b).
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Figure 2.8: a, Electronic susceptibility χ (q, T ) at T = 0 for a one-, two- and three-
dimensional electron gas. b and c, Efficiency of Fermi surface nesting illustrated for the
one- and two-dimensional electron gas of panel a. d, Fermi surface of an exemplary 2D
metal unstable against periodic lattice distortions in directions q and q′.
However, in 2D or 3D, the percentage of equal wavevectors q connecting two points at
the Fermi edge decreases compared to the number of states available. Hence, in principle,
Fermi surfaces featuring large parallel regions are promising candidates to exhibit Peierls
instabilities by fulfilling the nesting condition. Accordingly, CDWs are rarely found in
materials, which do not show at least one strong lattice anisotropy, but are a prominent
phenomenon in one-dimensional metals or other quasi two-dimensional materials [77, 84].
Note that, in general, χ (q, T ) is temperature-dependent (cf. Eq. 2.42) due to the Fermi
distribution f (k, T ). Hence, a finite temperatures T the sharp edge at EF is smeared
out attenuating the singularity of χ1D (q, 0) at q = 2kF .
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2.3.2 Kohn anomaly
In the previous paragraph it was shown that both the Peierls instability and the associated
CDW are intrinsically linked to a periodic modulation of the atomic lattice. An alternative
way to understand the formation a PLD is to consider it as a “static” or “frozen” phonon
with wavelength λCDW = π/kF and frequency ω = 0. Hence, at a critical temperature Tc,
indicating the transition to the CDW state, the first derivative of the phonon dispersion
relation ω (q) becomes singular at q = 2kF . However, even at temperatures T > Tc the
frequencies of phonon modes in the vicinity of 2kF are substantially lowered, a process
commonly referred to as “phonon softening” [77]. This effect leading to a dip in the
phonon dispersion relation can be considered as a high temperature precursor of a CDW
phase transition or Peierls instability, respectively [77].
From a theoretical point of view, the phonon dispersion relation ω̃ (q) of a 1D metal can
be derived again using the Fröhlich Hamiltonian [80]. As a result, ω (q) - the phonon






χ (q, T )
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(2.47)
including the temperature-dependent electron susceptibility. Figure 2.9 shows the emer-
ging singularity in ω̃ (q) for a set of different temperatures above Tc (with T1 > T2 > Tc).
Back in 1959, Walter Kohn was the first to predict this anomalous behavior or kinks in
the vibrational spectrum of a metal [83], giving the Kohn anomaly its name. Likewise,
he pointed out the close relationship between the phonon dispersion relation and the
Fermi surface via the aforementioned nesting vectors. Since at that time experimenta-
















of the Kohn anomaly
for different temperatures.
While approaching Tc, a
kink appears at q = 2kF
in the the phonon disper-
sion relation, leading to
ω (2kF ) = 0 for the CDW
transition temperature Tc.
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ARPES, measuring Kohn anomalies turned out an elegant but time-consuming approach
to indirectly map a Fermi surface. However, the results of early experiments conducted
at lead and aluminum [85, 86] are in good agreement with modern findings.
2.3.3 Electron correlation effects
So far, the appearance of CDWs has been considered as an effect solely mediated by
electron-phonon coupling. This is a justified approximation if the conduction electrons
are well delocalized and Coulomb repulsion can be neglected. Though, it does not apply
for materials, in which electron-electron interactions have notable contribution to the
formation of CDWs and drastically affect the conductivity or band structure. Therefore,
it is instructive to consider weak and strong-coupling CDWs separately, and to point
out the differences between both approaches for modeling CDWs, as well as the varying
properties associated with their formation mechanism [87]:
As already stated above, in the weak coupling limit CDWs are mainly Fermi surface
driven. By fulfilling the nesting condition, the presence of a sufficient number of vectors
q = 2kF simultaneously leads to a lattice distortion and lowers the electronic energy
of the system. Since the amplitude of the resulting PLD is relatively small, it likewise
corresponds to small energy gap at kF in the band structure. Furthermore, generally,
the length of kF is not restricted to a multiple of the lattice parameter a, as it just
depends on the topology of the Fermi surface. Thus, in most cases the wavelength λCDW
is incommensurate to the underlying atomic lattice, and it can be shifted by an arbitrary
phase ϕ with respect to the underlying lattice without changing its energy. For this
reason, IC CDWs were suspected for superconductivity by Fröhlich in 1954 [72]. However,
in his calculations he neglected CDW pinning to lattice impurities, which results in a
finite resistivity.
On the contrary, in the setting of the strong coupling limit the electrons are localized
at the atom positions and their Coulomb repulsion plays an important role. Now the
interaction of atoms at adjacent lattice sites can be rather viewed in terms of chemical
bonding [87]. Hence, the distortion amplitude is markedly bigger than in the case of
weak coupling, leading to large energy gaps, which spread the electronic gain over a
wide region of the 1. BZ [8]. As a result, for a strong coupling CDW, the texture of
the host lattice is often characterized by well confined clusters causing λCDW to be
commensurate or “in registration” with the atomic lattice. In turn, the pronounced
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deformation requires a larger number of phonon modes to contribute to the distortion,
which likewise has influence on the thermodynamics of the system. In the strong coupling
limit, it is primarily the thermal disordering of the lattice which increases the entropy,
whereas, for a weak coupling CDW with a small energy gap at kF , the temperature
induced disorder is mainly of electronic nature, i.e., electron-hole pair excitation [8].
Moreover, if the electrons are no longer delocalized but confined to the lattice sites, it
depends on Coulomb energy Uc and distance of the atoms, whether the electrons are
able to move across the lattice. Hence, with stronger electron localization the DOS at
the Fermi edge decreases forcing the conduction band to split up in a occupied lower
and unoccupied upper Hubbard band [77]. This is also referred to as a Mott-transition
postulated by N. F. Mott in 1949 [88]. It explains why some materials that are supposed
to behave like a metal in a tight-binding approach, in fact, turn out to be insulators.
In general, a Mott-transition does not necessarily involve the formation of a CDW.
However, the pronounced lattice deformation of CDWs in the strong coupling limit
reduces the overlap of atomic orbitals, possibly leading to Mott-insulating behavior. In
fact, this is the case for the low-temperature phase of 1T-TaS2, which will be considered
in more detail in Sec. 3.1 of this work.
2.3.4 CDW fluctuation modes
Following the emergence of a CDW in a suitable material, the periodic electron density
modulation may be also viewed as a lattice of charge accumulations. Therefore, analogous
to the underlying atomic lattice, the CDW itself can serve as a host of bosonic excitations.
As described by Overhauser and McMillan, these fluctuation modes involve either a time-
dependent variation of the CDW amplitude %1 (t) or a phase shift ϕ (t) (cf. Eq. 2.36) [79,
89]. Since both types of collective excitations have a discrete energy spectrum ω (q), they
are referred to as amplitudons and phasons, respectively. Their oscillatory behavior is
sketched in Fig. 2.10, and it can be seen that the fluctuations of both modes correspond
to the CDW equivalent of optical and acoustic phonon modes [81].
Usually phasons are considered “soft” excitations, since their energy is relatively small.
However, this is primarily true for incommensurate CDW systems, in which charge
accumulations can slide freely across the lattice. On the contrary, in a commensurate
system phasons become “rigid”, since the CDW is locked to the arrangement of atomic
clusters [81].
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of 1D CDW fluctuation modes. a, Oscillating amplitude %1 (t) of
the charge-density modulation (amplitudon). b, Time-dependent modulation of the CDW
phase φ (t) with respect to a given ground state (phason).
As phasons involve a shift of the charge lattice with respect to ion cores, this mode
turns out to be infrared active. Amplitudons, on the other hand, comprise a charge
redistribution in each atomic cluster and, therefore, are Raman active [80]. Accordingly,
the phason mode with q = 0 corresponds to charge transport mediated by the CDW,
which can be observed by applying a DC field strong enough to overcome the CDW
pinning.
Due to their analogy to phonons, in a diffraction experiment phasons manifest themselves
in an additional contribution to the Debye-Waller effect of the atomic lattice, which only
acts on the CDW diffraction peaks, as experimentally verified by Chapman et al. by
means of x-ray diffraction [90]. Hence, by comparing the relative suppression of atomic
lattice and CDW diffraction spots at elevated temperatures, the phasonic contribution
can be separated [91].
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2.4 Topological defects and dislocations
From a general perspective, the mathematical field of algebraic topology deals with the
properties of paths or geometrical objects that are conserved under so-called continuous
transformations. These include modifications such as shearing, stretching, compression,
bending or crumpling. Objects which can be transformed from one to another like this
are considered topologically equivalent or homeomorphic [92]. In a simple geometric view,
this refers to the number of holes in the specific object, the so-called genus. Accordingly,
a donut and a mug belong to the same topological class (homotopy), as well as a pair of
scissors and a bag with two handles.
Topology has a wide range of applicability to numerous aspects of condensed matter
physics. For example, it may be used to describe real-space structures, such as defects in
periodic arrangements, or it allows for predicting anomalous conductivity phenomena
from the topology of the band structure, as it is the case for topological insulators [14,
15]. In 1973, Michael Kosterlitz and David Thouless employed topological defects to
predict a new class of phase transitions in ordered media [10]. Together with Duncan
Haldane, their works paved the way for a multitude of effects that can be now explained
within the framework of topological order. For this achievement, all three of them were
awarded with the 2016 Nobel prize in physics [93].
Focusing on topological defects, these can be understood as a singularity of the order
parameter in systems with a broken continuous symmetry. To identify and classify them,
first an order-parameter of the system has to be defined, which is subsequently analyzed
by traversing around the suspected defect on a closed contour [92, 94]. This course of
action will be described in more detail in the next paragraph, followed by an illustration
of the significance for CDWs.
Depending on the particular subject of research, the terminology of topological defects
can differ. For instance, in superfluid Helium or spin structures they appear as vortices
[95, 96], whereas in crystal structures they are referred to as dislocations and disclinations
[97]. However, in all cases, the methods forming the basis of their description in terms of
topology are the same, as will be laid out in the following by means of two examples.
2.4.1 Classification of topological defects
A simple model to introduce topological defects are spins s (x, y) in a two-dimensional
plane. In a field of unit vectors, each spin is completely characterized by the angle ϑ (x, y),
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Figure 2.11: Characterization of topological defects in terms of a winding number w. a,
Real-space representation of spins in a 2D lattice featuring two dislocation defects. b, To
categorize these defects, the spin directions on an arbitrarily shaped loop around each
defect are mapped into order-parameter space by a parametric transformation with respect
to the path distance.
which is therefore chosen as the order parameter. Accordingly, the order-parameter space
is given by a circle, on which each spin s (x, y) is represented by a point. If we now
consider perturbations from a totally uniform vector field, a possible way to characterize
the distortions is choosing an arbitrarily shaped closed contour around an area A in
the 2D plane and integrating over the order parameter while traversing the loop in a
counterclockwise fashion [92]. The implications of this procedure are emphasized by
mapping the traced contour into order-parameter space (Fig. 2.11). Since the contour is
a loop in real space, it corresponds to a closed path on the circle. Therefore, integration
over the order parameter ϑ complies with the number of revolutions the mapping wraps
the loop around the circle in order-parameter space. Hence, the integral over ϑ can only
yield 2π · w, with w∈ Z being the so-called winding number of a defect [92].
It can be easily seen that the vector field s (r) actually exhibits a defect in the enclosed
space A with w 6= 0 by successively shrinking the contour. In the limit A→ 0 the gradient
of the vector field will diverge, giving rise to a singularity in s (r), at which the order
parameter is not well defined anymore [97]. This distinct point is called a topological
defect or topologically protected state, since it is conserved under the aforementioned
continuous deformations of the vector field3. Similarly, these transformations can be
applied to the mappings from real space to order-parameter space: All contours are called
homotopic if they lead to the same integral value. Thus, the green loop with w = 0 in
Fig. 2.11b is homotopic to a single point on the circle, or, alternatively, to a region of
3For this reason, a possible application of topological states could be their use as “qubits” for a
fault-tolerant quantum computer, as suggested by Alexei Kitaev [98].
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uniformly directed spins. To this end, perturbations of s (r) with w = 0 (green curve
in Fig. 2.11a) are considered topologically unstable and can flatten out by themselves.
This is in contrast to defects with w 6= 0, which are inherently stable entities, and need a
defect with opposite winding number nearby to allow for an unperturbed vector field
at a sufficient distance. An example for this situation is the contour which includes the
whole vector field displayed in Fig. 2.11a. The two defects with winding numbers w = 1
and w = −1 neutralize, and on the edge of the displayed vector field, its singularities
are not discernible anymore. For this reason, a path with w = 0 may include either
no topological defects or a compensating number of defects having opposite winding
numbers. Thus, the contour to identify topologically protected states should generally be










Figure 2.12: Topological defects
in a xy-model with w = 1 and an
overall phase shift α varying from
0 to π. Therefore, a “hedgehog”
defect (a) is topologically equiva-
lent to a vortex (b).
It is worth noting that the same winding number w can
be obtained for very different vector field distributions.
For instance, by using polar coordinates r = (r, φ), one
can construct the field s (ϑ (r)) = wφ+ α with winding
number w and an overall tilt angle of the spins α [97].
Then the offset angle α has no influence on w, since it
just implies a rotation of the circle in order-parameter
space. To illustrate this fact, some exemplary fields
with varying α are shown in Fig. 2.12. Accordingly,
sources and drains of a vector field belong to the same
topological class, and they require defects of opposite
winding number to neutralize them.
In a second example, topological defects in a 2D cubic
crystal lattice are analyzed using the previously intro-
duced concept. Here, the order parameter is the displa-
cement u (x, y) of the atoms for any distortions from
the perfectly aligned lattice [94]. Due to broken trans-
lational symmetry of the lattice, the order-parameter
space is a square with periodic boundary conditions,
which is topologically equal to a torus (Fig. 2.13). If we
now consider a part of the lattice distorted by an extra
row of atoms, we can study the induced perturbation
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Figure 2.13: a, Sketch of a topological defect in a cubic 2D lattice with a contour (red)
circulating around a dislocation, which is also characterized by the Burgers vector b (green).
b, Displacements of the atoms on the contour mapped into order-parameter space. c,
Torus representation of the order-parameter space with loops L1 and L2 for horizontal or
vertical dislocations, respectively. Figure adapted from Ref. [94].
by traversing around the region of interest on a closed contour while mapping the order
parameter u (x, y) on the associated torus. As can be seen in Fig. 2.13, this extra row
of atoms, partially inserted from the right side, and usually referred to as a dislocation,
resembles a circulation L1 around the torus, whereas a dislocation inserted from the top
or bottom would correspond to path L2. Hence, in this case, the number of extra rows
or columns of atoms constitute the winding numbers w1 and w2, and, due to the shape
of the torus, it is clear that for both types of dislocations the contours L1 and L2 cannot
be transformed into each other.
Since the winding numbers wi in periodic solids are directly related to the number of extra
rows or planes of atoms, topological defects in crystalline structures may be described
in terms of the lattice basis vectors ai. Then the vector b = wiai, also referred to as a
Burgers vector, represents the strength and type of a dislocation defect of winding number
wi. For a geometrical construction of b, one circuits around a defect counterclockwise
in steps of ai. By repeating the same step sequence in an undistorted region of the
lattice, the path won’t yield a closed loop, and b is defined as the necessary closing
vector4. Proceeding from 2D lattices to three dimensional crystals, the singularity of
a dislocation defect is not just a single point, but becomes a line winding through the
crystal structure. In this case defects are distinguished between so-called edge and screw
dislocations, depending on whether b is perpendicular or parallel to the dislocation line,
respectively [51, 97, 99].
4However, in the literature there seems to be uncertainty with respect to the sign of b comparing
references [52, 97] and [99]. For consistency, this work will use the definition presented in [97].
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b1
b2
Figure 2.14: Hexagonal crystal lat-
tice exhibiting two dislocation de-
fects. Each defect is either charac-
terized by two extra rows of atoms
(dashed bonds) or, alternatively, one
five-fold and one seven-fold coordina-
ted atom (yellow and blue, respecti-
vely) at the dislocation core. These
defects can appear if the crystal is
sheared in the opposite directions gi-
ven by the two Burgers vectors b1
and b2.
The concept of Burgers vectors is quite universal and has been successfully employed to
characterize dislocation defects in crystalline media even before the concept of topological
order was widely applied to condensed matter physics. Thus, in many situations they
constitute an equivalent description to homotopy groups to grasp the nature of topological
defects at hand [92].
For example, the above introduced concept of Burgers vectors also holds in a 2D hexagonal
crystal lattice, although dislocation defects in this type of periodic arrangements are
defined somewhat differently. Here, each defect is characterized by two extra semi-infinite
lines of atoms (or other lattice defining entities), as compared to one half line, which is
the case for cubic lattices (cf. Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14).
Alternatively, dislocation defects in hexagonal arrangements may be identified by means
of the coordination number. Specifically, in this case, each dislocation core features
exactly one five-fold and one seven-fold coordinated atom, which are depicted in Fig. 2.14
in yellow and blue, respectively.
In general, the nature of topological defects strongly depends on the spatial dimension
d of the considered system and the number n of components necessary to describe the
chosen order parameter. Using this notation, the dimension of the present topological
defects is determined by d− n [100]. For instance, in an Ising Ferromagnet the spin can
only adjust along one direction (n = 1), and topological defects manifest as domain walls,
which appear as lines in d = 2 and surfaces in d = 3 [101]. In comparison, for n = d = 2,
the topologically protected states are point like and appear as vortices or dislocations, as
discussed above.
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2.4.2 KTHNY-theory and hexatic phase
Furthermore, the concept of dislocations is beneficial to understand melting on an atomic
level. Although phase transitions are occurring ubiquitously, their description is mostly
of phenomenological nature. The underlying processes, however, are far from being
well understood, and microscopic theories of melting solely exist for two-dimensional
systems [102]. The most prominent approach was developed in the 1970s by John
Kosterlitz, David Thouless, Burt Halperin, David Nelson, and Peter Young, therefore
named KTHNY-theory. It describes the transition from a well-ordered 2D crystal to
an isotropic fluid via the unbinding of topological defects and the subsequent loss of
translational and orientational order.
Specifically, in the KTHNY-theory, the melting process takes place via two continuous
phase transitions occurring at the two distinct temperatures Tm and Ti. Below Tm,
the 2D crystal is characterized by quasi long-range translational order and a likewise
long-range orientational symmetry. To quantify translational and rotational order of a
hexagonal lattice, it is instructive to introduce the two respective correlation functions
gT (R) and g6 (r) as [102, 103]
gT (R) = 〈ρG (R) ρ∗G (0)〉 with ρG (R) = exp (iG · [R + u (R)]) , and (2.48)





exp (i6θj (r)) . (2.49)
Here G, denotes a reciprocal-lattice vector and u (R) is the displacement of the atom
located at R. To calculate the orientational correlation function g6 (r) the bond angles θj
of the N nearest neighbors need to be measured against a fixed axis.
Compared to three dimensions, where gT (R) is constant for R→∞, in the situation
of 2D crystals, the transversal correlation function decays algebraically even at low
temperatures, which is also know as the the Mermin-Wagner theorem [104]. Specifically,
this means gT (R) ∝ R−η with η being defined via the Lamé constants λR and µR of the
material (cf. Ref. [103]). In comparison, below Tm, the orientational correlation function
g6 (r) is a constant given by [102]
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At temperature Tm, the situation changes significantly. Now, thermally activated and
formerly short-lived pairs of dislocations begin to unbind, which has large influence on the
translational and rotational order. Due to the presence of free dislocation defects, the long-
range translational correlation is markedly suppressed and decreases as gT ∝ exp(−R/ξ)
with correlation length ξ [102]. The orientational correlation, on the other hand, is less





where KA denotes the Frank’s constant of the material. This intermediate phase,
characterized by short-range translational and long-range orientational order, is also
referred to as the hexatic phase5, which is exclusively present in 2D crystals and was first
observed experimentally by Pindak et al., who conducted x-ray diffraction experiments
at thin films of smectic liquid crystals [102, 106].
The increased loss of translational order above Tm is illustrated by the scale bars and
arrows shown in Figs. 2.15a and b. As stated in the previous section, alternatively to
the two extra half-lines of atoms (dashed bonds), dislocations in a hexagonal lattice can
be characterized by a pair of five- and seven-fold coordinated atoms, which are likewise
depicted in yellow and blue in Figs. 2.15a and b.
Increasing the temperature even further, at Ti, the dislocations tend to dissociate, which
means unbinding of the five- and seven-fold coordinated sites at a dislocation core. The
resulting new topological defects are called disclinations. In comparison to dislocations,
which feature two extra semi-infinite lines of atoms, disclinations correspond to a missing
(or additional) wedge of atoms and exhibit a five-fold (or seven-fold) coordinated atom
at its center (Fig. 2.15c). Hence, disclinations strongly suppress the orientational order,
which now likewise decays exponentially. As a consequence, the 2D system passes on to
an isotropic fluid phase lacking discrete transversal or rotational symmetry.
A prototype system to observe these two continuous phase transitions at Tm,i and to
validate the predictions of the KTHNY-theory are 2D colloid crystals [107, 108]. The
5In the situations of two- or four-fold rotational crystal symmetry, phases exhibiting short-range
translational and long-range orientational order are called nematic or tetratic, respectively [105]. For
Instance, this applies for periodic arrangements formed by liquid crystals.
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two main advantages of colloids are that they are small enough to obey the principles
of thermally driven Brownian motion and, on the other hand, are large enough to be
directly analyzed in real space by means of video microscopy [107, 109]. This technique
allows for identification and characterization of single dislocations in the colloid lattice,
as well as for tracing trajectories of single colloids.
Figure 2.15: Phase transitions predicted by KTHNY-theory. a, Undistorted 2D hexagonal
crystal lattice leads to well defined diffraction peaks (bottom). Local thermal fluctuations
do not affect the long range crystalline order. b, At temperature Tm thermally activated
dislocation pairs begin to unbind and form free dislocations, which are characterized by
one five- and seven-fold coordinated atom each (depicted in yellow and blue, respectively).
In an alternative view, dislocations in a hexagonal lattice feature two additional half-lines
of atoms (dashed bonds). In the hexatic phase at Ti > T > Tm long-range translational
order is lost exponentially, whereas orientational order persists (cf. scale bars and arrows).
Due to the effective mosaicity of the lattice, typically, the diffraction peaks are elongated
in azimuthal direction. c, Above Ti single dislocations dissociate into two disclinations
characterized by one five- or seven-fold coordinated atom at its center. These defects break
the discrete rotational symmetry (arrows) and indicate the transition to the isotropic fluid
phase, which manifests itself as a uniform ring in k-space. Figure adapted from Ref. [108].
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2.4.3 Topological defects in charge-density waves
Beyond the examples of ordered spin systems and atomic or colloidal crystal structures,
topological excitations may be also found in arrangements of periodic charge modulations,
i.e., CDWs. Here, one generally has to take into account the interaction of the CDW with
the underlying atomic lattice. In particular, the degree of commensurability between
both plays an important role for the occurrence and manifestation of topological defects.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, a one-dimensional metal with a half-filled band is intrinsically
unstable against a PLD. It gets distorted by a wavevector q = 2kF doubling the size
of the unit cell, and simultaneously giving rise to a commensurate CDW, which has a
two-fold degenerate ground state corresponding to the phase shifts ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π (see
Fig. 2.16). If the CDW exhibits a m-fold degenerate ground state, the phase jump at the
domain boundary can be any integer multiple of 2π/m. Then, in principle, all m ground
states are equally possible and will be present in a 1D chain of atoms. Hence, at the
domain boundaries between two regions of different ground states the CDW experiences
a phase shift, which can be achieved either by strain or compression of λCDW . These
domain boundaries are topologically stable and can travel along the atomic chain without
changing their appearance. To describe their motion, one can employ the sine-Gordon
equation, which has solutions of propagating solitary waves [81]. Thus, the kinks of a
CDW at a domain boundary are also called solitons [81, 110].
If λCDW is incommensurate but close to a multiple of the underlying atomic lattice
parameter a, it is possible that the CDW is slightly strained (or compressed) to fulfill
the commensurability condition. As a consequence, it registers to the atomic lattice in
Figure 2.16: Sketch of possible antiphase domain boundaries in a commensurate
one-dimensional CDW. The phase shift between the domains representing the degenerate
ground states are facilitated either by strain (a) or compression (b) of the CDW.
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Figure 2.17: The phase ϕ (x) of a
close-to-commensurate CDW forming a
soliton lattice is characterized by rapid
phase jumps at the domain boundaries
(or discommensurations) and remains
constant in the commensurate regions.
Figure adapted from Ref. [81].
finite regions separated by domain walls, which are also named discommensurations in
this context [79, 81]. To this end, the commensurability energy
Ec ∝ 1− cos (mφ (r)) (2.52)
has to compensate for the strain energy in each domain, as well as for the deformations
in the domain boundaries. In thermal equilibrium, this leads to a regular spacing of
commensurate patches separated by the domain walls of lowest energy. In an m-fold
degenerate ground state, this corresponds to a phase jump of one atomic lattice parameter
a between two adjacent domains (Fig. 2.17). Due to its periodicity, the resulting
arrangement of commensurate regions and discommensurations is also referred to as
a soliton lattice [81]. In fact, this situation is experimentally observable and, e.g.,
corresponds to the room temperature CDW phase of 1T-TaS2, as will be shown in
Sec. 3.1.
In the case of incommensurate CDWs, usually, the interaction with the underlying
lattice for the appearance of topological defects can be neglected. Because of the absent
commensurability energy, it is considered as a “free-floating” CDW that may be shifted
across the atomic lattice without changing the total internal energy. Hence, rapid phase
jumps, as displayed in Fig. 2.16, are not topologically stable anymore, but will decay into
a phase shift of the CDW, slowly varying over a distance of several lattice constants.
However, this is not the case for topological defects in two-dimensional incommensurate
CDWs, which often form a hexagonal lattice of charge accumulations. Therefore, it
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is instructive to discuss the occurrence of dislocations in periodic arrangements with
three-fold symmetry.
As mentioned in Chap. 2.3, a convenient way to describe a hexagonal lattice of charge
accumulations is that of a triple CDW, namely the superposition of three plane waves




with wavevectors qj rotated by 120° relative to each other and
complex amplitudes φj . A topological defect at point P in one of the three contributions
ψj then corresponds to a pitchfork dislocation of the ideally plane wave. It is comparable
to the extra semi-infinite line of atoms in the crystal shown in Fig. 2.13, and traversing
around it on a closed contour leads to an accumulated phase of ±2π (cf. Fig 2.18),
As already stated in Sec. 2.3, in order to obtain a lattice of spherical charge accumulations
by means of a triple CDW, the phases of ψj cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but have to
satisfy the condition ∑
j=1,2,3
arg (φj) = 2πn with n ∈ Z. (2.53)
Hence, the phase-shift induced by a dislocation in ψ1 has to be compensated by another
dislocation in ψ2 or ψ3. For this reason, topological defects in a hexagonal lattice are
always composed of two partial dislocations and are characterized by Burgers vectors
pointing in one of the six possible directions given by the lattice basis vectors ±aj . This
fact applies for continuously modulated hexagonal lattices, like CDWs, as well as for
periodic arrangements of rigid entities like atoms or colloids [97].
However, in a continuously modulated system one has to avoid discontinuities of the
order parameter at the dislocation center P . This is guaranteed by smoothly setting the
charge modulation amplitude |φj | to zero while approaching the core of the dislocation.
Following this requirement and Eq. 2.53, using polar coordinates r and θ, in one of his
seminal works William L. McMillan defines a dislocation with Burgers vector in direction
−a1 the following way [79]:























where φ0 is the absolute value of the charge modulation far away from the defect, and Rc
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denotes the radius of the dislocation core. Finally, the overall charge-density modulation
including the defects is obtained via Re [ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3], which is shown in Fig. 2.18b for
two exemplary topological defects with Burgers vectors b1,2 = ∓a1.
In an atomic or colloidal lattice, dislocations increase the overall internal energy by locally
inducing elastic deformations. Considering the interaction Hamiltonians of dislocations
and disclinations, one finds out that for both types of topological defects their interplay
can be described by an attractive pair-potential, which obeys V (r) ∝ ln (r/a) [102]. Since
this result is independent of the interaction of the atoms or colloids itself, the same holds
for incommensurate CDWs. Accordingly, two dislocations of opposite winding number w
at positions r1 and r2 exert a force on each other given by [97]




where K is an isotropic elasticity constant of the CDW [79]. This behavior is similar
to the situation of two charged point-like particles in 2D, with the difference that here
the winding number or strength of the topological defect corresponds to a quantized
topological charge. Accordingly, for some applications, topological defects may be
interpreted as a two-dimensional Coulomb gas with mobile charges, which have the
possibility to recombine [97].
Considering the mobility of topological defects, one has to distinguish between lattices
composed of rigid entities and continuous modulations. In the former case, mass is
conserved and motion (or creep) of dislocations demands the mobility of atoms or
vacancies. Accordingly, in an atomic crystal dislocations preferably move in nearest
neighbor directions given by the lattice basis vectors. These motions are referred to glide
and climb, depending on whether they are parallel or perpendicular to its slip plane,
respectively [99].
In a CDW, on the other hand, the charge density is conserved even if the modulation
amplitude vanishes. This, in principle, allows topological defects to freely move through
a CDW lattice. Due to attractive or repulsive forces, dislocations of opposite winding
number will move towards each other, annihilate, and thereby lower the internal free
energy. For a single CDW, this situation is shown in Fig. 2.18c, and it is obvious that
annihilation of both defects will result in a plane wave.
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Figure 2.18: Topological defects in a hexagonal CDW lattice. a, Atomic lattice (black
dots) distorted by an incommensurate CDW that features two dislocation defects. b, The
topological defects of the CDW shown in a are characterized by Burgers vectors (red) of
opposite sign. Alternatively, each dislocation can be described by two extra rows of charge
accumulations (dashed lines). At the center of each dislocation core the CDW amplitude
exponentially approaches zero to avoid singularities of the charge modulation. c, Real part
of the contribution ψ1 to the triple CDW illustrating that each topological defect in panel
a and b is composed of two pitchfork dislocations. d, Argument of φ1 showing two phase
singularities in ψ1. The integrated phases of ±2π correspond to winding numbers of ±1 or
burgers vectors of opposite direction, respectively.
However, since topological defects in triple CDWs - or hexagonal lattices in general - are
composed of two partial dislocations distributed on two of the three ψj , for complete
annihilation of the defects, all partial dislocations have to come upon their exact coun-
terpart. Alternatively, recombination of topological defects is also possible. Specifically,
this means annihilation of one partial dislocation per defect each, and generating a new
topological defect from the two remaining partial dislocations. Such processes require
two partial dislocations of opposite winding number in ψj and two other dislocations in
ψj+1 and ψj+2 having arbitrary winding numbers.
Alternatively, while characterizing topological defects by Burgers vectors, coalescence
and recombination of defects is equivalent to simple vector addition. Therefore, it is
easy to see that the two topological defects in Fig. 2.18b will annihilate, whereas two
different defects, for instance, characterized by Burgers vectors b1 = a1 and b2 = a3
may recombine to a new defect having b3 = −a2. Another peculiarity of triple CDWs,
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compared to rigid hexagonal lattices, arises from the fact that the modulation amplitude
may vanish, as in the dislocation core. For this reason, two partial dislocations generating
a topological defect do not necessarily have to be at the same position, but can be
displaced by several lattice constants [97]. The line connecting the two dislocations
centers P1 and P2 is then characterized by imperfect phasing of the triple CDW.
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The layered CDW composite 1T-TaS2
Belonging to the family of transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDC), the quasi 2D
material 1T-TaS2 has been subject of research for decades and is still of vital interest due
to its peculiar physical properties. This includes high pressure superconductivity [111,
112], a Mott-insulating state [112, 113], as well as the emergence of various temperature-
dependent CDW phases [9, 76].
In all TMDCs, the unit cell consists of one transition-metal atom (e.g., Ta, Mo or W) and
two chalcogen atoms (e.g., S, Se or Te), as is shown in Fig. 3.1. The latter are covalently
bound and coordinated either trigonal prismatic or octahedrally around the transition
metal atom. Repetition of these unit cells leads to solid layers, which are stacked along
the crystal’s c-axis and loosely bound via Van-der-Waals interaction. For 1T-TaS2
the prefix 1T indicates that the sulfur atoms are arranged as an distorted octahedron
around the tantalum atom, and its unit cell spans just one layer in c-direction [8]. Other
Figure 3.1: a, Unit cell of the 1T-TaS2 crystal with one Ta atom (blue) and two
octahedrally coordinated sulfur atoms (yellow). b, Lattice structure of two 1T-TaS2 layers.
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polymorphs of TMDCs can have larger unit cells in a3 direction, and, for instance,
4Hb-TaSe2 features four layers of alternating chalcogen atom coordination (trigonal
prismatic and antiprismatic) [114]. The pristine 1T-TaS2 structure belongs to the space
group P 3̄m1 (such as Cd(OH)2) and exhibits lattice constants of a1 = a2 = 3.36 Å and
a3 = 5.90 Å [115].
Regarding the stability of this material, the yellow shimmering 1T-TaS2 is a high-temperature
polymorph present above 1100 K and meta-stable at room temperature.
In comparison, the gray metallic 2H-TaS2 is the stable structure at ambient conditions [76,
116]. To produce the 1T polymorph at room temperature, the crystallites grown around
1130 K have to undergo a rapid quench and must not be reheated beyond 600 K [76,
117].
3.1 CDW phases and superstructures
In the temperature range below 600 K, 1T-TaS2 features a variety of CDW phases, each
giving rise to a corresponding periodic lattice distortion, which is linearly coupled to the
CDW amplitude [79].
Due to the material’s quasi 2D order, these superstructures are present in the bulk, as
well as at the surface, and can be efficiently analyzed by means of electron diffraction or
LEED in particular. Hence, in the following paragraph the possible lattice structures are
discussed together with their representations in reciprocal space.
Commensurate phase
The ground state of 1T-TaS2 is characterized by a CDW that is commensurate to the
underlying atomic lattice, thus, denoted as the C-phase. Here, the PLD mainly affects
the tantalum atoms, which form clusters consisting of 13 atoms, each shaped like a “Star
of David” (cf. Fig. 3.2) with a maximum displacement amplitude of 0.24 Å [8].
Consequently, the superstructure unit cell features basis vectors b1 and b2 elongated by a
factor of
√





R13.9°, which is a common way to describe simple superstructures [118,
119].
However, Wood’s notation lacks the information, whether the rotation happens clockwise
or counter-clockwise. Thus, since both symmetry-equivalent cases are equally possible in
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where Mcw and Mccw represent the superstructure of commensurate domains, which
are rotated clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively. The occurrence of symmetry-
equivalent ground states in the C phase was initially observed by Wilson et al. [76,
120]. These are denoted as α- and β-domains, which will be discussed in more detail in
Chap. 7.2.
Due to the commensurate superstructure, the diffraction pattern of the C phase features
CDW satellite spots around the atomic lattice Bragg peaks, which appear at wavevectors
±qC = (3a∗1 + a∗2) /13 and equivalent directions rotated by 120° [115]. Analogous to the
real-space lattice, they are are tilted by 13.9° with respect to the atomic lattice Bragg
peaks and fulfill the same commensurability condition. Accordingly, higher order satellite
spots perfectly coincide (cf. Fig. 3.3 bottom).
Figure 3.2: Sketch of one
layer of Ta atoms forming
a unit cell (green) of the
pristine atomic lattice, as
well as the commensurate
superstructure, which con-
sists of star-like clusters
and features a 13 times
bigger unit cell (red).
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Nearly-commensurate phase
In the temperature range between 353 K and 187 K (or 223 K upon heating) 1T-TaS2
exhibits the so-called nearly-commensurate (NC) CDW phase. Here, the overall CDW
wavevectors are incommensurate to the atomic lattice, but their length and orientation
are still close to the ones of the C phase, i.e., qNC ≈ 0.245a∗1 + 0.068a∗2 + 1/3a∗3 [115].
Therefore, as discussed in section 2.4.3, the CDW may gain commensurability energy by
local registration to the atomic lattice in finite regions separated by a rapid phase jump of
the CDW. Hence, the NC phase is represented by a lattice of commensurate patches with
discommensurations in between [121, 122]. While proceeding from one commensurate
domain to the next, the CDW phase change can be either expressed as one atomic lattice
constant or - depending on the direction - as 2, 6 or 8 times π/13 of the CDW wavelength
[121]. To illustrate this fact, Fig. 3.4b shows the phase of φ1, the complex amplitude of
the first contribution to the order parameter of the triple CDW [121]. It depicts the 2D
representation of the 1D CDW case shown in Fig. 2.17. Hence, it is possible to interpret
the NC CDW phase as a two-dimensional soliton lattice, as predicted by Sólyom [81]. In
an alternative view, the commensurate regions can also be seen as a Kagome lattice of
edge touching hexagons. The discommensurations are then filling the remaining triangles
(cf. Fig. 3.4a) [115].
Due to the repeated finite phase shift along the domain-like structure, the CDW satellite
spots split up, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, which results in a highly decorated diffraction
pattern (Fig. 3.3, middle). Thus, the distance between two neighboring CDW diffraction
peak maxima directly gives information about the size of the commensurate patches. At
ambient conditions their diameter is roughly five star-like clusters wide, corresponding
to ∼ 7.3 nm. However, by lowering the temperature, their size increases, which causes
the split up CDW diffraction spots to merge (cf. diffraction patterns in Chap. A.4 of the
appendix) [123]. This process can be also viewed as a continuous rotation of the satellite
peaks, until the positions of lower- and higher-order CDW diffraction peaks coincide.
As depicted in Fig. 3.3, the C-NC-phase transition is subject to a considerable hysteresis.
Additionally, it shows the appearance of a triclinic (T) CDW phase, in the range of 187 K
to 223 K, which is only observable upon heating [120, 124, 125]. It can be interpreted as
an anisotropic phase, in which two of the three CDW wavevectors stay in the C phase,
but one is loosing its commensurability to the atomic lattice. The result is a striped
CDW superstructure, which, for example, has been observed in STM measurements [125].
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Figure 3.3: Schematic summary of the temperature-dependent CDWs present in 1T-TaS2.
Left column: Real space representation of the CDW order in the IC, NC and C phase (top,
middle, bottom). Close-ups show the associated periodic lattice distortion of the underlying
tantalum atoms. Right column: Sketch of the diffraction patterns corresponding to the
respective CDW phases on the left side. Both real and reciprocal-space representations of
the triple CDW indicate the rotation of the wavevectors qi by 13,9° during the transition
from the C to IC phase. The triclinic (T) phase is just present upon heating in a small
temperature range.
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Figure 3.4: Charge-density modulation and complex amplitude of the NC phase. a, The
NCP is characterized by a close-to-hexagonal arrangement of commensurate patches
separated by discommensurations. Their nature is determined by the complex amplitudes
φj of the three contributions ϕj to the triple CDW. b, For instance, considering φ1, the
phase ϕ1 = arg [φ1] remains relatively constant in commensurate regions of the NCP and
along q1, whereas it undergoes a rapid change at the discommensurations in directions q2
and q3. c, The pronounced phase jump at the discommensurations is accompanied by a
reduction of the amplitude |φ1| down to ~70% of its original value [121].
Incommensurate phase
Exceeding 353 K, the CDW in 1T-TaS2 exhibits a further phase transition associated with
a pronounced effect on the lattice distortion. Beyond this temperature, the wavevectors
of the CDW and the atomic lattice basis vectors are lacking a rational multiple and are
oriented parallel to each other. This means λCDW /a1,2 ≈ 3.53 for the real space structure
and qIC ≈ 0.283a∗1 + 1/3a∗3 in reciprocal space, respectively [115]. Accordingly, the
present CDW phase is named incommensurate (IC) CDW phase. Since the orientation
of the wavevectors is drastically differing from the C and NC phase, it inhibits the
appearance of commensurate regions in real space, as for the NC phase. Since in this case
the CDW is no longer in registration with the atoms, it can be shifted across the atomic
lattice without energy gain or loss. Hence, the ICP may be also considered a “free-floating”
CDW phase. Consistent with this weaker coupling, the IC phase shows a significantly
smaller maximum displacement amplitude of the atoms compared to the C phase of
approximately 0.166 Å [90]. Furthermore, the PLD is less nonlinear, manifesting itself in
the lack of higher harmonics in the diffraction pattern (as sketched in Fig. 3.3, top). The
IC phase is present up to 543 K and vanishes at higher temperatures where no CDW




dependent measurement of the
in-plane resistivity at ambient
pressure indicating the varying
conductivity of the three CDW
phases. Reprinted figure with
permission from Ref. [127],
Copyright 2010 by the American
Physical Society.
All CDW transformations discussed here are first-order phase transitions [121, 124], in
comparison to, e.g., 1T-TiSe2, which exhibits a second-order phase transition directly
from the commensurate CDW to the metallic state [126].
3.2 Electronic properties
Due to its close relationship to the structural degrees of freedom, the electronic properties
of 1T-TaS2 exhibit numerous characteristic signatures, such as hysteresis, which occur
simultaneously to the CDW phase transitions. These may be observed via, e.g., measuring
the in-plane resistivity, the optical reflectivity, or mapping the electronic band structure
by means of ARPES.
Since the geometry of the commensurate superstructure at low temperatures is relatively
simple to describe, usually tight-binding models are used to study the corresponding
band structure [8, 128]. To this end, one considers the displacement of the tantalum 5d
conduction electrons, which move towards the center of a star-like cluster. In k-space,
this formation of the C phase goes along with translating all umklapp bands by reciprocal
lattice vectors of the superstructure into the first Brillouin zone (Fig. 3.6c). Subsequently,
these bands split up into subband manifolds, thus lowering the electronic energy and
giving rise to a band gap opening between the K and M -points (Fig. 3.6d, red arrow).
However, since just twelve out of thirteen electrons contribute to this deformation, and
one electron remains unchanged at the center of the cluster, there is still a narrow
half-filled band intersecting the Fermi level preventing the system from being completely
gapped (Fig. 3.6d). Accordingly, the C phase would be conductive.
Resistivity measurements, however, indicate that 1T-TaS2 is insulating at low tem-
peratures and ambient pressure (cf. Fig. 3.5). This fact can be explained by strong
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Figure 3.6: Fermi surface and band structure of 1T-TaS2 obtained by means of tig-
ht-binding calculations. a, Fermi surface in the normal phase (left) and after formation of
the commensurate superstructure (right). Brillouin zones of both the normal phase and
the superstructure are sketched with solid and dotted lines. Red arrows indicate possible
nesting vectors. b, Band structure of the pristine 1T-TaS2. c, Translation of all umklapp
bands by reciprocal lattice vectors of the superstructure into the first Brillouin zone of the
unreconstructed material. d, Spectral weight of the reconstructed band structure after
the displacement inside the star-like clusters is taken into account. © IOP Publishing.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [8]. All rights reserved.
electron-electron interactions in the star-like clusters, which lead to the formation of an
empty upper and occupied lower Hubbard-band separated by a gap of a few 100 meV
close to the Γ-point [113]. Although Mott-physics was suggested relatively early to
account for the high resistivity of the C phase [129], validation of this prediction took
until spectroscopic methods became available [130, 131].
Thus, taken as a whole, the band structure of the C phase features two band gaps.
They are located around the center of the k-space and at the Brillouin zone boundary.
Depending on their formation mechanism, these can be attributed to a strong electron-
electron interaction and electron-phonon coupling, respectively (Fig. 3.7, left side). Since
at elevated temperatures the strong electron correlation is lost together with the CDW
commensurability, in the IC phase, only the band gap between the K and M -point
remains due to Fermi surface nesting (Fig. 3.7, right). In the intermediate spatially
textured NC phase both cases are present at the same time. The hexagonally arranged
commensurate patches remain insulating, while the charge transport is mediated by the
network of discommensurations [112].
To emphasize the distinguished interplay between CDW order and electronic properties
in 1T-TaS2, the stacking of the commensurate CDW in a3-direction seems to play an
important role for the conductivity and possibly could be used to switch the C phase
between a semiconducting and metallic state [132]. Similar observations were made in
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Figure 3.7: The characteristic
gaps in the band structure of the
C (left) and the IC phase (right)
are visualized by ARPES measu-
rements. Figure reprinted from
Ref. [113] by Sohrt et al., licensed
under CC BY 3.0.
different studies, which report the observation of a conductive “hidden phase” accessible
at low temperatures via intense optical excitation [133–136]. Another intriguing electronic
phenomenon in 1T-TaS2 includes the superconductivity present at temperatures below
5 K and pressures above 4 GPa [112].
3.3 Previous time-resolved experiments
A manifold of experimental and theoretical works focusing on TMDCs, and 1T-TaS2
in particular, have been conducted in the 1970s and 80s [76]. These comprise various
electron and x-ray diffraction studies [90, 120, 123], as well as optical scattering [137]
and transport measurements [129]. Still, the nature of the CDW origin was not fully
understood, and over time, the scientific interest turned to other fields, such as high
Tc superconductors. However, the situation drastically changed with the discovery of
graphene in 2004 and the Nobel prize being awarded for it six years later [138]. Due
to its outstanding electronic and mechanical properties, a lot of attention was drawn
towards carbon monolayers and other (quasi) 2D materials. This renewed interest, plus
the availability of novel experimental techniques developed in the meantime led to a
renaissance of layered TMDCs in the recent decade. In the following paragraph, a brief
summary is given about previous time-resolved studies focusing on the ultrafast electronic
and structural dynamics of 1T-TaS2.
A versatile experiment to elucidate the response of the electronic system after intense
excitation is time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (PES). Its high temporal and
energy resolution makes it a versatile tool to study the dynamics of the overall density
of states. By extending this approach to time-resolved ARPES, the redistribution of
spectral weight of specific bands becomes accessible with a high k-space resolution, as
well. These experiments require high photon energies, which is why they are commonly
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conducted at synchrotrons or free-electron lasers, or, alternatively, pumped by HHG
sources. With regard to 1T-TaS2, major effort has been put on clocking the decay of
the Mott-insulating behavior in the low-temperature C phase after optical excitation by
means of both tr-PES [22, 117, 127, 139] and tr-ARPES experiments [23, 113, 140]. Here,
the essential results are two spectroscopic signatures occurring on two distinct timescales.
The first is an almost instantaneous collapse of the Mott-gap close to the Γ-point, which in
all experiments happens within the achievable temporal resolution and, thus, is assumed
to be faster than 50 fs [113, 140]. The second signature is a coherent oscillation of the
CDW amplitude mode, which is strongly coupled to the electrons near the Fermi edge
between the M - and K-point of the reconstructed Brillouin zone [140]. The excitation of
these phonon modes takes approximately 230 fs, which corresponds to one half cycle of
the oscillation period. It is worth noting that all tr-(AR)PES experiments mentioned
here exclusively focus on C phase, and no time-resolved measurements of the NC or
IC phase have been conducted yet. The few available NC or IC phase band structures
recorded by ARPES correspond to static measurements [113, 140]. Moreover, although
in most experiments the applied pump fluences are high enough to drive the C-NC-phase
transition, the measured spectra only represent non-equilibrium transient states of the
C phase driven by a hot electron bath [23, 113, 117, 140], which should drastically differ
from the equilibrium NC phase with its well ordered domain-like structure.
In contrast, purely optical fs-spectroscopy requires significantly less experimental effort.
In a classical pump-probe approach, mapping the transient reflectivity ∆R/R provides
information about the single particle response of the electronic system and possible
temperature-dependent gaps, as well as the excitation of coherent phonon oscillations.
For 1T-TaS2, almost all measurements were conducted in the low-temperature C phase.
Here, early experiments focus on the Peierls-Mott gap and the phonon spectrum at the
transition to the NC phase [141] or report on the time-dependent evolution of two distinct
phonon modes (νAM = 2.4 THz and νEg = 2.1 THz) at 3.3 K [142]. Possibilities to
extend this approach are either THz time-domain spectroscopy [143], other broadband
excitations to obtain information about the transient conductivity [144], or reflectivity
measurements using double-pulse excitation [136, 145]. The latter experiments indicate
that it is possible to suppress the CDW amplitude mode with a second pump pulse
delayed by multiples of the amplitude mode period [145]. Alternatively, the second pump
pulse can be used to trace the amplitude mode through the optically induced transition
from the C phase to the formerly mentioned “hidden” H-state [136].
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A complementary approach offering time-resolved access to the structural degrees of
freedom in 1T-TaS2 is ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) at high kinetic energies.
Because of the experimental challenges associated with this technique, such as providing
for ultrashort high-brightness electron pulses, only few experiments were conducted at
1T-TaS2 in the recent years. In a first set of measurements, Eichberger et al. optically
suppressed the CDW order and traced the response of the PLD in the NC phase around
200 K [146]. Here, the PLD was suppressed within 250 fs, consistent with previous ARPES
measurements [140], and relaxed on a timescale of 4 ps. However, in this experiment, the
fluences used (2-4 mJ/cm2) were not sufficient to thermally drive the transition to the IC
CDW phase. On the contrary, in Refs. [147] and [148] the CDWs underwent an optically
excited transition from the C and the NC state to the IC phase, respectively. In the
former tr-TEM study, the cascade of phase transitions was associated to a continuous
rotation of the CDW wavevectors [147], whereas the latter UED experiment exclusively
concentrated on the NC-IC transition, which appeared to happen in a two-step process
on a fluence-dependent timescale (0.3-1.5 ps for the fast component and 80-230 ps for the
slow component) [148]. As a possible microscopic mechanism for the emergence of the
ordered high temperature CDW state, Haupt et al. proposed a domain-like expansion of
the IC CDW starting at the NC phase discommensurations.
An alternative method also sensitive to the PLD is time-resolved x-ray diffraction (XRD)
in a grazing incidence geometry. In principle, this technique allows for very high spatio-
temporal resolution, whereas a major challenge is to maintain a homogeneous sample
excitation due to the different laser and x-ray penetration depths. Experiments using
this approach were conducted at the C phase of 1T-TaS2 [149], as well as at the NC-IC
phase transition [150]. Reference [149] reports on the observation of coherent amplitude
modes, that are damped to a long-lived state of reduced diffraction intensity, which is
subsequently associated with the “hidden” H phase observed by Stojchevska et al. [135].
In the second work, Laulhé et al. traced the emergence of the IC phase after the optically
induced phase transition. Here, they observed a narrowing of the IC diffraction peaks
occurring on a few hundred ps timescale. The corresponding increase of the correlation





Ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction
In the recent decades, extending optical pump-probe schemes to x-rays or high-energy
electron pulses paved the road to analyze the atomic rearrangement accompanying phase
transitions or order-disorder phenomena with very high spatio-temporal resolution and,
for example, has been realized in ultrafast transmission electron microscopy (UTEM)
[151–153]. Due to their distinguished penetration depth, high-energy electrons or x-ray
pulses are mainly sensitive to the bulk lattice, whereas the structural dynamics occurring
at the sample surface remain elusive.
To enhance the surface sensitivity of these probes, both electrons and x-rays can be
employed in grazing incidence scattering geometries, which are referred to as time-resolved
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (tr-RHEED) [25, 27] or surface x-ray diffraction
(SXRD) [17, 154]. While the latter technique is still lacking an ultrafast implementation,
mostly because of the weak diffracted signals [155], significant progress has been made in
terms of tr-RHEED [28, 156].
Here, one of the main challenges regarding the temporal resolution is the temporal spread
of electrons impinging on the surface, due to the small angle of incidence. This has
been resolved by exciting the sample with pump pulses incorporating a tilted pulse front
scheme allowing for the observation of phase transitions in indium nanowires on a silicon
substrate with 330 fs temporal resolution [28].
However, to conclude the lattice symmetry solely from RHEED measurements is challen-
ging. This is particularly the case for highly decorated diffraction patterns or if several
superstructures are present simultaneously. Further difficulties for RHEED may arise
from its high sensitivity to the surface morphology, which is a result of the grazing
incidence and the relatively large probing area [27].
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A different approach for time-resolved diffraction emanates from LEED, which already
serves as a standard method for surface structure determination since the 1970s [17]. As
laid out in detail in Chap. 2.1, LEED features a high surface sensitivity and enables the
analysis of the surface symmetry and lattice constants from a single diffraction pattern
independent of the azimuthal sample orientation. Furthermore, LEED comprises an
extensive theoretical framework including dynamic scattering theories, as well as methods
for surface crystallography, such as Tensor-LEED. Hence, LEED is extended to ultrahigh
temporal resolution by using a stroboscopic optical-pump, electron-probe scheme.
Since the development of ultrafast LEED (ULEED) is strongly connected to this work,
the following sections highlight several aspects of ULEED in general and the present
experimental setup in particular. This includes preceding attempts of its realization,
the fundamental challenges that need to be overcome in this context, as well as the
specific concepts used for the implementation of this particular time-resolved LEED
experiment. Finally, the capabilities of the present ULEED setup are presented along
with a characterization of its spatial and temporal resolution.
4.1 Preceding work and challenges in ultrafast LEED
Typical pump-probe-experiments are designed to trace ultrafast electronic or structural
changes on their intrinsic timescales, therefore making a high temporal resolution the
key ingredient. Independent of the specific setup, the latter is given by a temporal
convolution of the pump and the probe pulses.
However, for most optical-pump, electron-probe instruments, the duration of the electron
pulses is significantly longer than the fs laser pulses used for sample excitation. Thus, the
optical excitation can be assumed as almost instantaneous and the achievable temporal
resolution is solely limited by the electron pulse duration τe at the sample. The latter
strongly depends on the kinetic energy E of the electrons and their energy spread ∆E, as
well as on the propagation distance d and other effects, such as space charge broadening
or different trajectories. As will be shown below, among these effects, the kinetic energy
E has the highest influence on the temporal width of the electron pulses, hence, causing
low-energy electron pulses to be orders of magnitude more susceptible to dispersion
and other detrimental effects than their high-energy counterparts. As a consequence,
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it is considerably challenging to provide for ultrashort electron pulses in the range of
E = 30 - 500 eV at a sample surface and to realize an ultrafast LEED experiment with
the sufficient temporal resolution and low beam emittance.
Early efforts date back till 1984, when Becker et al. employed an electronically triggered
LEED gun synchronized to a Q-switched pump-laser [157]. In order to investigate
the transient melting of a Ge(111) surface, they studied the intensity of the specularly
reflected electron beam with an effective temporal resolution of ~10 ns. Roughly seventeen
years later, being aware of the need for short probe pulse propagation distances, Karrer
et al. presented a time-resolved LEED setup including a laser-driven electron source very
close to the sample [158]. Although this electron gun was predicted to provide for pulse
durations in the ps range, time-resolved measurements turned out excessively arduous
due to a very low electron yield at the high diffraction angles accessible. Subsequently, a
modified version of this source facilitated the observation of laser-induced space-charge
dynamics close to a copper surface [159].
A different approach has been pursued in two recently published works [35, 36]. Herein,
ultrathin graphene samples were investigated by transmission diffraction with low-energy
electrons, utilizing nanometric photocathodes as highly coherent electron sources. Yet,
although the setup of Müller et al. is more suitable for time-resolved point projection
microscopy, a non-time-resolved LEED image was also acquired [35]. On the other
hand, the implementation by Gulde et al., incorporating a nanoscopic photoemitter in
combination with an electrostatic lens assembly, enabled the time-resolved observation
of polymer crystallites melting on a free-standing graphene substrate [36]. In fact, the
study by Gulde et al. resembles the first analysis of structural dynamics by means of
ultrafast LEED with ps temporal resolution.
However, even in the light of these notable achievements, the realization of ULEED in a
backscattering geometry for the analysis of solid crystal surfaces is highly desirable, but
equally challenging. As stated above, the essential task is to provide for electron pulse
durations τe at the sample position as short as possible. Neglecting pulse broadening due
to space charge, as well as the effect of the acceleration regime of the electron bunches,








where d, v and E are the electron propagation distance, the velocity and the mean kinetic
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Figure 4.1: a, Sketch of a pulsed electron gun operated in a backscattering geometry. It
illustrates the basic need for a small outer diameter to minimize the shadowed area on the
detector screen. b, The electron pulse duration τe after d = 2 mm and 15 mm of field-free
propagation as a function of electron energy E and for ∆x = 0 is depicted in blue and
orange, respectively. Lower and upper bounds of the filled regions correspond to kinetic
energy spreads of ∆E = 0.5 eV and 1.5 eV, respectively.
energy with the uncertainties ∆d and ∆E, respectively. The pulse duration τe nonlinearly
depends on E and inversely increases for the lower electron energies typically used in a
LEED experiment. Figure 4.1b illustrates τe for two exemplary flight distances d and
kinetic energy spreads ∆E, respectively, in the case of a perfectly collimated beam, i.e.,
∆d = 0. Hence, to conduct a ULEED experiment, electron energies of E ≥ 100 eV are
clearly favorable with respect to the temporal resolution. Since τe also increases linearly
with drift distance d and energy spread ∆E, both quantities have to be minimized, as
well. While ∆E is defined during the electron emission process and not trivial to control,
the propagation distance d between the source and the sample merely depends on the
experiment geometry. For a LEED setup operated in back reflection, at a critical distance
dc, the shadow of the gun masks the majority of the diffraction pattern recorded on the
fluorescent screen (Fig. 4.1a). Hence, the shortest temporal resolution experimentally
achievable is always limited by the visibility of the diffraction pattern. The only way to
resolve this trade-off is to design a drastically miniaturized pulsed electron source, as will
be laid out in detail in the following sections.
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4.2 Pulsed electron beams from nanometric metal tips
Hitherto, the electron emission process and its influence on the pulse dispersion during
the acceleration of the electrons have been omitted. For this reason, the validity of the
simple approximation for the temporal pulse broadening (Eq. 4.1) will be discussed next
with regard to different cathode geometries.
Commonly, ultrashort electron pulses employed in stroboscopic pump-probe schemes are
generated via photoemission from metallic cathodes using fs laser pulses. To this end,
usually, intense laser pulses with photon energy hν are focused either on thin metal films
having a work function Φ or on nanoscopic metal tips. Although the latter are more
difficult to fabricate and delicate to handle, sharp needle photocathodes feature several
advantages compared to planar metal films.
A major benefit of nanometric tips arises from the local electric field enhancement at their
apex - the so-called lightning rod effect [160, 161]. Aside from a geometrical correction
factor k, the field Ft in the direct vicinity of the tip apex biased with a potential U is





where the dimensionless factor k just depends on the shape of the tip, e.g., radius of
curvature, the opening angle, or the distance to the anode and typically ranges from 5
to 8 [162, 164]. This is in clear contrast to the plate capacitor-like geometry and thus
homogeneous electric field above a planar photocathode. Accordingly, the acceleration
of the photoemitted electrons in both geometries differs, which has significant influence
on the temporal width τe of the electron bunch at final velocity. In Refs. [55] and [165]
this effect is studied analytically. As a central result of these calculations, in a first-order
approximation, the electrons are already sped-up to their final velocity in close vicinity of
the tip, i.e., after a few tens of nm of propagation. In comparison, for the plate capacitor
the acceleration is continuous resulting in a doubled time-of-flight with respect to the tip
photocathode. Moreover, in the planar case, the dependence of τe on the initial energy
spread is τe (∆E) ∝
√
∆E, whereas for the tip geometry τe ∝ ∆E holds true, which is in
agreement with Eq. 4.1. After acceleration in a homogeneous electric field and 3 mm
propagation, depending on ∆E, the pulse duration τe is 50 to 100 times longer than for
pulses accelerated by means of a sharp needle emitter [55].
As a consequence, it may be noted that the relatively simple approximation of Eq. 4.1 well
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describes the dispersion of electron pulses being emitted from sharp metal tips, whereas
for the emission from flat photocathodes the acceleration regime has to be considered
separately.
However, the total temporal broadening τtot not just depends on the dispersion due to
the finite energy spread τ∆E of the electrons, but also on different trajectories τ∆x due
to varying emission sites and directions, possible space-charge effects τsc, as well as the
interaction time τhν of surface and laser pulse during the emission process. Thus, the
overall electron pulse duration can be estimated by [166]
τtot =
√
τ2∆E + τ2∆x + τ2sc + τ2hν . (4.3)
To quantitatively take into account τ∆x, a thorough consideration of the exact field
distribution around the tip and possibly inside an employed lens assembly is necessary.
Finite element simulations are a convenient way to do these calculations, as, for example,
performed in Refs. [165, 167] and [24].
In addition to the intense acceleration of electron pulses in the static electric field of
a biased tip, the lightning rod effect also affects the electron emission process itself by
enhancing the oscillating electric field of the incident laser pulse. For a tungsten tip with
a radius of curvature of r = 20 nm at the apex, this leads to an enhancement of η ≈3 to 6
[168]. Higher enhancement factors η are achieved by using smaller tip radii or materials
exhibiting a plasmonic resonance at the wavelength of the incident light [161]. The latter,
for example, applies for a gold tip of similar curvature irradiated by 800-nm laser pulses
leading to enhancement factors ranging from η ≈8 to 14 [30, 168]. In both cases, the
field enhancement is maximized for light polarized parallel to the tip symmetry axis.
A very useful application of electric field enhancement is the localization of electron
emission. In the framework of the classical photoelectric effect, utilizing photon energies
hν that are larger than the work function Φ of the metal, the emission occurs over the
entire illuminated area and the emitted current J is proportional to the intensity I of the
incident light (Fig. 4.2a). However, this proportionality only holds for moderate fluences,
since for sufficiently high laser intensities, nonlinear effects begin to contribute to the
electron emission. For instance, in a multi-photon photoemission process, n photons
with hν < Φ may cooperatively cause the emission of an electron if nhν > Φ is fulfilled
(Fig. 4.2b). Since the probability for this emission channel increases exponentially with
the number n of photons involved, the dependency of the photocurrent J on the light
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Figure 4.2: Electron photoemission from nanometric metal tips. a, The classical photoelec-
tric effect leads electron emission from the entire tip surface. b, Multi-photon photoemission
Spatially leads to localized electron emission due to electric field enhancement at the tip
apex. Figure adapted from Ref. [55].
intensity I obeys Jn ∝ In [169, 170]. Consequently, multi-photon electron emission occurs
more likely at sites of higher light intensity, which in this setup are spatially localized to
regions of the highest electric field, namely the tip apex [30].
For even stronger electrical fields above ~1 V/nm, electron emission via optical field
emission becomes possible [31]. This differs from multi-photon emission, as the potential
barrier for electrons at the metal surface is periodically bent by the strong electric light
field. Such a process lowers the effective work function Φ and allows for electron tunneling
every optical half cycle. For ultrafast diffraction applications, however, the electron pulses
generated this way have the detriment of a broad energy spectrum [171]. Hence, for the
ULEED experiment, multi-photon photoemission is the favorable process to generate
ultrashort electron pulses, since its maximum excess energy is given by ∆Emax = nhν−Φ.
In addition, the strong localization of the electron emission site renders nanometric metal
tips an ideal source for pulsed electron beams of remarkable quality. In comparison to
planar photocathodes, where the emission area is limited to several µm2 by the laser
focus, it is orders of magnitude smaller in the case of optically excited needle emitters.
Such strongly localized electron emission significantly improves the transverse coherence
length of the generated electron pulses [32].
Hence, for the ULEED experiment presented within this work, a nanometric tungsten
tip is utilized as a pulsed electron source driven by λ = 400 nm, 30-fs laser pulses
via two-photon photoemission (Fig. 4.3a). Since the sharp needle photocathodes are
fabricated from polycrystalline tungsten wire in a wet etching process, they exhibit a
varying work function ΦW depending on the different crystallographic directions. As
ΦW ranges from 4.47 eV for W(111) over 4.63 eV for W(100) to 5.25 eV for W(110),
photoemission with two 400-nm photons leads to a maximum excess energy ranging from
∆Emax = 0.95 eV to 1.73 eV [172].
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Figure 4.3: a, Electron micrograph of the nanometric metal tip used as photocathode.
b, Electrostatic lens assembly consisting of four electrodes (f.l.t.r.: suppressor, extractor,
lens, ground aperture) close to match as a token of scale. c, Miniaturized laser-driven
electron gun mounted and contacted by means of a FPCB. Inset: Apex of the tip viewed
trough the hole for laser irradiation.
4.3 Laser-driven miniaturized electron source
In order to reduce the electron propagation distance while maintaining the visibility of
the diffraction pattern, the outer diameter at the front edge of the electron gun is the
crucial quantity (cf. Fig. 4.1a). To simultaneously reduce the working distance and the
shadowing of the diffraction pattern, in his master’s thesis Gero Storeck developed the
first generation of a miniaturized pulsed electron source [173]. This gun incorporates a
nanometric tungsten tip inside an electrostatic lens assembly for electron acceleration
and focusing, and it allows for pulse durations of τe ≈ 10 ps at Ekin = 200 eV and 1.4 cm
propagation distance. The design of the electrostatic lens assembly consists of four metal
apertures, contacted by thin copper wires, and insulating Macor spacers in between. The
resulting stack of apertures is held in place by an additional Macor corpus inside a copper
housing to provide for a field free exterior.
In the context of the present thesis, this electron gun has been developed further in
collaboration with Gero Storeck. The changes mainly concern two aspects of the existing
design:
First, to avoid charge accumulation inside the insulating ceramic washers, the combination
of thin metal apertures and relatively thick spacers is replaced by cup-like electrodes and
polyimide rings for insulation (Fig. 4.3b). The diameter of the electrodes, apertures and
distances remains unchanged, which approximately preserves the validity of the previous
calculations and numerical simulations performed by Gero Storeck [173].
Second, the solid copper housing and Macor support are switched out for a flexible
printed circuit board (FPCB). The FPCB consists of a laser cut polyimide foil with
chemically etched contact electrodes on the upside and a copper layer on the backside.
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Subsequently, the FPCB is rolled to the desired diameter and both the lens assembly
and the needle photocathode are inserted, with particular attention to a correct on-axis
alignment (Fig. 4.3c). This way, the FPCB comprises three important functions:
• It serves as a slim elastic housing for the nanometric tip and electrostatic lens.
• The needle and lens assembly are immediately contacted by the circuit paths
without any soldering.
• The exterior of the source is maintained field-free by a grounded copper layer on
the outside.
Since the FPCB has a thickness of ~170 µm, the outer diameter of the lens assembly
of 2 mm is increased by only 17 %, which allows for operational distances down to
approximately 5 mm to 8 mm.
However, consisting from several sub-mm-sized components, the presented pulsed electron
source represents the current limit of manual assembly. Further gun miniaturization
pursued by Gero Storeck requires more involved fabrication techniques, such as optical
lithography or focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The result is a complex laser-driven
electron source on the µm-scale allowing for sub-mm operational distances and a temporal
resolution on the order of one ps [174]. Since it is not yet routinely in use, only a few
measurements employing this particular gun were available to support the findings of
this work, whereas most of the data presented in Cap. 5 has been recorded utilizing the
mm-scale electron source. Hence, the spatio-temporal characterization of the ULEED
experiment (Sec. 4.6) will focus on the electron beam properties of the mm-sized electron
source presented above.
4.4 Experimental ULEED setup
In the subsequent section, the technical realization of the ULEED experiment is laid
out. Analogous to the physical layout, the following paragraphs are thematically divided
into optical components, e.g., the fs laser system and the vacuum chamber to provide for
clean surfaces.
4.4.1 Laser system and pump probe scheme
In order to study processes occurring at ultrafast timescales, the fs laser system constitutes
a key component of the ULEED experiment. It is composed of a pulsed pump laser
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of the femtosecond laser system and the optical beam path used for
the ULEED experiment. Image courtesy of J. G. Horstmann.
(Pharos), which incorporates a regenerative amplifier seeded by an internal oscillator.
The emitted pulses have a central wavelength of λ = 1030 nm, a pulse duration of
approximately 290 fs, and an energy of 150 µJ. A pulse picker allows one to vary the
repetition rate from single shot to 100 kHz leading to a maximum output power of 15 W.
Consecutively, the Pharos beam is split up to pump an optical parametric amplifier
(OPA, Orpheus) and a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA, Orphaus-N)
using powers of 6.8 W and 6.45 W, respectively (Fig. 4.4). The remaining 1.54 W of
Pharos output power are used to directly excite the sample by focusing it inside the UHV
chamber. The time delay ∆t to trigger the transient structural dynamics with respect to
the electron pulse is set by means of a 30 cm delay stage including a hollow retroreflector.
The wavelengths of the NOPA and OPA can be tuned in the ranges from λ = 250 nm
to 900 nm and λ = 315 nm to 16000 nm, respectively. In the current configuration, the
NOPA is primarily used to generate λ = 400 nm pulses with a duration of 40 fs and
100 nJ energy, which are focused onto the nanoscopic tungsten tip to generate the electron
probe pulses via 2PPE (Fig. 4.5). The OPA can be employed as an alternative source
for wavelength-tunable pump pulses including a second delay stage. Since the maximum
OPA output power is approximately half of the remaining Pharos pump beam, for the
analysis of the structural dynamics at 1T-TaS2 the 1030-nm pulses of the Pharos are
used to excite the sample. In a different experimental approach, the OPA can provide for
a second pump pulse with a delay ∆t relative to the first one, which allows for studying
the dynamics of already excited states. However, such pump-pump-probe experiments go
beyond the scope this work and are discussed in detail in the work conducted by Theo
Diekmann [91].
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Figure 4.5: Sketch of the ULEED experiment based on an optical-pump, electron-
probe scheme. Fs laser pulses (blue) generate ultrashort electron bunches (green) from
a nanometric needle emitter via 2PPE, which are subsequently diffracted from a single
crystalline sample that is previously excited by intense pump pulses (red). The diffracted
electrons are consecutively multiplied by an MCP, post-accelerated and recorded on a
phosphorous screen using a high dynamic range camera system.
Finally, both focusing optics right before the vacuum chamber are controlled via piezoe-
lectric positioning elements allowing for few nm accuracy.
After emission from the nanometric photocathode, the electron pulse is subsequently acce-
lerated and focused inside the electrostatic lens assembly, diffracted from the crystalline
sample surface and recorded by a circular 77-mm single-electron detector (Fig. 4.5). The
latter consists of two microchannel plates (MCP) in chevron configuration (open area
ratio 60 %) for electron multiplication and post-acceleration in front of a phosphorous
screen. Finally, the resulting diffraction pattern is imaged by a cooled high resolution and
high dynamic range (4 Mpx, 16 bit) sCMOS camera and stored for further processing
and analysis.
4.4.2 UHV chamber
As every experiment related to surface science, ULEED likewise demands for an extremely
clean environment to avoid any kind of surface contamination. To this end, the ULEED
experiment is conducted in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber (Fig. 4.6) with a base
pressure of 2 · 10−10 mbar. To conveniently transfer samples into the UHV system, it
features a load-lock including a sample storage. The central chamber offers a variety
of possibilities for sample preparation and conditioning. These include an argon ion
sputtering source for sample cleaning, an electron beam evaporator together with a
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Figure 4.6: UHV chamber to provide for clean surfaces during sample preparation and
the time-resolved diffraction measurements.
quartz crystal microbalance for thin film deposition, a gas inlet, a mass spectrometer for
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) measurements, as well as conventional LEED
setup. A separate chamber part allows for direct current annealing of semiconductor
samples and evaporation of organic molecules. After preparation, samples are transferred
to the actual ULEED experimental chamber by means of a motorized manipulator. It
comprises an electron beam heater and cooling via a continuous-flow cryostat operated
with liquid helium or nitrogen, which facilitates time-resolved LEED measurements in a
wide temperature range.
4.5 Sample preparation
Provided by the group of Kai Rossnagl at the University of Kiel, the 1T-TaS2 single
crystals investigated within this work are grown in a chemical vapor transport process
under supervision of Kerstin Hanff.
For this method, high purity tantalum and sulfur are placed in an ampule together with
iodine serving as a transport agent. Then, a temperature gradient is applied to the sealed
ampule for several weeks leading to vaporization at its hot end and crystallization of the
TMDC at its cold end. Typical experimental conditions for the growth of 1T-TaS2 are
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temperatures of 840°-870° C and a duration of 1000 h [117].
The samples used for the ULEED experiment consist of platelets having a diameter of
1 mm to 3 mm and a few hundred µm thickness. Using an electrically and thermally
conductive two-component adhesive (H24, EPO-TEK) the crystals are subsequently glued
onto sample holders, transferred into the UHV chamber via the load-lock and cleaved
in-situ along its weakly bound layers. To this end an additional ceramic post is glued on
top of the sample using the same epoxy adhesive. This method provides for clean single
crystalline 1T-TaS2 surfaces of several mm2 in size, which are thermally coupled well to
the bulk and the sample holder, respectively.
4.6 Spatio-temporal characterization of the diffraction setup
The performance of a time-resolved LEED experiment depends on two key characteristics.
The first is the spatial resolution given by the emittance or coherence length of the
electron beam. Considering the interplay of all experimental components, the spatial
resolution is effectively limited by the transfer width of the instrument.
The second important property is the temporal resolution, which defines the timescale
of the fastest structural processes that may be analyzed. For a characterization of the
ULEED setup, both will be investigated in the following section.
4.6.1 Transfer width
As shown in Sec. 2.1.7, the instrument response function T (k) incorporates all flaws
that lead to the finite width of diffraction peaks measured at an otherwise perfect and
infinitely extended crystal surface. Hence, the function F {T (k)} = t (r) defines the
transfer width wt, beyond which correlations of the surface are increasingly difficult to
analyze. Since T (k) not only includes the imperfectness of the electron beam, but also,
e.g., spreads caused by the detector system, wt can be viewed as a lower limit for the
transversal electron beam correlation length ξt.
To obtain a reasonable approximation for wt, the sharpest diffraction spots observed with
the ULEED setup are assumed to originate from a defect free surface. Figure 4.7a shows
an exemplary high-quality diffraction pattern of a single crystalline 1T-TaS2 surface,
which is recorded at room temperature with a kinetic energy of 100 eV. It displays six
first-order Bragg peaks of the atomic lattice surrounded by numerous first and higher-
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order satellite spots originating from the long range PLD induced by the NC CDW phase.
At the center of the diffraction pattern, the (00) reflex is masked by the shadow of the
electron gun.




atomic lattice diffraction peak with a
pseudo-Voigt profile (Fig. 4.7b and c) yields a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
∆k = (3.0± 0.04) · 10−2 Å-1. This width can be associated to a real-space distance via
wt = 2π/∆k, which gives the transfer width of wt = 21 ± 3 nm. Using the definition
for the “maximum resolvable distance” dmax = wt/
√
2a given in Ref. [69] together with
the accuracy of a = 1.3 % (standard deviation of the fit coefficient) the current setup
achieves dmax ≈ 128 nm.
This high spatial resolution is basically attributed to a considerably high signal-to-noise
ratio and the high dynamic range of the ULEED experiment. The fruitful combination of
both allows for the observation of diffraction peaks spanning three orders of magnitude
in intensity within the same diffraction pattern.
For instance, Fig. 4.7d shows a triplet of second-order CDW satellite spots. The brighter
two of them are roughly two orders of magnitude weaker than the Bragg peak shown in
panel b, and an even fainter one is visible in the upper left corner of panel d. Although
the intensity of the former two is already relatively weak, a cross section through them
can be fitted very well by means of two Lorentzian profiles. The peak-to-peak distance of
d = 0.096 Å-1 is inversely proportional to the diameter D of the commensurate patches





≈ 7.6 nm . (4.4)
The factor of 2/
√
3 arises from to the hexagonal arrangement of the commensurate
patches and the resulting value is in good agreement with the 7.3 nm given in Ref. [115].
For sake of completeness, the transverse rms electron beam emittance εrms introduced in
Sec. 2.1.7 can be deduced from the beam diameter σx and its angular spread σα. Using
the width σx = 212 µm of the Bragg peak depicted in Fig. 4.7b on the phosphorous
screen, the source-to-detector distance d = 8 cm and the electron energy of E = 100 eV,
one yields εrms ≈ 11.3 µm ·mrad, which is several orders of magnitude larger than what
can be achieved in, e.g., a time-resolved TEM [33], but still represents a reasonable value
considering the basic components of this ULEED setup.
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Figure 4.7: Spatial characterization of the ULEED setup. a, A static diffraction pattern
of the 1T-TaS2 surface recorded with pulsed electrons from the mm-sized source showing





atomic lattice diffraction peak. A pseudo-Voigt profile fitted to the data exhibits
a FWHM of ∆k = 0.03(1) Å-1. d, Close up displaying a triplet of second-order CDW
satellite spots. e, A cross section through the two brighter diffraction peaks shown in d is
fitted with the sum of two Lorentzian profiles.
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FWHM = 16.4 ps
Figure 4.8: Electron pulse
duration measured via the
structural suppression of the
NC CDW phase at a kinetic
energy of Ek = 100 eV. Assu-
ming an instantaneous sample
excitation, the measured sig-
nal can be fitted by an error
function, which allows for ea-
sily determining the width of
the underlying Gaussian elec-
tron pulse profile.
4.6.2 Temporal resolution
To determine the temporal resolution of an optical-pump, electron-probe scheme, measure-
ment of the electron pulse duration at the sample position is necessary. This can be done
with several direct or indirect methods, which all provide for a cross correlation between
the optical pump pulse and the incident electron pulse. Subsequently, the duration of
the latter can be obtained via deconvolution. One example for a direct interaction is
the Kapitza-Dirac effect [175, 176]. This experiment features interesting similarities to
LEED, as the incident electrons are diffracted at a grating generated by a standing wave
of light. However, this approach requires a very tightly focused electron beam as well as
optical power densities on the order of 1015 W/m2 [176], which are hard to achieve with
a standard fs laser system.
Indirect measurements, on the other hand, encompass the modification of the electron
energy via interaction with optical near fields (i.e., photon-induced near-field electron
microscopy, PINEM) [153, 177], the deflection of the electron beam by a photoemitted
cloud of space charge (transient electric field effect, TEF) [174, 178, 179], or the fastest
structural response of a material observable after optical excitation [28, 37, 180].
In this work, the electron pulse duration is determined via the suppression of NC CDW
phase in 1T-TaS2 after intense laser irradiation. Since both the optical excitation and
the phase transition itself occur within a few hundred fs [148], on the timescale of the
electron pulse they may be approximated as a delta peak and a Heaviside function,
respectively. Hence, assuming the temporal profile of the electron pulse to be a Gaussian,
its convolution with the quasi instantaneous phase transition yields an error function,
which is fitted to the normalized delay-dependent intensity of the NCP diffraction peaks
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(cf. Fig. 4.8). Under optimal conditions for Ek = 100 eV (US = −440 V, UE = +100 V,
UL = +361 V, d ≈ 6 mm propagation) the FWHM of the corresponding Gaussian
profile leads to an electron pulse duration of τe = 16.4 ps, which is mainly limited by
the sample-source distance. Although this temporal resolution is not fast enough to
resolve processes occurring on the few hundred fs timescale, it is still well suited to
investigate, e.g., the formation of adsorbate superstructures, order-disorder phenomena,
or the recovery to pre-excitation states. Specific examples could be Corannulene adsorbed
on Cu(111) forming temperature-dependent superstructures [181], or, as will be discussed
in the following chapter, the evolution of defects in the newly created IC CDW phase of
1T-TaS2.
In comparison, the µm-sized electron gun developed by G. Storeck allows for a temporal
resolution of τe = 1.3 ps at Ek = 80 eV and d = 400 µm measured using the TEF
effect [174], or τe = 1.4 ps obtained from the suppression of the NC CDW phase at a




Ultrafast structural dynamics at the surface
of 1T-TaS2
Subsequent to the gun characterization using quasi-static diffraction patterns recorded
with pulsed electrons, this chapter focuses on the structural dynamics at the surface
of single crystalline 1T-TaS2. To this end, the changes of the atomic lattice structure
associated with the transition from the room-temperature NC CDW phase to the high
temperature IC phase are traced by means of ULEED. First, the intensities of both the
atomic lattice Bragg peaks and CDW superstructure peaks are studied as a function
of time delay ∆t and optical pump fluence F . Second, the ICP diffraction spot profiles
are analyzed to quantify the transient structural disorder in the newly created IC CDW
phase.
5.1 NC-IC phase transition mapped by ULEED
To repeatedly drive the 1T-TaS2 surface from the NC to the IC phase, it is excited by
intense laser pulses having a central wavelength of λ =1030 nm and duration of τ ≈290 fs.
Since the stroboscopic pump-probe approach of ULEED requires the sample to return
to its ground state between two subsequent pump pulses, the experiment is operated at
a repetition rate of 25 kHz. Additionally, it is important to homogeneously excite the
probed surface area. Therefore, the focus of the pump laser is expanded to a diameter of
~300 µm (FWHM), while the mm-sized gun permits focusing of the electron pulses down
to ~100 µm (FWHM).
As set out theoretically in Sec. 3.1, both the NC and the IC CDW phase are characterized
by PLDs which manifest themselves very differently in real space and reciprocal space,
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Figure 5.1: NC-IC CDW phase transition mapped in reciprocal space. a, LEED dif-
fraction pattern of the nearly commensurate CDW phase measured before time zero
(Ek = 100 eV, 180 s integration). b, Reciprocal lattice of the optically induced incom-
mensurate CDW phase (∆t > 734 ps). c, Normalized difference image of the diffraction
patterns shown in panels a and b. To illustrate the changes of the CDW satellite spots,
the NC and IC phase are depicted in blue and red, respectively. During optical excitation
the NCP peaks are strongly suppressed, whereas the ICP diffraction peaks appear at a
relative rotation angle of α ≈ −12°. In comparison, the Bragg peaks of the atomic lattice
are just suppressed due to lattice heating.
respectively. Hence, the transition between both phases has a drastic effect on the ULEED
diffraction patterns, which is displayed in Fig. 5.1: Panels a and b show diffraction images
of the NC and IC CDW phase recorded before and after the phase transition, respectively,
whereas a normalized difference image of both diffraction patterns is presented in c.
Here, the suppressed NC phase is shown in blue, while the emerging IC CDW phase
is depicted in red. As the most striking feature, Fig. 5.1c illustrates that the IC phase
satellite diffraction spots appear at a position rotated by a ≈ −12° relative to the NCP
diffraction peaks. Additionally, higher order CDW satellite peaks are absent in the
IC phase and the Bragg peaks of the atomic lattice are diminished due to an increased
lattice temperature. To quantify these transient changes in more detail, the integrated
intensity of both the NC and IC CDW peaks, as well as the atomic lattice Bragg peaks
(BP) and the background (BG) are evaluated within disk-like areas as a function of delay
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time ∆t for ten incident pump fluences ranging from F = 0.6 mJ/cm2 to 5.7 mJ/cm2.
A detailed description of the intensity evaluation procedure is given in Sec. A.2 of the
appendix.
As depicted in Fig. 5.2a, below F = 2.8 mJ/cm2 the intensity of the NCP satellite peaks
is decreased by up to 25 %, due to thermal heating of both the atomic lattice and the
CDW lattice. In contrast, above F ≈ 3.4 mJ/cm2 the NCP diffraction peaks vanish
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Figure 5.2: Evaluation of the delay-dependent diffraction spot intensities of the NCP,
ICP, atomic lattice Bragg peaks and the background, respectively. a, Integrated diffraction
peak intensities I (∆t) measured for ten different incident pump fluences (bottom right). b,
Fluence dependence of the measured CDW and Bragg diffraction peak intensities evaluated
at ∆t > 1.1 ns and normalized to INC and IB at negative time delays ∆t < 0, respectively.
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Simultaneously, the intensity of the ICP diffraction peaks rapidly increases within a
few tens of ps, which are followed by a slower rise continuing for some hundred ps.
Concurrently, the intensity of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks is suppressed and the
background of the diffraction pattern slightly increases, which both is a consequence of
the increased lattice temperature.
Since the thermal relaxation occurs on the ns timescale (cf. evolution of Bragg peaks and
background in Fig. 5.2), evaluating the CDW diffraction peak intensities at ∆t = 1100 ps
allows for a quasi static fluence-dependent measurement of the phase transition. The
sharp fluence threshold at F ≈ 3.4 mJ/cm2 in Fig. 5.2b verifies a relatively homogeneous
excitation of the surface area probed by the low-energy electron pulses.
5.2 Spot profile analysis
In the previous section, the focus has been laid on the temporal evolution of the integrated
diffraction peak intensities. However, neither the difference image nor the delay-dependent
measurements of the integrated intensity are sensitive to changes of the diffraction spot
profiles. To verify that the shape of certain diffraction peaks actually changes over time,
the integral and maximum of the diffraction peak intensity are compared for varying
time delay ∆t. Accordingly, the ratio Iint (∆t) /Imax (∆t) is determined for both CDW
and atomic lattice diffraction peaks by averaging over the three highest pump fluences
and displayed in Fig. 5.3.
While Iint/Imax remains relatively constant over time for both the NCP and the atomic
lattice Bragg peaks, it exhibits a distinct decrease for the ICP diffraction peaks after
excitation. In other words, the maximum diffraction spot intensity of the IC phase
increases faster than the corresponding integrated intensity. It is suspected that right
after the phase transition, a substantial amount of ICP diffraction spot intensity is already
present and spread out over a relatively large region in reciprocal space. Subsequently,
the peaks are subject to a narrowing, thus causing a growth of Imax. For this reason, it is
desirable to perform a detailed spot profile analysis to quantify the structural dynamics
of the ICP, which lead to the surmised diffraction peak narrowing.
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Iint (∆t) /Imax (∆t) of
the integrated and the
maximum diffraction peak
intensity for both CDW
phases and the atomic lattice
Bragg peaks. It indicates a
reshaping of the IC CDW
satellite spots directly after
the phase transition.
As described in Sec. 2.1.7, the diffraction peak profile of the measured intensity Im (k)
is given by the convolution of the instrument response function T (k) and the intensity
I (k) scattered at the surface assuming an infinitely sharp and collimated electron beam.
Hence, to determine the contribution of the IC phase to the time-dependent width of
the diffraction peaks, a deconvolution of I (k) and T (k) is necessary. If both I (k) and
T (k) are either Gaussian or Lorentzian profiles, the FWHM wm of Im (k) is given by√
w2g1 + w2g2 or the simply the sum wl1 + wl2 of the two components, respectively. Here,
however, the instrument function of the mm-sized electron gun is approximated by means
of the sharpest atomic lattice Bragg peaks, which are well reproduced by Voigt-profiles
(Sec. 4.6.1), and the ICP diffraction spots are assumed to exhibit a Lorentzian peak shape
due to a random distribution of defects. Therefore, we resort to a numerical convolution
intensity IIC normalized to peak height 
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Figure 5.4: Temporal evolution of two exemplary ICP diffraction peaks after optical
excitation recorded with the mm-sized (a) and µm-sized electron source (b), respectively.
The diffraction peaks shown are normalized to its respective maximum value to accentuate
their approximate FWHM (white region of color scale). Close to time zero and for ∆t < 0,
the corresponding NCP diffraction peaks are visible at the bottom of each panel as well.
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which is fitted to the ICP diffraction spots for each delay time ∆t. As illustrated in
Fig. 5.4, for early delay times, the broadened ICP diffraction peaks appear elongated in
azimuthal direction with respect to the adjacent atomic lattice Bragg peak. Therefore,
the rotation angle ϕ of the elliptical profile C2D is adjusted using the associated Bragg
peak and remains fixed during the fit procedure. Here, σr and σa serve as fit parameters
that correspond to the IC CDW contribution to the radial and azimuthal width of the ICP
diffraction peaks. Further fit parameters include the peak amplitude, the two-dimensional
displacements and a two-dimensional linear background to compensate for a possibly
present tail of the NCP satellite spot close-by. Finally, the corresponding FWHMs wr,a
are obtained via wr,a = 2σr,a
√
22/3 − 1.
Since both wr and wa exhibit a similar temporal behavior (cf. Appendix A.3), the
evolution of a spatially averaged overall contribution to the width of the IC phase
diffraction peaks is given by the geometrical mean wIC =
√
wrwa, and the resulting
curve is displayed in Fig. 5.5. Primarily, these results include four measurements with
the mm-sized electron gun for the four highest optical pump fluences above the threshold
of ~3.4 mJ/cm2 (blue to yellow circles), which are averaged over the six brightest ICP
diffraction peaks available. However, due to the temporal resolution of this pulsed electron
source, the evolution of the ICP diffraction spots can be only evaluated for delay times
∆t ≥ 20 ps. To corroborate the results of the mm-sized source, Fig. 5.5 also includes one
dataset recorded by Gero Storeck using the µm-sized electron gun, which allows for the
observation of ICP diffraction peaks already at ∆t ≥ 2 ps (red circles)1.
As can by readily seen in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, directly ensuing the phase transition, the ICP
diffraction spots appear as broad peaks which rapidly get narrower over time delay ∆t.
More precisely, the contribution of the IC CDW to the peak width is reduced by a factor
of three within 380 ps as it decreases from wIC = 0.026Å
−1 at 20 ps to wIC ≤ 0.008Å
−1
1In this measurement, the shape of the NC and IC CDW diffraction peaks turns out relatively heteroge-
neous over the whole diffraction pattern due to to surface imperfections and stray fields in the vicinity
of the gun. Accordingly, instead of using the sharpest Bragg peak as a global instrument function,
each ICP peak is assigned an individual instrument function, i.e., a normalized representation of the
associated NCP satellite spot, which also incorporates the local distortions, but is not affected by
peak broadening.
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the time-dependent CDW contribution to the width (FWHM)
of the ICP satellite diffraction peaks obtained via two-dimensional fitting. The shown
data consists of four measurements using the mm-sized electron source and four incident
fluences above the threshold of 3.4 mJ/cm2 (blue and yellow circles), as well as one dataset
recorded by Gero Storeck using the µm-sized electron gun and a moderate fluence of
F ≈ 4.5 mJ/cm2 (red circles). The width of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks is shown for
comparison (yellow triangles). As the ICP diffraction spots get narrower over time, their
width approaches the one of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks, which is not affected by the
CDW phase transition.
for ∆t ≥ 400 ps. In the limit of long delay times, the width of the narrowing ICP satellite
spots approaches the value wB = 0.031Å
−1 obtained for the atomic lattice Bragg peaks2,
which are shown for one exemplary fluence (yellow triangles).
5.3 Summary and discussion
Primarily, following intense laser irradiation above 3.4 mJ/cm2, the NC CDW vanishes
within the temporal resolution of both electron sources employed. In comparison, UED
and XRD measurements at bulk 1-TaS2 indicate a suppression of the room-temperature
NC phase on the timescale of 300-400 fs [148, 150], which is also a reasonable value for
the surface, as individual 1-TaS2 layers are only weakly coupled. Hence, further work on
shortening the achievable electron pulse duration is necessary to effectively resolve the
decay of the NC CDW phase.
2Simultaneously to the ICP diffraction spots, the atomic lattice Bragg peaks are fitted with two-
dimensional Voigt profiles. Subsequently, the corresponding averaged FWHM wB is acquired numeri-
cally. The width of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks turns out independent of time delay ∆t and the
applied pump fluence F .
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As a second consequence of the phase transition, ICP diffraction peaks appear at positions
rotated by ~12° relative to the decaying NCP spots. Measurements using the mm-sized
electron source (Fig. 5.2) indicate a fast rise of the integrated intensity IIC shortly
after time-zero up to ∼ 75 % of the signal recorded at 1 ns. This rapid surge of IIC is
followed by a slower increase on the timescale of a few hundred ps. The latter growth
of IIC may be attributed to an elevated surface temperature, which cools on the ns
timescale superimposed by a contribution of IC CDW phasons, which lower the CDW
diffraction peak intensity via an additional Debye-Waller factor. This is corroborated
by measurements of T. Diekmann [91], which indicate a phason temperature Tφ that is
substantially higher than the corresponding temperature Tp of the phonon system after
optical excitation. In his measurements, the relaxation of Tφ occurs within a few hundred
ps, comparable to the ICP intensity increase shown in Fig. 5.2.
Moreover, the time frame directly following the CDW phase transition exhibits intriguing
structural dynamics with respect to the shape of the emerging ICP satellite spots.
Specifically, the ICP diffraction peaks are suspected to be broadened shortly after time-
zero and to subsequently tighten over time, due to a decreasing ratio of the integrated
and maximum diffraction peak intensities Iint and Imax, respectively. This narrowing
process is confirmed and quantified by a delay-dependent spot profile analysis that utilizes
a two-dimensional deconvolution to separate the CDW induced peak broadening from
the instrument function. Consequently, the strongly extended diffraction spot profiles
ensuing the CDW phase transition indicate a considerable amount of disorder in the
newly created IC CDW phase, which significantly reduces the CDW correlation length





Hence, the ICP correlation length increases as the CDW disorder declines over time. For
instance, the correlation length is ξIC = 24 nm at ∆t = 20 ps and grows to ξIC ≥ 78 nm
for ∆t ≥ 400 ps. To obtain a comprehensive overview of the temporal evolution of
ξIC (∆t), Fig. 5.6 shows a double-logarithmic plot of the correlation length versus delay
time. As ξIC (∆t) exhibits a linear increase in the double-logarithmic plot, its growth
obeys a power-law behavior, i.e.,
ξIC (∆t) ∝ ∆tm. (5.3)
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Figure 5.6: Double-logarithmic plot of the IC CDW correlation length ξIC vs. time
delay ∆t. The first four pump fluences (blue to yellow circles) correspond to a set of
measurements using the mm-sized electron gun. The fifth dataset (red circles) resembles a
measurement conducted by G. Storeck by means of the µm-sized electron source.
The exponent m is determined by a linear fit to the logarithmized data and delay times.
Because the increase of ξIC (∆t) tends to saturate for long delay times, the time interval
for the regression is restricted to ∆t ≤ 405 ps. By this means, the linear fit yields a
growth exponent of m = 0.51 ± 0.03. To further discuss the physical meaning of this
power-law behavior, a deeper understanding of the nature and the origin of the IC CDW
disorder is required, which will be addressed in the remainder of this section and the
next chapter.
Usually, defects in the crystal lattices of bulk material or surface superstructures can be
attributed to a random distribution of uncorrelated domains (cf. Sec. 2.2.1) or point-like
defects, such as impurities or vacancies. For CDWs, the situation may be somewhat
different. Here, the existence of domain walls requires a certain degree of commensurability
between the CDW and the underlying atomic lattice, as described in Sec. 2.4.3. This
way, the elastic energy required for a domain wall can be compensated by locking the
CDW to the atomic lattice inside a specific domain. An instructive example for such
kind of CDW is the NC phase featuring finite phase jumps (discommensurations) which
separate commensurate patches. In comparison, the IC CDW phase can be considered
as “free floating” with respect to the atomic lattice provided that CDW pinning at
lattice impurities can be neglected. Hence, sharp phase jumps (or domain walls) between
different sites of the sample will immediately flatten out, leaving behind regions of slowly
varying phase, which may be viewed as frozen-in or ω = 0 phasons.
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However, in contrast to domain walls, the “free floating” IC CDW phase permits the
existence of topological point defects inside the hexagonal CDW lattice (Sec. 2.4.3).
Similar to a domain structure, such topological defects have immediate influence on
the translational correlation function and limit ξIC . Thus, the strongly broadened
ICP diffraction peaks following the CDW phase transition indicate a large number of
topological defects in the CDW lattice. Accordingly, the observed increase of ξIC may
be rather attributed to a decreasing defect density ρd than a domain coarsening process
including well defined domain walls.
Possible mechanisms that allow for the appearance of dislocation defects in a hexagonal
CDW lattice are twofold. First, previously bound dislocation pairs of opposite winding
number may be released thermally, as predicted by KTHNY-theory (Sec. 2.4.2). Alterna-
tively, topological defects in the IC CDW might arise from the NC-IC phase transition
itself. As the sample is globally driven above the ICP transition temperature in the
probed region, phase differences between various sites of emerging IC CDW order are
inevitable. In the process of leveling out these phase inconsistencies, dislocation defects
appear within circularly linked areas of the IC CDW lattice.
To further investigate the role of topological defects for the highly disordered IC CDW
phase, the following chapter presents a numerical simulation of the ICP relaxation
dynamics in real space using a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau approach.
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Simulation of IC CDW dynamics
The previous experimental results indicate that shortly after the NC to IC CDW phase
transition, the charge modulation at the surface of 1T-TaS2 is subject to a substantial
amount of transient disorder. To elucidate the temporal evolution of this effect, a
numerical model for the dynamics of the high-temperature CDW phase is presented
in this chapter. The triple IC CDW is described in terms of a Landau free-energy
functional, which enables introducing equations of motion for the three complex order
parameters ψj (r, t) by means of a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau approach. The
numerical solution of the resulting coupled differential equations is realized via Matlab
using a split-operator Fourier method.
6.1 Landau free-energy functional for triple CDWs
A widely used starting point to study the behavior of systems undergoing an order-
disorder phase transition at a critical temperature Tc is the phenomenological Landau
theory [78]. In this mean field approach, the so-called Landau free energy F of the system
is expressed in terms of a suitably chosen order parameter ψ (r, t) which is ψ = 0 for
T > Tc and ψ 6= 0 for T < Tc. For example, in the Ising model of a ferromagnet, a
possible order parameter is the local magnetization density m (r, t). The free-energy






2 + V (m)−Hm
]
, (6.1)
where V (m) represents a temperature-dependent double well potential with minima
corresponding to the two equilibrium states of the sample. The gradient term in Eq. 6.1
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incorporates the elastic energy stored in the transition region between two adjacent
areas of opposite magnetization [100], and H accounts for a potentially present external
magnetic field.
To analyze the evolution of the order parameter for a system driven out of equilibrium,
a possible approach is to assume that locally the rate of displacement of the order
parameter, e.g., ṁ = dm/dt, is directly proportional to the thermodynamic force given






This is also known as the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation of motion for
non-conserved scalar order parameters [100, 182]. For simplicity, the proportionality
constant determining the time scale of the dynamics in Eq. 6.2 has been absorbed into
the time derivative.
This concept may be adopted to also describe the non-equilibrium dynamics of the IC
CDW in 1T-TaS2. To this end, it is advantageous to use the charge-density modulation
α (r) as the natural order parameter (cf. Sec. 2.3), which can be described in terms
of three complex components α (r) = Re [ψ1 (r) + ψ2 (r) + ψ3 (r)] [79]. The resulting
Landau free-energy functional FIC used within this work is a simplified version of the one
introduced by McMillan in Ref. [79] and studied by Nakanishi and Shiba in Refs. [121]
and [183], respectively. FIC is composed of four contributions, which will be described in
























+ d (ψ1ψ2ψ3 + ψ∗1ψ∗2ψ∗3)
]
,
where qj (j = 1, 2, 3) denotes the equilibrium wavevectors of the three complex order
parameters ψj , which are rotated by an angle of 120° relative to each other.
The first two terms of the free-energy functional FIC adjust the local wavelength and
direction of ψj (r, t), respectively, to be ideally the value given by qj . Hence, the
energy cost associated with an imperfect periodicity or alignment of ψj is proportional
to two independent elasticity constants, which are given by the coefficients a and b,
respectively [79].
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The third term in Eq. 6.3 balances the amplitude |ψj | of the three complex contributions
to the CDW modulation. It adjusts ψj (r, t) in a way that |ψj | converges to a finite value
g for all three contributions.
Finally, the fourth term of FIC can be considered as a phasing energy. Accordingly, in
order to form rotationally symmetric charge accumulations, the phasing energy minimizes
if the complex phases ϕj = arg (ψj) add up to an integer multiple of 2π (cf. Sec. 2.3).
Furthermore, the phasing term constitutes the sole coupling between the three complex
contributions to the charge-density modulation α (r).
In this context, the coefficients c and d determine the strength of the amplitude and
phasing term of FIC , respectively, while the ratio of a and b, defines the nature of the
pitchfork dislocations in each complex order parameter ψj . Since a and b are proportional
to the half axes of the elliptical dislocations cores, for a b the dislocations prefer to
move parallel to its Burgers vector (glide), whereas for a  b the defects rather slide
perpendicular to the associated Burgers vector (climb) [99].
Extending the equation of motion (Eq. 6.2) to complex order parameters, it should be
noted that the free-energy F is a real quantity and depends on |ψ|2 = ψψ∗. Therefore,






Hence, the temporal behavior of the three complex order parameters ψj (r, t) with
j = 1, 2, 3 is determined by a set of three coupled non-linear partial differential equations




























Since an analytic solution of Eq. 6.5 is infeasible, the temporal evolution of ψj (r, t) will
be studied numerically. To this end, the numerical procedure and its results are discussed
in detail in the remainder of this chapter.
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6.2 Numerical implementation
Split-operator Fourier method
Careful consideration of Eq. 6.5 yields striking similarity to the classical nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE), which, e.g., is used to describe the propagation and









+ γ |ψ|2 ψ . (6.6)
A common way to numerically solve the NLSE is the so-called split operator Fourier
method (SOFM) [184, 185]. This approach may be also used to analyze the temporal
evolution of the three coupled complex order parameters ψj (r, t) given by Eq. 6.5, as
will be shown in the following paragraph.
To solve the coupled equations of motion in Eq. 6.5, the latter are split into three parts
each, of which two terms depend linearly and nonlinearly on ψj , plus a third constant
term [186]. That is
∂ψj
∂t
= D̂ψj + N̂ψj + Ĉ , (6.7)
where D̂, N̂and Ĉ denote a dispersive, nonlinear and constant operator, respectively.
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Then, propagating Eq. 6.5 for a small time step ∆t requires successive evaluation of
Eqs. 6.8 to 6.10, which have the analytical solutions




ψj (r, t) (6.11)




ψj (r, t) (6.12)
ψCj (r, t+ ∆t) = Ĉ∆t+ ψj (r, t) (6.13)
Since the nonlinear operator N̂ is just a scalar, the two components ψNj (t+ ∆t) and
ψCj (t+ ∆t) can be easily obtained in real space. In contrast, this does not hold for the
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dispersion operator D̂ due to the gradient terms. A possible approach is to transform
the problem to Fourier space, which reads
ψ̃j (k, t) = F [ψj (r, t)] , (6.14)
and to calculate the analytic solution of ψ̃Dj (k, t+ ∆t). Here the gradient operators
become scalars, i.e., ∇ → ik, which allows for a similar evaluation of the dispersion step.
Subsequently, the real space wave function ψDj (r, t+ ∆t) is obtained via inverse Fourier
transformation






F [ψj (r, t)]
]
. (6.15)
Thus, solving the equations of motion for the three complex order parameters (i.e.,
Eq. 6.5) demands consecutive evaluation of Eqs. 6.11 to 6.13, in which the solution of
the previous step serves as input for the following one. During this procedure, each step
is computed for j = 1, 2, 3 simultaneously.
The numerical implementation of these equations of motion using the SOFM vividly
illustrates that the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau approach for the evolution of
ψj (r, t) is analogous to an overdamped oscillator model, where all spectral components
of ψj different from qj simply decay exponentially over time.
Details of the numerical implementation
The IC CDW dynamics is modeled on a two-dimensional domain of ~100 nm in width,
corresponding to a spatial grid composed of 210 support points in both directions. The
necessity to calculate the 2D Fourier transform F [ψj (r, t)] during each propagation step
demands use of periodic boundary conditions. Thus, the size of the simulation domain in
x and y direction has to be an integer multiple of λIC and 2λIC/
√
(3), respectively.
Since a particular interest of this numerical simulation is to study the transient disorder in
the IC CDW phase directly following the NC-IC phase transition, the charge modulation
of the NC phase is chosen as the initial condition. Therefore, the three complex order
parameters ψNCj are calculated as described by Nakanishi and Shiba in Ref. [121], which
is based on including higher harmonics of the wavevectors q∗j = qICj − qCj , where qICj and
qCj denote the equilibrium wavevectors of the IC and C phase, respectively. These higher
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harmonics induce a smoothly varying modulation of ψCj , which is far from sinusoidal,
thus, giving ψNCj its domain-like structure (cf. Fig. 6.1a).
However, since qICj and qCj have different lengths and are rotated by an angle of 13.9°
relative to each other, it is impossible to cover the whole simulation domain with the
NC CDW phase while fulfilling periodic boundary conditions. For this reason, ψNCj is
modified by a windowing function, which smoothly sets the charge modulation amplitude
to zero at the edges of the simulation domain. The decay of the windowing function
has a FWHM of 5 nm, and it uniformly disappears as the IC charge-density modulation
approaches the periodic simulation domain boundaries. Furthermore, a finite amount
of Gaussian amplitude and phase noise is applied to ψNCj in order to account for the
disorder introduced by an optical pump pulse. This noise features a correlation length
of ~2.4 nm, as well as peak-to-peak values of 50 % and π for the amplitude and phase,
respectively1.
The coefficients a, b, c and d of Eq. 6.5 used for this specific numerical simulation are based
on the experimental findings presented in Chap. 5 and have the values a = 6/
∣∣∣qICj ∣∣∣4ps-1,
b = a/2, c = 1 ps-1 and d = −0.25 ps-1. For instance, the ratio a/b = 2 represents
the elongation of the ICP diffraction peaks in the azimuthal direction, as also observed
experimentally. The amplitude g of the IC phase charge-density modulation is determined




≈ 0.051 [89], where J1 denotes the first-order Bessel function and
A is the atomic displacement amplitude.
6.3 IC CDW dynamics and topological defect annihilation
After setting the initial simulation conditions to the NCP charge-density modulation
superimposed by amplitude and phase noise, the system of the three coupled PDEs freely
propagates towards the minimum of the free-energy functional FIC . The evolution of this
system towards an undistorted CDW with wavevectors qICj can be seen as series of several
consecutive stages, which are displayed in Fig. 6.1 at four exemplary time steps. The top
panels of Fig. 6.1 represent the real-space charge-density modulation α (r) composed of
the three complex order parameters ψj (j = 1, 2, 3), whereas the bottom left insets show
the phase ϕ1 = arg (ψ1), which has been corrected for the oscillatory components caused
by qIC1 . This way, phase singularities of ψ1 become readily discernible.
1To preserve the correct phase relation between the three complex components ψNCj , is it essential to
make sure that the phase noise applied to each ψNCj adds up to zero at every grid point r.
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evolution of the spati-
ally averaged amplitudes
of the three complex or-
der parameters ψICj and
the mean phase mismatch
∆ϕ between the respective
components.
Moreover, to analyze the temporal behavior of the correlation length ξIC , the normalized
squared Fourier magnitudes of α (r) are also calculated. After averaging over ten
independent evolutions, these are displayed in the bottom right insets of Fig. 6.1.
Within the first stage of the IC CDW dynamics, covering a few tens of ps after time zero,
the charge-density modulation amplitude rapidly decreases and becomes particularly low
at sites of the former NCP discommensurations. Such a strongly suppressed modulation
amplitude promotes the appearance of numerous pitchfork dislocations in each of the
the complex order parameters ψj , which simultaneously leads to local dephasing of the
individual components ψj relative to each other. Both effects can be seen in Fig. 6.1b, as
well as in Fig. 6.2. Here, the latter shows the amplitudes of the individual components
|ψj | together with a spatially averaged phase mismatch ∆ϕ (t) between the three complex









Subsequently, on the timescale of a few hundred ps, the independent pitchfork dislocations
begin to merge and cause the formation of larger regions of ψj that are defect free, but
still elastically deformed. In this context, it is important to note that the pitchfork
dislocations are mobile inside each ψj and propagate via glide and climb motions. Along
the way, they attract or repel each other depending on their winding number or Burgers
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vector, respectively, as described in Sec. 2.4.3. At this stage, the defect free regions are
successively characterized by a growing CDW amplitude and a correct phase relationship
between the complex contributions ψj .
As the total number pitchfork dislocations deceases over time, the interaction of dislocati-
ons located in different ψj and coupled via the phasing term of FIC , turns out increasingly
important. More precisely, two dislocations based in ψj and ψk will approach each to
reduce the phasing energy. This way, two pitchfork dislocations form a topological defect
of the hexagonal CDW lattice, as described in Sec. 2.4.3.
For this reason, topological defects of the triple CDW likewise attract or repel each
other, depending on the winding numbers or Burgers vectors of their constituents. The
latter also determine whether two topological defects of the triple CDW can completely
annihilate or, alternatively, recombine to a new one if only two of the four constituent
pitchfork dislocations have a counterpart inside the other topological defect.
For a more detailed analysis of the influence the topological defects have on the CDW
correlation length ξIC , two approaches are pursued. The first is to count the total
number Nj (t) of pitchfork dislocations inside each ψj and assume a homogeneous defect







Nj (t) via ξIC (t) = 1/
√
%D (t) , (6.17)
where A is the area of the simulation domain. The complete procedure to numerically
identify and characterize the dislocation defects in terms of their Burgers vectors is
described in Sec. A.5 of the appendix.
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Figure 6.3: Double logarithmic
plot of the correlation length ξIC
versus simulation time t. The
correlation length of the modeled
IC CDW is obtained from both
the area density ρd of the topo-
logical defects (blue circles) and
the inverse width of the squared
Fourier magnitudes in radial and
azimuthal directions (blue and
red lines). A fit to the data for
25 ps ≤ t ≤ 350ps (red dashed
line) yields a power-law behavior
ξIC (t) ∝ tm with an exponent of
m = 0.49± 0.02.
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Simultaneously, for each time step, the correlation length ξIC (t) of α (r) is obtained
by calculating and analyzing the squared Fourier magnitudes I (r, t) = |F [α (r, t)]|2 of
the IC charge-density modulation. Analogous to the investigation of the experimentally
yielded diffraction patterns, the radial and azimuthal widths w (FWHM) of the Fourier
components are determined by two-dimensional fitting. Subsequently, the correlation
length ξIC (t) is obtained via ξIC (t) = 2π/w (t).
To examine the temporal evolution of ξIC (t) inside the simulated IC charge-density
modulation, Fig. 6.3 shows a double logarithmic plot of the correlation lengths ξIC
obtained from both approaches, i.e., ρd (t) and the time-dependent Fourier magnitudes.
It is readily seen that, directly after NC-IC CDW phase transition at time zero, ξIC is
strongly suppressed by a large number of topological defects. This can be explained by
considering the temporal evolution of the charge-density modulation. As the system
tries to locally map the NC charge-density modulation to the one of the ICP, the overall
charge modulation is subject to a significant amount of elastic strain, which is reduced
via unbinding pairs of topological defects.
Subsequently, while these defects annihilate over time, the correlation length again
increases following a power-law behavior
ξIC (t) ∝ tm . (6.18)
The exponentm is determined via a fit to the data from the time-dependent defect density
ρd (t) in the range t = 25 ps to 350 ps. This yields m = 0.49 ± 0.02, which indicates
a very similar behavior as experimentally observed for the IC CDW diffraction peak
widths. Equally, the power-law growth of the IC CDW correlation length can be verified
by analyzing the squared Fourier magnitudes of the simulated IC charge modulation
displayed as blue and red line in Fig. 6.3.
For simulation times t ? 400 ps, the growth of correlation length is decelerating. This
effect may be explained by a reduced mobility of the partial (pitchfork) dislocations once
two of them each are tied together forming a topological defect of the triple CDW.
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Relaxation dynamics of 1T-TaS2
The preceding chapters focused on the structural dynamics associated with the transition
from the room-temperature NC to the high-temperature IC phase in 1T-TaS2. However,
it is equally interesting to study the sample’s relaxation from the ICP to the pristine NC
ground state, as this process allows for characterizing the emergence of a well-ordered
CDW that is widely registered to the atomic lattice.
Hence, the following chapter presents two additional experimental approaches that extend
the capabilities of ULEED and simultaneously serve as a starting point for further studies
of 1T-TaS2 and similar sample systems.
7.1 Time-resolved recovery of the NC CDW phase
Typically, pump-probe experiments obtain their high temporal precision from harnessing
the enormous speed of light and mechanically varying the optical path length, e.g., by
very accurate linear translation stages. However, the available time delays are limited
to a few ns depending on the finite length of the respective translation stage. For the
ULEED setup presented in Sec. 4.4, the 30 cm translation stage defines a maximum time
delay of ∆t = 2 ns1.
Considering the time-dependent diffraction peak signals presented in Sec. 5.1, the ICP
intensity is still subject to a slight increase at ∆t = 1 ns, and the atomic lattice Bragg
peaks just indicate a subtle reduction of the sample temperature within this time window.
Therefore, it is impossible to analyze the relaxation of the 1T-TaS2 surface within the
accessible 2 ns. Hence, to cover the full interval of 8 µs between two subsequent pump
1In principle, extension of the maximum delay time is possible by elongating the optical path length on
the stage using additional roundtrips, but this also multiplies the impact of the imprecision the linear
stage has on the delay-dependent beam pointing.
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pulses of a setup operated at 125 kHz, a different method to generate time-delayed optical
pump pulses is necessary.
7.1.1 Experimental setup
An alternative approach to delaying laser pulses using mechanical translation stages is
the electronic control of the emission time. This requires a second pulsed laser system,
which can be actively switched by an external trigger signal.
In the present configuration of ULEED used to study the recovery of the NC CDW phase,
the fs laser-system for electron pulse generation is supplemented by an actively switched
diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser for sample excitation. This laser systems consists
of a RegA 9000 regenerative amplifier seeded by a Mantis oscillator, both pumped by
a Verdi V18 CW laser. Similar to the setup presented in Sec. 4.4, its resulting 800 nm
pulses (~5 µJ pulse energy, 90 fs duration) are frequency doubled and focused onto the
apex of the nanometric tungsten photocathode inside the mm-sized electron source.
In contrast to the setup described in Sec. 4.4, the sample excitation is realized by an
electro-optically Q-switched Helios DPSS laser. It operates at a fixed repetition rate of
125 kHz and emits 0.85 ns pulses at a central wavelength of 532 nm and 30 µJ pulse
energy. An electronic delay generator (DG535, SRS) provides for the exact timing of the
pump pulses. Using the fs laser system as a reference signal, the delay generator allows
for arbitrary time delays in the 8 µs interval between two successive probe pulses. Thus,
the temporal resolution of this setup is determined by the timing precision of both the
DPSS laser and the delay generator, which leads to an overall jitter of approximately 3 ns.
A motorized variable attenuator in front of the vacuum chamber facilitates a large number
of fully automated measurements at different pump fluences F . Figure 7.1 displays a
schematic representation of the complete setup.
7.1.2 Results and discussion
Using the present configuration of the ULEED setup, a set of time-resolved diffraction
measurements has been conducted at pump fluences ranging from F = 1.2 to 3.0 mJ/cm2
and for time delays spanning the whole interval between two consecutive probe pulses.
Subsequently, the integrated intensities of the NC and IC CDW diffraction peaks, the
atomic lattice Bragg peaks and the background are analyzed for each time delay ∆t and
depicted in Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: The ULEED setup used to analyze the relaxation dynamics of NC CDW
phase at the surface of 1T-TaS2. In order to generate pump-probe time delays ranging
from several ns to µs, the sample is excited by an additional diode-pumped solid state
laser, which is actively triggered by an electronic delay generator.
Considering the signals of the NC and IC phase diffraction peaks, a prominent feature
is the pronounced fluence dependence of the CDW relaxation to the NC ground state.
After excitation at time-zero, it takes up to several hundreds of ns for both CDW phases
to (partially) recover to their initial value. Fitting the data with the convolution of a
Gaussian excitation pulse and an exponential decay leads to recovery time constants τ
ranging from 20 to 50 ns for F < 1.5 mJ/cm2 and 700 to 1050 ns for F ≥ 2.4 mJ/cm2 for
the NC and IC phase, respectively. These time constants correspond to an intensity decay
to 1/e and are shown in Fig. 7.2e. Moreover, τ is characterized by a notable threshold
behavior around F = 2 mJ/cm2.
In stark contrast, the integrated intensities of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks and
background exhibit a distinctly faster recovery. As already surmised from the data
recorded with higher temporal resolution in Sec. 5.1, the suppression and relatively quick
relaxation of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks and the background corresponds to a thermal
equilibration of the sample on the ns timescale. Averaging the relaxation constants of the
Bragg peak intensity over all pump fluences yields τBP = 14.6± 1.3 ns, which is almost
two orders of magnitude faster than the recovery of the NC and IC phases at fluences
above 2.4 mJ/cm2.
Furthermore, Figures 7.2a and b indicate that, for high pump fluences, parts of the excited
surface area remain in the IC phase even for time delays ∆t < 0 ns. This observation can
be understood by interpreting the present fluence-dependent measurements as a series
of pump-probe experiments conducted at successively elevated base temperatures TB,
which may also explain the very long recovery time constants for the CDW at high pump
fluence.
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Hence, the fluence-dependent measurements can be divided into three regimes:
• Initially, for pump fluences F < 1.3 mJ/cm2, the NCP diffraction peaks are only
affected by a thermal suppression, which relaxes on the same timescale as required
for diffusive cooling. Simultaneously, a cumulative temperature increase leads to
an equilibrium NCP intensity decreased by up to 8 % compared to the intensity of
the pristine NCP diffraction peaks.
• Following excitation in the range 1.3mJ/cm2 ≤ F ≤ 2.1mJ/cm2, successively larger
amounts of the sample surface are driven to the IC phase, as can be seen from the
maximum of the ICP intensity in Fig. 7.2b. Still, these regions completely recover
to the NC ground state within less than 200 ns, which is before the arrival of the
next pump pulse (cf. Fig. 7.2e).
• Finally, for excitation fluences of F ≥ 2.2 mJ/cm2, the IC CDW only partially
recovers to NCP ground state between two consecutive pump pulses, and the NCP
and ICP relaxation constants τ exhibit a significant increase.
This complex behavior has several reasons and can be explained by the following physical
picture: Due to a slightly inhomogeneous excitation profile, the lateral size of the
transformed sample area grows with increasing pump fluences, thus, giving rise to the
successively increasing maximum ICP intensities.
Furthermore, the sample surface is subject to a fluence-dependent base temperature TB,
which locally reaches TIC = 353 K at F = 2 mJ/cm2. This causes a static CDW phase
transition, which manifests in ICP diffraction peaks even present at ∆t < 0 ns.
The elevated base temperature has a direct influence on the CDW relaxation time
constants τ . Approaching TIC at the surface, the temperature gradients between the
excited area and the underlying bath gradually decrease and cause a slowed diffusive
cooling. Moreover, at a base temperature close to TIC , the CDW phase transition is
driven to significantly deeper layers of the sample while the optically injected heat diffuses
into the bulk. As a result, it takes drastically longer for the NC CDW to grow back to
the sample surface.
In summary, resulting from an elevated base temperature TB at a laser repetition rate of
f = 125 kHz, the recovery time constants τ of the NC and IC CDW diffraction signals
are ranging from tens of ns to a few µs. This effect is attributed to a decelerated diffusive
cooling in combination with a diverging NC-to-IC transformation depth.
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Figure 7.2: Fluence-dependent measurement of the CDW recovery to the NCP ground
state. a - d, Delay-dependent integrated intensities of the NCP and ICP satellite spots,
the atomic lattice diffraction peaks, as well as the diffuse background, respectively. e,
Relaxation time constants τ obtained from a to c by fitting with the convolution of a
Gaussian excitation pulse and an exponential decay. The relaxation to the original NC
CDW ground state exhibits a pronounced fluence dependence indicated by time constants
τ spanning almost two orders of magnitude.
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7.2 Probabilistic switching of the chiral NC CDW orientation
For the C and the NC phase of 1T-TaS2, the CDW superstructure unit cell is rotated
by 13.9◦ relative to the atomic lattice due to the (3× 1)-commensurability condition
(cf. Sec. 3.1). As there is no preferred rotation direction, generally, both superstructure
orientations are equally possible. Depending on their orientation, Wilson et al. coined
the terminology of α and β-type domains for counterclockwise and clockwise rotated
CDW superstructures, respectively (see Fig. 7.3a) [76]. Since these regions only differ in
their orientation, with otherwise identical properties, they are also referred to as twin
domains or mirror domains [76]. Such chiral CDWs are not just restricted to 1T-TaS2,
but also have been observed in 1T-TiSe2 via STM [187] or in 1T-TaSe2 and 4Hb-TaS2 by
TEM measurements [76].
To identify these two types of CDW order at the surface of 1T-TaS2, ULEED constitutes
an ideal technique, since it is highly sensitive to the lattice geometry and simultaneously
features a very confined electron beam. The latter allows one to identify single domains of
~100 µm in diameter, whereas a conventional LEED system would just yield the spatially
averaged surface geometry. Due to the high quality of the 1T-TaS2 samples at hand, most
of the investigated crystals exhibit just one CDW orientation at their surface, typically
being 1-2 mm2 in size. In comparison, samples intrinsically showing both α and β-type





Figure 7.3: Twin domains present in the NC and C phase. a, The domains of charge
accumulations are rotated by 13.9◦ either counterclockwise or clockwise relative to the
atomic lattice and are referred to as α-type or β-type, respectively [76]. b, ULEED
diffraction pattern of the C phase simultaneously exhibiting α and β-type domains, which
are marked with yellow and blue circles, respectively. The diffraction pattern is recorded
at T = 180 K, Ekin = 100 eV and 60 s integration time.
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a) CDW intensites during pumping CDW intensites after quenchb)
Figure 7.4: Quenching the IC CDW order induces twin domains of the symmetry
equivalent α and β-type NC phases. a, Intensities of the CDW satellite diffraction peaks
during optical excitation as a function of incident pump fluence F . b, CDW spot intensities
after quenching the IC phase. Above fluences of F & 4 mJ/cm2, a fraction of the pristine
β-type NC CDW phase is converted to the α-type, while the sum of both intensities
remains constant. After each excitation-quench-cycle the sample is annealed at a moderate
fluence of F = 3.4 mJ/cm2 for 20 s, which completely restores the β-type NCP in the
probed volume.
However, it is possible to induce the simultaneous growth of both α and β-domains
in the NC CDW phase via quenching from the high-temperature IC phase. To this
end, using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 7.1, a sample exclusively exhibiting the
β-type NCP is continuously driven to the ICP using intense laser irradiation for 20 s.
Subsequently blocking the pump beam within 2 ms by an optical shutter leads to a rapid
temperature decrease. As a result, for pump fluences F & 4 mJ/cm2, several domains of
the formerly absent α-type NC phase are created in the probed surface area, as can be
seen in Fig. 7.4b. Since the growth of both chiral NC phases occurs probabilistic, the
surface area of the newly created α-type NCP is subject to significant variations. The
overall intensity diffracted into the NCP satellite spots, however, remains conserved.
For a comprehensive overview, Figure 7.4a shows the CDW diffraction peak intensities
during optical heating, which are recorded at negative time delays (i.e., the electron
pulse arrives before the optical pump pulse). Here, particular attention should be paid
to the threshold fluences for the rise of the IC phase during heating (Fig. 7.4a) and
the appearance of α-type NCP domains upon cooling (Fig. 7.4b). Comparison of both
threshold fluences leads to the conclusion that a significant amount of the sample needs
to be continuously driven to the IC phase to effectively create NCP twin domains by
quenching.
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To repeatedly study the NCP growth from the IC phase, after each quench the initial
situation of the sample fully exhibiting the β-type NC phase has to be restored. This
is achieved by optical annealing at moderate laser intensities. Thus, every excitation-
quench-cycle is completed by a final annealing step at F = 3.4 mJ/cm2 for another
20 s. Fluence-dependent scans indicate a minimum fluence of F ≈ 2.4 mJ/cm2 necessary
to completely restore the original NCP orientation. Hence, the recovery of the β-type
NC phase is promoted by a temporary excitation to the IC phase, which completely
relaxes to the NCP within one excitation period.
Real-space analysis of chiral NCP domains
Since ULEED is limited to a reciprocal-space investigation of the surface lattice structure,
it is highly desirable to also study the previously observed growth of both α and β-type
NCP domains in real space. Therefore, thin 1T-TaS2 flakes are analyzed in a TEM, which
allows for in-situ single-shot laser excitation of the sample and, hence, is ideally suited
to address this task. A further advantage of transmission electron microscopy arises
from its simultaneous access to both the reciprocal and real space structure of a sample.
This opens up the possibility of dark-field imaging. Here, an aperture is placed in the
diffraction plane to exclusively capture electrons that are diffracted into a particular Bragg
peak and to reject all other transmitted electrons. In the following, the selected electrons
form a real space image in which only sample areas with a particular crystallographic
orientation generate contrast. Hence, by choosing individual NCP satellite spots for
dark-field imaging, the real space distribution of both α and β-type NCP domains can














































Figure 7.5: Structural changes of the NC phase induced by a series of single-shot
laser pulses. Panels a to d show TEM micrographs of a thin 1T-TaS2 sample at room
temperature. The specific shape of domains exhibiting different orientations (α and β-type)
is studied by means of dark-field imaging. Triggered by intense single-pulse laser excitation
(15 mJ/cm2, 800 nm) the domains alter their shape or even disappear.
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To verify the probabilistic nature of the NCP domain growth, a fixed sample area is
optically excited and imaged in a series of TEM micrographs. After recording each
frame, a single fs-laser pulse (λc = 800 nm) pumps the region of interest at a fluence of
F = 15 mJ/cm2. As a result of the intense laser irradiation, the considered NCP domains
alter their shape in subsequent images (Fig. 7.5b) or even disappear completely (panel c).
Due to the excitation scheme employing individual laser pulses, it is not possible to
reproducibly switch the sample back to the overall β-type NC phase.
Furthermore, considering the shape of several α-type NCP domains, their emergence
seems to be seeded at the supporting Cu-TEM mesh, which can be seen in the lower
right corners of Figs. 7.5a-d. This supports the assumption that the cooling rate plays
a decisive role for the occurrence of NCP twin domains, since these areas feature a





In the previous Chapters, the successful implementation of ULEED in a backscattering
geometry has been demonstrated by mapping a CDW structural phase transition and
the following phase-ordering kinetics. As a central result, the observed coarsening of the
ICP correlation length ξIC subsequent to the optically induced NC-IC phase transition is
attributed to a variable density of topological defects present in the CDW lattice. To
corroborate this conclusion, a numerical modeling of the equilibrating IC CDW has been
conducted.
In the following section, the experimental findings will be discussed in the context of the
numerical simulation. Additionally, the results of the NCP relaxation dynamics accessible
via the two alternative excitation schemes presented in Chap. 7 are put in relation to the
foregoing measurements.
ICP phase-ordering kinetics
By analyzing the ICP diffraction spot profiles as a function of delay time ∆t for the four
highest pump fluences F (cf. Fig. 5.6), two major statements can be made about the
temporal evolution of the CDW correlation length ξIC (∆t) :
• Directly after the NC-IC phase transition, the correlation length ξIC and, hence,
the density of topological defects is independent of the applied pump fluence F .
• The subsequent CDW phase-ordering process obeys the power law ξIC (∆t) ∝ ∆t1/2.
The first observation indicates that, ensuing the NC-IC phase transition, the density of
topological defects is predominantly determined by the charge-density configuration of
the room-temperature NC phase. As there is no continuous deformation that globally
maps the patched texture of the NC state to the IC CDW, the situation in the newly
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created IC phase is that of a quench. Since the ICP charge modulation simultaneously
emerges locally all over the excited surface area, regions separated by causality can
exhibit an arbitrary phase mismatch. When these regions meet, dislocations of the CDW
lattice are inevitable. This behavior is also known as the Kibble-Zurek mechanism, which
describes the formation of topological defects (e.g., domain walls, lines, point defects) by
quenching a system through a second-order phase transition [95, 188, 189].
In the cosmological context of Kibble, “separation by causality” refers to the speed of
light [188], whereas for condensed matter systems, as proposed by Zurek, information
spreads at the speed of sound in the respective material [95]. However, one should note
that, compared to the Kibble-Zurek mechanism, the NC-IC phase transition is first-order
[121, 124], and, more importantly, the density of topological defects should not depend
on the quench rate.
Similar to the experimental observations, the numerical simulation indicates a massive
generation of topological defects shortly after quenching the IC CDW from an excited,
but defect-free NC state. As can be seen in Fig. 8.1, the ICP correlation length ξIC (∆t)
deduced from the dislocation density %D (∆t) rapidly drops at early simulation times.
Consequently, the subsequent phase-ordering kinetics of the IC CDW are mainly driven
by annihilation and recombination of topological defects.
The microscopic mechanism for the observed coarsening of the IC CDW correlation length
ξIC after the NC-IC phase transition is also addressed in two further works utilizing
time-resolved x-ray and electron diffraction at the bulk of 1T-TaS2 [148, 150]. Although
Haupt et al. find some indication for an ICP diffraction peak narrowing, they are lacking
a quantitative analysis of the coarsening process and just attribute the local origin of the
IC phase to the NCP discommensurations [148].
In comparison, in a time-resolved x-ray diffraction experiment, Laulhé et al. observe
a growth of the correlation length ξIC following the same power-law behavior ξIC ∝
∆t1/2 [150]. However, they associate the growth of the ICP correlation length ξIC to
the coarsening of CDW domains separated by well-defined domain walls and neglect the
ability of the “free floating” ICP to easily slide across the atomic lattice.
For numerous coarsening phenomena following a quench, the characteristic length scale
L of the system (e.g., the correlation length or average domain size) obeys a power-law
scaling, i.e., L (t) ∝ tν , which is also referred to as dynamic scaling [190].
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In this framework, the growth exponent ν turns out to be independent of the particular
investigated system, but is simply determined by the system’s dimensionality d, the
number n of components involved to describe the order parameter, as well as the question
whether the chosen order parameter is conserved or non-conserved.
For the ICP phase-ordering kinetics, both experiment and simulation lead to an exponent
of ν ≈ 1/2, which corresponds to the dynamics of a non-conserved order parameter.
Mathematically, the coarsening of a system characterized by a non-conserved order
parameter is also referred to as model A dynamics and is described by the Allen-Cahn
equation [97, 100]. For domain walls, this approach may be heuristically understood by
considering their mean curvature K [100]. Then, K is proportional to the driving force
F (surface tension) and therefore scales with the wall velocity v of a growing domain.
If the system can be described by a single characteristic length scale L (t), this leads
to v ∝ dL/dt and K ∝ 1/L, which finally yields L (t) ∝ t1/2 by integration [100]. In
comparison, the dynamics of conserved order parameters are rather described by the
Cahn-Hillard equation (so-called model B), which gives a power law of L (t) ∝ t1/3 and,
for instance, explains the spinodal decomposition of alloys.
Generally, the situation of phase-ordering in an incommensurate CDW via topological
defect annihilation is analogous to the coarsening of a quenched XY-model mediated by
vortex-antivortex annihilation. In both cases, the considered system is two dimensional
(d = 2) and features a two-component or complex order parameter (n = 2), respectively.
However, compared to the defect dynamics in CDWs, vortex-antivortex annihilation in the
XY-model has been investigated more thoroughly both theoretically and experimentally
in a variety of sample systems, which include thin films of nematic liquid crystals, as
well as colloid crystals [101, 191–195]. Here, for long evolution times, the correlation
length typically grows proportional to t1/2, or, in an alternative view, the absolute defect
number N decreases as N (t) ∝ t−1 [194, 196]. On the other hand, for the special case of
d = n = 2 and a non-conserved order parameter, the need for a logarithmic correction
factor mainly affecting the early time regime has been predicted theoretically and verified
by several experiments [190, 193, 197–200]. Accounting for a slower increase of the
correlation length shortly after the quench, the modified power law then reads [101]
L (t) ∝ (t/ log (t/t0))1/2 . (8.1)
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Figure 8.1: The correlation
length ξIC (t) obtained from the
simulated defect density ρd is fit-
ted by a power-law scaling inclu-
ding a log-correction. The de-
cay of the correlation length at
early simulation times can be ex-
plained by unbinding of topologi-
cal defects due to massive elastic
strain in the considered CDW.
However, the present experimental data cannot distinguish whether this also applies
for the observed power-law growth of the correlation length in the IC CDW, since the
current temporal resolution of the mm-sized electron source is limited to a few tens of
ps. To resolve this question, further measurements using the µm-sized electron gun are
necessary.
In comparison, the evolution of the correlation length ξIC obtained from the numerical
simulation seems to be well described by Eq. 8.1. As can be seen in Fig. 8.1, for early
simulation times, the correlation length is strongly suppressed by numerous topological
defects appearing to reduce the elastic strain energy of the CDW, whereas for late
evolution times the expected power-law growth dominates. To better describe the
transition regime, a power law including the logarithmic correction factor is fitted to
the simulation data. The regression yields an exponent of ν = 0.48 ± 0.05, which is
slightly smaller than the previous results. The fit has been restricted to the time interval
5 ps ≤ t ≤ 400ps, since for later times the growth of the correlation length is significantly
slowed down. Interestingly, the kink around 400 ps corresponds to the coupling of the
partial dislocation defects (located in individual contributions ψj of the triple CDW).
Consequently, this means a higher mobility of the partial dislocations as long as the
phasing of the individual components ψj relative to each other is not completed yet.
To summarize, the numerical simulation presented within this work is well suited to
qualitatively capture some important aspects of the IC CDW dynamics. For instance,
it illustrates the inevitable occurrence of topological defects during equilibration, as
well as their subsequent annihilation, which obeys the typical dynamic scaling behavior.
However, in its current form, it is hard to extract quantitative results from the numerical
model, since the values used for the coefficients of the free-energy functional FIC (Eq. 6.3)
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are chosen in a way to correspond to both the experimentally observed elongation of the
diffraction spots and the correlation length ξIC (t) deduced from the diffraction patterns.
A superior approach would include the free-energy functional proposed by Nakanishi and
Shiba in Ref. [121]. This way, using temperature-dependent coefficients for the individual
contributions to FIC , the emergence of all three CDW phases should be observable by
varying the system temperature. However, a numerical implementation of this approach
turns out more challenging than for the presently used free-energy functional and may
be the subject of future research.
Similarly, further studies are necessary to investigate the role of phasonic contributions to
the ICP dynamics. Since the current numerical approach neglects all possible oscillatory
responses, so far, phasons merely appear as static (ω ≈ 0) distortions of the CDW in
the vicinity of topological defects. Moreover, the potential energy released during defect
annihilation is rapidly dissipated, whereas naturally one would expect a pronounced
energy transfer to phason and amplitudon excitations.
Therefore, it should be subject of further investigations to disentangle the phason
contribution in both the ULEED diffraction patterns of the IC phase and the numerical
simulation.
Additionally, it remains an intriguing open question whether the IC CDW phase affected
by numerous dislocation defects can be considered as a transient hexatic phase. To this
end, typically, one evaluates the translational and orientational correlation functions
gT and g6 by examining the real space structure and verifies the existence of a quasi
long-range orientational order and an exponentially decaying translational order, re-
spectively. Specifically for 1T-TaS2, such a hexatic phase has been created artificially
via impurity doping using varying amounts of Nb [201]. Subsequently, the increasing
number of dislocation defects and the successive decay of both correlation functions were
simultaneously analyzed by means of STM.
Using diffractive methods, the presence of a hexatic phase is typically indicated by
diffraction peaks that are strongly broadened in azimuthal direction. This is demonstrated
by both x-ray scattering experiments and TEM measurements conducted at thin films
of layered liquid crystals [202–205]. Here, the magnitude of the resulting azimuthal
broadening depends on number of layers in the film (“stacked hexatic”) [205], as well
as on the interaction of topological defects [206]. While thermally activated topological
defects lead to strongly elongated diffraction peaks, as observed for smectic liquid
crystals, uncorrelated topological defects correspond to an azimuthal broadening ratio
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of approximately 2:1 [206]. This broadening ratio corresponds well to the azimuthally
elongated IC CDW spot profiles we observe in the time-resolved measurements, and it
supports to the assumption of topological defects appearing due to a quench from the NC
CDW phase. However further measurements and a more elaborated spot profile analysis
would be necessary to validate this hypothesis.
NCP relaxation dynamics
While the main part of this work deals with the ultrafast structural changes happening
on the ps timescale immediately after sample excitation, the two alternative pump-probe
schemes presented in Chap. 7 provide access to the relaxation dynamics occurring within
ns or even µs. Specifically, both schemes are employed to study the recovery of the
pristine NC CDW phase between to successive pump pulses.
In this context, two important observations can be made:
• The recovery of the NC phase is strongly dependent on the applied optical pump
fluence F , and it exhibits decay constants τ ranging from tens of ns up to a few µs.
The decay constants τ rapidly increase as a substantial part of the excited sample
surface is driven cumulatively into the high temperature IC phase.
• By quenching a sample, which is continuously pumped to the IC CDW phase,
both symmetrically equivalent NC phases (α and β-type) appear in a probabilistic
manner.
Both findings can be explained by considering the heat dissipation. Since the optically
excited volume spans several hundred µm in diameter and just a few tens of nm in depth,
the majority of the optically injected energy diffuses perpendicular to the layers, although
the thermal conductivity of 1T-TaS2 parallel to layers is roughly about a factor of ten
higher than for the out-of-plane direction. Thus, if the time between two subsequent
pump pulses is shorter than the sample requires to thermally equilibrate at its surface,
the sample surface will cumulatively heat to an elevated base temperature depending on
the applied pump fluence F and the repetition rate f , as also described in Sec. 7.1.2. For
1T-TaS2 excited at the relatively high repetition rate of 125 kHz, by approaching a base
temperature of 353 K, this has the consequence of a diverging transformation depth of
the NC-IC phase transition. In combination with the slowed thermal diffusion due to
the smaller temperature gradients, this gives rise to the drastically increased recovery
times τ of the NC phase compared to low fluences. Hence, if the sample is continuously
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driven to the high-temperature IC phase, for the NCP, the required time to grow back
to the surface exceeds the period between two successive excitation pulses, e.g, 8 µs for
f = 125 kHz. Consequently, by quenching the sample from such an optically induced
continuous ICP state, the long recovery time of the NC ground state facilitates the
growth of both symmetrically equivalent α and β-type NCP orientations at the surface
due to spontaneous nucleation at crystal defects or other impurities.
Interestingly, the generation of NCP twin domains is completely reversible by annealing
the sample at a fluence, which briefly drives the CDW to the IC phase, but allows for
a recovery within one excitation cycle. Thus, the surface of 1T-TaS2 can be switched
between a single crystalline NCP state and a probabilistic multi-domain state in a
controlled manner, which bears some similarity to the all-optical switching of magnetized
thin films [207].
In a recent publication, the reversible generation of domain boundaries between the two
symmetry-equivalent NCP ground states has been also studied using MeV UED [208].
Here, the CDW amplitude mode frequency was found to be dependent on the amount of
disorder induced in the NCP in terms of a domain wall network.
Challenges of ULEED implementations
Since this work covers the first application of ULEED in a backscattering geometry to
study structural dynamics at surfaces, it is instructive to briefly discuss the experimental
challenges of both its implementation in general and the analysis of 1T-TaS2 in particular.
As the laser-driven electron source constitutes an integral component of the present
ULEED experiment, its development is a continuously ongoing process. In this light,
considerable work on the electron gun miniaturization was done by Gero Storeck in
the context of his master’s thesis and PhD work [173, 174]. It laid the foundation for
the presently used mm-sized electron source and its four-electrode electrostatic lens-
assembly. However, in order to avoid electrostatic stray fields and charging during
operation, following this work, it took several iterations to identify the optimal electrode
and insulator geometries and materials, respectively. The same applies for the design
of the lens-assembly housing. As a result, the FPCB that has been developed in the
context of the present thesis comprises a thin, but robust housing, which includes the
electrical contacts and maintains a field-free exterior of the gun.Another challenge arises
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from identifying the spatio-temporal overlap of the laser excitation pulse and the electron
probe pulse on the sample surface. In contrast to transmission electron diffraction, the
backscattering geometry does not allow for directly locating the probed surface area
of a few hundred µm2 in size by means of a shadow image. A possible solution is to
scan the electron beam over the mm-sized sample surface and to use the sample edges
as reference positions. After achieving the spatial overlap, both pulses likewise need
to coincide temporally. For optimizing the spatio-temporal overlap, it is beneficial to
optically induce some structural changes, which have a pronounced influence on the
diffraction pattern and, thus, can be easily recognized even using short integration times.
In this context, the laser repetition rate f plays a crucial role: If it is chosen too low, the
integration time gets very long due to the poor electron yield. On the other hand, if f
is too high, the sample will simply heat up cumulatively, as discussed in the previous
chapter. Hence, the delicate interplay of the repetition rate f, the applied pump fluence
F and the thermal coupling of the sample to its environment sets a well-defined range of
excitation conditions suitable to study the sought-after structural dynamics. Specifically,
for cleaved samples consisting of layered structures, such as 1T-TaS2, the thermal coupling
of the topmost layers may be problematic. Cleaving such crystals often turns out not
very reproducible, as it strongly depends on the defects at the sample edges. Hence,
sometimes the outermost layers loose their connection to the bulk and easily heat up
cumulatively during optical excitation. This is a possible explanation for the slightly
different phase-transition threshold fluences that occur in the measurements of Sec. 5.1
and Sec. 7.1.2, respectively.
Another challenge, particularly concerning 1T-TaS2, arises from the analysis of the
time-resolved diffraction patterns. Here, the NCP and ICP diffraction peaks appear
close to each other in k-space, and both are simultaneously visible within the window of
temporal resolution after laser excitation. Consequently, it is difficult to discriminate the
intensity of the remaining NCP satellite spot from the faint emerging ICP peak. This
is additionally complicated by the fact that the latter reflex is very strongly broadened.
For a better temporal resolution available with the µm-sized electron gun, at early delay
times ∆t, the ICP diffraction peak even extends beyond the position of the adjacent
NCP peak, which makes a very careful analysis of both the intensity as well as the peak





The present thesis comprises the first implementation of ULEED in a backscattering
geometry, as well as its successful application to reveal the incommensurate CDW phase
ordering kinetics at the surface of 1T-TaS2. To this end, a novel electron source has been
developed, which possesses the following key characteristics:
• Having an outer diameter of ~2 mm, the laser-driven electron gun allows for working
distances of a few mm from the investigated sample surface.
• Utilizing a nanometric photocathode, a minimal electron pulse duration of 16.4 ps
has been realized at an electron energy of 100 eV.
• Facilitated by the sharp needle photoemitter, the pulsed electron beam exhibits a
remarkable transversal coherence. For the whole ULEED experiment, this leads
to a transfer width of wt = 21± 3 nm, or, taking into account the signal-to-noise
ratio, a maximum resolvable distance of dmax ≈ 128 nm.
Moreover, the miniaturized laser-driven electron gun features further advantages that
also make the ULEED setup interesting for a quasi-static operation. Besides the afore-
mentioned outstanding k-space resolution, this includes the following aspects:
• The highly confined electron beam leads to a very small probing area. Whereas a
conventional LEED system typically has a beam diameter of roughly 1 mm, the




• Despite the smaller beam diameter, the investigated surfaces are exposed to a very
low electron dose, which is several orders of magnitude smaller compared to a LEED
system with a standard phosphorous screen. Hence, the pulsed electron source is
ideally suited to analyze very sensitive samples, such as bio-molecule adsorbates or
polymer crystallites on a graphene substrate [36].
Generally, because of its backscattering geometry, ULEED is characterized by a signi-
ficantly better thermal coupling of the investigated sample surface than it is the case
for most other UED experiments probing thin films with high-energy electrons. This
particular feature enables the use of relatively high repetition rates, which in turn lead
to an increased signal-to-noise ratio, or, alternatively, allow for reducing the integration
time of the individual diffraction patterns.
To demonstrate the capabilities of ULEED, the structural dynamics induced by CDWs at
the surface of 1T-TaS2 have been the subject of thorough investigations. Here, particular
attention is paid to the transition from the NC to the IC CDW phase and its subsequent
recovery. The central results can be summarized as follows:
• Repetitively driving the sample surface from the NC to the IC state requires an
optical pump fluence of F ≈ 3.4 mJ/cm2 at a repetition rate of 25 kHz. As the
CDW phase transition occurs significantly faster than the presently accessible
temporal resolution, it cannot be resolved using the mm-sized electron source.
• Immediately after the phase transition, drastically broadened ICP diffraction peaks
indicate a strongly reduced CDW correlation length ξIC . The subsequent narrowing
of the peaks is traced over time using a spot profile analysis revealing a power-law
scaling of the correlation length, i.e., ξIC (∆t) ∝ ∆t1/2.
• The disorder in the “free-floating” IC CDW can be attributed to point-like topo-
logical defects, i.e., dislocations of the hexagonal CDW lattice. The unperturbed
CDW recovers via annihilation of defects and antidefects, which is analogous to
the coalescence of vortices in the XY-model.
• The observed scaling behavior has found to be independent of the applied pump
fluence. Hence, the present topological defects are rather created as a result of the
CDW phase transition than released thermally.
• A modified excitation scheme operated at 125 kHz enables the observation of a
NC-IC phase transition reaching deeper into the bulk. In this regime, a quench
causes the simultaneous formation of both symmetry-equivalent NCP ground states.
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Finally, to corroborate the experimental findings, a numerical simulation of ICP charge-
ordering kinetics has been conducted.
• This modeling qualitatively reproduces the appearance of topological defects during
the IC CDW relaxation from a highly disordered state or the NC phase, respectively.
• Facilitated by the possibility to study the topological defect annihilation dynamics
in real space, the temporal evolution of the associated correlation length likewise
exhibits a power-law scaling featuring the same exponent of ν = 1/2.
To summarize, this thesis introduces ULEED as a versatile tool for surface science and
demonstrates the capability of this technique to trace transient structural disorder and
phase-ordering kinetics. These results can be transformed to numerous other sample
systems exhibiting so-far elusive fundamental physical phenomena at their surfaces.
9.2 Outlook
Taking 1T-TaS2 as a starting point, this novel technique opens the door for the time-
resolved analysis of an enormous wealth of sample systems, such as other TMDCs,
heterostructures hereof or further CDW materials. Specific examples for the former
include epitaxially grown layers of MoSe2 on MoS2 or HOPG substrates, likewise exhibiting
IC and C CDW phases [209], as well as Au nanoparticles deposited on thin MoS2 films,
which allow for a reversible switching between its 1T and 2H polymorphs [210]. Further
promising sample systems comprise the one-dimensional CDWs present in, e.g., Au
nanowires on vicinal Si surfaces [211–213] or In nanowires grown on Si(111), which also
have been previously studied by tr-RHEED [28]. Another intriguing material is the
so-called “purple bronze” K0.9Mo6O17, which exhibits a distinct surface CDW having
a different critical temperature than the CDW present in the bulk [214]. Apart from
layered structures and CDWs, exciting fundamental dynamics may also include structural
phase transitions at the surface of quasicrystals [215] and the temperature-dependent
formation of organic adsorbate superstructures on metal or semiconductor substrates
[181, 216, 217].
Going beyond the vast number of possible future sample systems, further prospects
for ULEED are the ongoing enhancement of the temporal resolution, as well as the
application of more sophisticated excitation schemes.
Here, the continued gun miniaturization pursued by Gero Storeck paves the road for a
routine use of the µm-sized electron source allowing for single ps temporal resolution [174].
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An alternative, but also worthwhile approach is to enhance the temporal resolution of the
mm-sized electron gun by means of ultrafast streaking or radio-frequency compression.
Regarding the optical excitation of the surface, future experiments might include laser
pulses featuring a wavelength and polarization precisely tailored to resonantly drive
selected phonon modes. Alternatively, well-timed excitation pulse trains may be em-
ployed to coherently enhance or suppress cooperative atomic motions. Such excitation
spectroscopy has the great advantage of being relatively independent of the temporal
resolution determined by the electron source, since only the reaction product is probed
in dependence on the time delay between successive laser pulses.
A more complex application for ULEED constitutes time-resolved surface crystallography.
As the theoretical background to determine the surface structure unit cell from a set of
energy dependent diffraction patterns is already well-proven for static LEED [59], the
remaining challenges are rather of technical nature. First, a higher dielectric strength of
the miniaturized source turns out necessary to use electron energies up to a few hund-
reds of eV. Secondly, energy-dependent measurements lead to broad range of electron
propagation times. Hence, to maintain the spatio-temporal overlap of the laser and
electron pulse, the optical path length in one of the two arms needs to be continuously
adapted. While the latter difficulty is merely a question of adjustment, the former
should be overcome in a future version of mm-sized electron gun, finally allowing for the
time-resolved measurement of subtle atomic rearrangements with outstanding spatial
accuracy.
To conclude, the successful realization of ULEED in a backscattering geometry opens a
wide range of experimental possibilities. Aiming for disentangling the diverse ultrafast
electronic and structural responses of surfaces driven highly out of equilibrium, ULEED
represents an excellent complement to methods exclusively probing the electronic degrees
of freedom, such as time-resolved ARPES [22, 113]. On the other hand, its remarkable
sensitivity to long-range ordering phenomena make ULEED a highly complementary
approach to methods focusing on the dynamics of the local structure, as it is the case
for time-resolved STM [218]. In this context, the relatively simple and low-cost imple-
mentation renders ULEED an ideal tool for a broad scientific community and offers a






A.1 Preprocessing of the ULEED diffraction patterns
Generally, in a LEED experiment the directions of constructive interference are defined
by the intersections of the reciprocal lattice “rods” with the surface of the Ewald sphere
(cf. Sec. 2.1.4). Since the ULEED setup uses a planar imaging MCP detector instead of
a hemispherical phosphorous screen, as in a conventional LEED system, the recorded
diffraction patterns are subject to a pronounced pincushion distortion. Thus, particularly
the areas of the diffraction pattern close to the edge of the MCP are elongated in radial
direction. This effect is enhanced by a deceleration voltage applied to the MCP front
plate in order to suppress inelastically scattered electrons.
For this reason, before their analysis, the diffraction patterns are distortion corrected.
This procedure is realized in Matlab by means of a simulated annealing approach. It
includes manual selection of all atomic lattice Bragg peaks and CDW satellite spots.
Subsequently, the distance differences between equal diffraction peaks are minimized
using a 2D polynomial transformation.
Additionally to the distortion correction, the overall intensity of the diffraction images is
normalized to account for fluctuations of the electron yield. The latter may be caused
by the fact that the nonlinear photoemission process inside the pulsed electron source
is very sensitive to changes of the laser intensity or beam pointing. However, typically,
intensity variations remain on the order of a few percent.
Finally, a 2D median filter removes so-called hot pixels caused by the camera, which
would have a significant influence on the measured intensity of relatively weak diffraction
spots. Hence, for each pixel of the diffraction pattern, this filter returns the median value
of its eight adjacent neighbors.
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A.2 Diffraction peak intensity evaluation
To evaluate the intensity of the atomic lattice Bragg peaks and CDW satellite spots inside
each diffraction pattern recorded at time delays ∆t, first, the approximate positions of
the peaks are marked manually. Subsequently, further positional refinement is done by
fitting each diffraction spot with a 2D Gaussian to correctly identify its center of mass.
For the actual intensity analysis, disk- and ring-like masks are placed around each
peak. While the mean intensity measured within the ring around the peak serves as
a background correction, the integrated and maximum diffraction spot intensities are
obtained from the mean and maximum values inside the disk-like mask. For the analysis
of the NC-IC CDW phase transition, it is important to carefully choose the sizes of the
respective masks, as both types of CDW satellite spots are located very close to each
other. Consequently, separation of the integrated intensities may turn out particularly
challenging, if both types of CDW peaks are simultaneously present due to a low temporal
resolution and/or if the peaks merge because of an insufficient spatial resolution. For
the evaluation of the diffracted intensities recorded with the mm-sized and µm-sized
electron source, the radii of the disk-like masks are 0.058Å-1 (20 pixels) and 0.066Å-1
(30 pixels), respectively, whereas the ring for background correction is 3 pixels wide for
both measurements.
Finally, the measured intensity evolutions of the individual diffraction peaks are normali-
zed and averaged over all available spots of equal diffraction order.
A.3 Two-dimensional spot profile analysis
To study the temporal evolution of the ICP diffraction peaks, a time-resolved spot profile
analysis is performed. To this end, the IC CDW satellite spots are fitted with a 2D
convolution of the respective instrument function and an elliptical Lorentzian profile
(cf. Sec. 5.2). Since the ICP peaks appear to be broadened in the azimuthal direction
with respect to the nearest atomic lattice Bragg peak, for each fit, the orientation of
the elliptical Lorentzian contribution is determined by the position of the corresponding
Bragg peak (Fig. 5.1). Fig. A.1 shows the inverse of the fitted widths wr and wa (FWHM)
in radial and azimuthal direction depicted as circles and triangles, respectively. During
the diffraction peak narrowing, the ellipticity of the peaks (i.e., the ratio of wr and wa)
remains relatively constant, which manifests as a constant offset in Fig. A.1.
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Figure A.1: The inverse of the widths (FWHM) wr and wa of the IC CDW diffraction
peaks in radial and azimuthal direction is depicted as circles and triangles, respectively. In
a double logarithmic plot vs. delay time ∆t both quantities exhibit a similar temporal
evolution. The vertical offset relates to a constant ellipticity ratio of both diffraction spot
semi-axes, which correspond to the radial and azimuthal direction with respect to the
adjacent atomic lattice Bragg peak.
A.4 Static transition to the commensurate CDW phase
Upon cooling below 180 K, the CDW modulation in 1T-TaS2 undergoes a transition
from the NC to the C CDW phase, as described in Sec. 3.1. Starting in the room-
temperature NC phase, the CDW is characterized by an almost regular hexagonal pattern
of commensurate patches. During cooling these patches grow in size, thus causing the
previously split CDW satellite diffraction spots to merge. This process can be observed
well by means of ULEED due to the large transfer width of this instrument. It is depicted
in Fig. A.2 for four exemplary temperatures.
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Figure A.2: ULEED diffraction patterns recorded at the surface of 1T-TaS2 during
cooling from the NC CDW phase (a - c) to the C CDW phase (d) (180 s integration time).
As the commensurate patches of the NC phase grow with lower temperatures, the distance
between previously split CDW diffraction peaks decreases, as depicted in the close-ups
on the right side of panel a to c. Diffraction patterns courtesy of J. G. Horstmann and
T. Diekmann.
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A.5 Characterization of topological defects in numeric
simulation
In order to study the temporal evolution of topological defects in the triple IC CDW, it
is necessary to identify all pitchfork dislocations inside each of the three complex order
parameters ψj and to assign them with their correct Burgers vectors.
Therefore, the following procedure is carried out for each contribution ψj :
1. The complex phase arg (ψj (r)) is corrected for the fast oscillatory components
caused by qICj inside the unit cell of the CDW lattice. The result is a phase
map ϕj (r), which features singularities at the cores of the pitchfork dislocations
independent of their winding number.
2. The phase is integrated while traversing around each pixel in ϕj (r) on a closed
contour. To this end, four replicas of ϕj (r) are shifted by 1 px in x, y, −x and −y
direction, respectively, and summed up. Due to the periodic boundary conditions
of ψj , circular shifts of the simulation domain maintain conservation of defects at
its edge.
3. Regions featuring an accumulated phase difference of 2π are associated to dislocation
defects with a Burgers vectors pointing in qICj direction. Correspondingly, a phase
difference of −2π resembles an anti-defect having a Burgers vector in −qICj direction.
4. If several adjacent pixel exhibit a phase difference of ±2π, the centroid of the
respective area is calculated and all respective pixels are counted as a single
dislocation defect.
This way, all pairs of pitchfork dislocations (also denoted as vortex-antivortex pairs) in
ψj can be identified and assigned to their Burgers vectors. It is worth noting that, due to
the periodic boundary conditions, the numbers of defects and anti-defects are identical at
all times. To form a topological defect of the triple CDW, two dislocations of ψj and ψk
need come across each other. Then, the Burgers vector of the new defect simply results






AES Auger electron spectroscopy





DPSS diode-pumped solid state
FIB focused ion beam
FPCB flexible printed circuit board
fs femtosecond
FWHM full width at half maximum
HHG high harmonic generation
HOPG highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
ICP incommensurate phase
IMFP inelastic mean free path
KTHNY Kosterlitz, Thouless, Halperin, Nelson, Young
LEED low-energy electron diffraction
LEEM low-energy electron microscopy
MCP microchannel plate
mm millimeter
NCP nearly commensurate phase
NLSE nonlinear Schrödinger equation
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nm nanometer
NOPA noncollinear optical parametric amplifier
OPA optical parametric amplifier
PDE partial differential equation
PES photoemission spectroscopy
PLD periodic lattice distortion
ps picosecond
RHEED reflection high-energy electron diffraction
SOFM split-operator Fourier method
SPA spot profile analysis
SXRD surface x-ray diffraction
TEF transient electric field
TMDC transition metal dichalcogenide
TP triclinic phase
TPD temperature programmed desorption
UED ultrafast electron diffraction
UHV ultrahigh vacuum
ULEED ultrafast low-energy electron microscopy
ULEEM ultrafast low-energy electron microscope
UTEM ultrafast transmission electron microscopy
XRD x-ray diffraction
B.2 Symbols
α angle, charge density modulation, chiral CDW ground state












ξ coherence length, correlation length
ρ charge density, defect density
σ angular spread, momentum spread
τ temporal spread, decay constant
φ complex amplitude, phase
ϕ phase
χ electronic susceptibility
Φ pair correlation function, work function




a∗i reciprocal lattice vector
a lattice parameter, accuracy
A area
b superstructure lattice vector, Burgers vector
B brightness








f scattering amplitude, repetition rate, Fermi-Dirac distribution
F force, field strength, pump fluence, free energy
|F |2 unit cell form factor
F Fourier transform
g electron-phonon coupling constant
g6 orientational correlation function
gT translational correlation function
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J1 first-order Bessel function
k wave vector




L distance, closed contour
m mass, magnetization density
M transfer Matrix




r real space vector
r radius
Rmn position in 2D lattice
R distance
s spin
|S|2 lattice structure factor
t time, transfer function





w (transfer) width, winding number
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